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Emerging Strategy Central Area Action Plan – August 2009
Consultation Feedback – High Level Summary

High Level Summary of Consultation Feedback
1.0 Introduction
1.1. A public consultation on the Emerging Strategy for the Central Area Action Plan
took place in August and September of 2009.
1.2. In total there were 236 individuals, groups and organisations who responded to the
consultation on the Emerging Strategy for the Central Area Action Plan. These
were made up of 773 comments relating to different topics or themes within the
Emerging Strategy. Responses were received via questionnaires, letters or
emails. All of the individual responses are available for public viewing at the
Planning Offices in Cliftonville House.
1.3. This high level summary is designed to provide some of the headline issues and
concerns that have arisen through the feedback. These have been broadly
reported on by topic or theme to provide a more constructive summary of feedback.
1.4. It is recommended that this High Level Summary of Consultation Feedback is read
in full, to provide a full picture of consultation responses as this summary only aims
to highlight pertinent points or areas where there was a broad consensus of
opinion.

2.0 Vision
2.1. The vision is generally supported and comments looked to further clarify or
contextualise the draft vision. Concerns were raised regarding the impacts of
growth on the town and whether there will be sufficient infrastructure in place.
Specific areas to focus on within the vision are: the role of jobs in shaping the future
of Northampton along with retail, and the relationship between the different types of
retailing within and around the town centre.
2.2. When reflecting on future developments within the vision comments related to gaps
around sustainable design, safety and security and the role of housing in adding
value to developments like the St John’s quarter and south of Bridge Street. There
is also a desire to have mixed, quality developments with good public realm.
Recognition also needs to be given to community cohesion and active citizens.
2.3. The relationship between cultural developments and creative industries needs to be
clarified.
2.4. Need to identify what Northampton can do differently or better than other areas in
our region. Some comments questioned whether Northampton was, or indeed
should be, a City.

3.0 Strategic Objectives
3.1. The strategic objectives were generally supported by respondents. It was
recognised that the strategic objectives align well with the East Midlands Regional
Plan1 and the Northampton Economic Regeneration Strategy2. In going forward
1
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there needs to be recognition of the close alignment required with the West
Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy.
Objective 1: Regeneration
3.2. Regeneration in the Central Area needs to make reference to housing within
regeneration schemes and not be so prescriptive as to prevent sites coming
forward for different uses as a single or larger regeneration opportunity. Comment
was made about providing complementary retailing outside of the town centre and
providing a comprehensive approach. The recognition of heritage within
regeneration schemes, the use of vacant industrial buildings, and the creation of
new employment opportunities were generally supported.
3.3. One organisation highlighted that ‘Northampton has the potential to become one of
the region’s highest performing retail attractions’.
Objective 2: Well Designed
3.4. The application of quality design needs to apply to existing buildings and public
realm so that architectural heritage is maintained. Design should be of the ‘highest
reasonable standard having regard to scheme viability’ as rental levels are low.
New design should be of the highest standard promotes the right aspiration but it
does not necessarily encourage modern and innovative approach to design and
materials.
Objective 3: A Destination of Choice
3.5. This objective might not capture the whole task facing the town in becoming a
destination of choice; it is greater than the Market Square alone and a broader
definition is required.
Objective 4: A Walkable City
3.6. This objective received little comment indicating that it is generally supported. It
was suggested that green infrastructure has an important role to play in achieving
this objective. The plan needs to recognise and improve walkability and identify
areas that can be better connected to the town centre.
Objective 5: Public Transport and Cycling
3.7. This objective needs to consider all forms of transport, not just walking, cycling and
public transport and requires further clarification. Comments relate to the use of a
Park and Ride system, which is supported in principle as a means of reducing cars
in the centre but also recognised that this is a very costly option for the Council.
Further recognition is required on the role of the car within the town centre in terms
of the impact of the car on the town and increasing easy vehicular access. Cycle
routes need to be extended beyond the boundary.
Objective 6: Quality Places
3.8. This objective received little comment indicating that it is generally supported.
Objective 7: Repopulate the town centre
3.9. This objective raised questions about how communities grow as the population
grows, particularly through the regeneration of Spring Boroughs. There needs to be
2
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consideration of the redevelopment of redundant industrial sites; some are still
operational and there will be wider impacts on jobs. However recognition is also
required of redundant buildings within the town centre, including closed retail units.
Objective 8: Sustainability
3.10. This objective received little comment indicating that it is generally supported.

4.0 Nene Valley and St James Retail Park Sites
4.1. Shopping requirements need to be provided for the convenience of the shopper.
The sale of large bulky items in the town centre was highlighted as an example and
the challenge of not being able to pick up goods by car from the town centre. In
turn there was support for retaining large format retail facilities on these sites.
4.2. The closeness to the town centre is felt to facilitate the mixed use approach to
development at Nene Valley and St James Retail Park. Several respondents made
reference to sustainable communities which mix homes, employment and facilities.
Other references were made to the need for sympathetic, quality development that
is well related to the existing retail facilities and that provides linkages to the retail
core. Further still, respondents felt that seeking alternatives for existing retail
destinations is unrealistic.

5.0 Major New Retail Developments
5.1. Two sites were proposed: north of Abington Street and Horse Market / College
Street. Both sites were largely deemed suitable for additional retailing. General
comments were made relating to the heritage on both sites; particularly the north of
Abington Street site where there is St Katherine’s Churchyard, the Friends Meeting
House and grounds and the Nuns graveyard. The Environment Agency raised
concerns about the need to undertake modelling of contaminated land.
5.2. Generally neither site is felt to be suitable for a food store as they are constrained
by size, accessibility and conservation issues. Both were felt to be more suitable
for additional comparison retailing; with the North of Abington Street site also being
suggested for office development.
5.3. The accessibility and available parking at both sites was highlighted as a concern
and added that development should be complemented by sustainable travel
options. The Horse Market / College Street site was felt to provide a link between
Spring Boroughs and the town centre. However other concerns were that it might
pull the town centre in a new direction away from Abington Street. Comments were
made for both sites that the Grosvenor Centre should remain a priority for new retail
development and these sites should not be redeveloped until the Grosvenor Centre
is complete.
5.4. Wider retailing comments related to the high quality design and the necessity for
additional retailing to improve the current offer and to ensure connectivity.
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6.0 Out of Town Retail
6.1. There is concern for the overall vitality and viability of the town’s retail offer. A
number of comments were received relating to the restrictions on new out-of-town
retailing with challenges relating to its justification and perceived contraventions to
national planning policy. Others felt that out-of-town retailing has a detrimental
effect on the town centre and need to be reversed.
6.2. The access to cheap parking is seen to contribute to the adverse effect on the town.
There was also a call to create a policy to refuse development of further large outof-town retail and provide some solutions to the parking problem within town.
Further clarification is required in defining retail, for example, ‘out-of-centre’, ‘edgeof-centre’, ‘town centre’ etc.

7.0 Development of Shorter Term Shopping Needs
7.1. The timing of the Grosvenor Centre development and removal of the bus station are
felt to be early requirements. The size and scale of empty shops requires
consideration and also a look at how to encourage the reuse of empty units.
Improvements to shopping provision were highlighted as being commensurate with
improvements to the financial services provision.
7.2. There is support for encouraging higher quality retail within the Central Area and
restrictions on new out-of-centre retail development. Clarification is required about
specific out-of-town retail locations that have a negative impact on Northampton
Town Centre.
7.3. In developing the shopping offer in Northampton the following were felt to
contribute: free car parking provision, discounted rents, finding higher quality
retailers, improving the public realm. The Chamber of Commerce highlighted
specific solutions to halting the decline in the retail offer; these included dressing
window space, flexibility in planning use of units, bold policy making, looking at
drop-in services. Others suggested selective letting, and targeting of retail uses.

8.0 Retail through intervention
8.1. Retail through intervention was generally supported by those who responded.
Reference was made to engaging and involving assistance from the private sector
in implementing intervention mechanisms. A number of factors were identified as
contributing to increasing retail such as making the town attractive to retailers,
embracing the town’s role as a market town and building on this, rather than
competing with Milton Keynes, strong public private partnerships, increasing
accessibility and improving the public realm. It was also suggested that the upper
floors of buildings and vacant premises could be made available to small
businesses or students.

9.0 Higher Quality Retailing
9.1. There was general support for higher quality retailing being located within Gold
Street, Abington Street, St Giles Street and the Drapery. There were associated
benefits identified such as the potential to protect and make better use of historic
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buildings and traditional streets. Abington Street and the Drapery were identified as
having greater potential for larger commercial units but other locations are more
suited to smaller niche retailers.

10.0 Retail Frontages
10.1. A mixed response was received to retail frontages. There was general support for
the inclusion of the Drapery as a primary shopping frontage. Others felt that Gold
Street, more of Abington Street, Regents Square should also be considered as
primary frontage. One respondent felt that the Drapery and Sheep Street should be
secondary frontages. Several consultees also highlighted the need to clarify the
role of the financial services sector within frontages.

11.0 Town Centre Boundary
11.1. There is general agreement for the town centre boundary. Areas that were felt to
be considered for inclusion are Morrison’s, the Wellingborough Road, and old shoe
factory sites in the Upper mounts which have scope for renovation and reuse.
Others questioned why the boundary extended around Castle Station and included
the residential area at the end of Derngate.

12.0 Broadening the appeal of the Market Square
12.1. Public realm was highlighted by a number of respondents as being important in
broadening the appeal of the Market Square, with lighting, shop fronts, events and
activities all playing a role.
12.2. The Market Square requires flexibility in order to be viable and appeal to more
customers but there are some uses which were felt to be detrimental – betting
shops, employment agencies and supermarkets.

13.0 Office Developments
13.1. There is general support for increasing employment through creating workplaces to
encourage new business in the centre but new development needs to respect the
context of any listed buildings. Concerns were raised over the high rental values of
offices, traffic congestion, the lack of public transport and the cost of town centre
parking. As a result office developments require accessible transport or parking
provision. Quality, well paid employment opportunities will generate the spending
power required to attract quality retailing.
13.2. It was felt by several respondents that a flexible approach was required as to the
scale, type and location of office developments. There are some general industrial
sites still operational around the Central Area and these should be preserved as
they provide local jobs and contribute to the local economy.
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13.3. The Waterside is seen as having potential to provide high quality office space within
mixed use development. Other sites highlighted for consideration are those
contained within the Strategic Employment Land Assessment3.

14.0 Creative Industries
14.1. The use of St John’s for creative industries was largely supported. However there
needs to be consideration of the existing development which is mixed use leisure,
commercial and a considerable amount of residential.
14.2. Consideration was requested as to whether creative industries could be relocated
from the Fish Market area which, in turn, could benefit students and graduates.

15.0 Residential development
15.1. Residential development in Spring Boroughs and the Waterside is largely
supported. Waterside development needs to be informed by both the Water Cycle
Strategy and Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and sequential and
exception tests set out in Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood
Risk.
15.2. It is identified that there is a need to create well designed housing development
which creates strong communities.
15.3. The river offers an attractive location but caution was made against the
overdevelopment of the Waterside. The policy should be sufficiently flexible to deal
with changing market circumstances and enable sites to come forward. A number
of other sites for housing were suggested along with concerns about the inclusion
of affordable housing within some town centre locations and the dominance of one
and two bed apartment properties.
15.4. In relation to Spring Boroughs comments covered consideration of the impact on
local residents and their infrastructure needs, as oppose to focussing on the
number of houses. High quality design and the avoidance of poorly designed high
density developments were necessary.

16.0 Leisure and Recreation
16.1. The approach to leisure and recreation was supported and the Waterside was
referenced for inclusion as it can offer natural assets and green spaces which could
play an important role in reinvigorating the town. There needs to be a full range of
leisure activities that attract people of all ages to the town during the day and
evening. However whilst there is some support for eating and drinking around the
cultural assets of the town there are concerns regarding anti-social behaviour and
security. Reference is made to the inclusion of the Royal and Derngate as a focus
for cultural development and the role of theatre in creative industry.

3
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17.0 Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road
17.1. The inner ring road is generally felt to create a barrier to movement for residents of
the town. There are clear references made to the requirement of the need for more
research and testing into the impacts of changing the character of the inner ring
road before decisions are made. Sustainable transport options need to be looked
at and the problems of public transport were highlighted. There was also felt to be
a need to look at wider linkages.
17.2. There were many other transport issues highlighted around cars and parking and
solutions provided to managing this: green travel plans, park and ride, car park
charges. Other transportation and accessibility issues raised included integrated
transport, walking and cycling, alternative public transport. The interface of these
options was also seen as being a solution and looking at how to improve linkages.
Bus transportation generated a number of comments, particularly relating to the
location of future bus stop / station facilities.

18.0 Pedestrian Movement
18.1. Comments were made about creating a safe environment for pedestrians around
the Central Area as well as improving cycle links. Connectivity and ease of
movement is important along with access to new developments and areas beyond
the Central Area. The impact of the car user on pedestrians in terms of speed,
removal of road barriers and the penetration of the car into the centre were all
referenced.
18.2. Safety issues for pedestrians with the removal of subways, pedestrianisation and
slow moving traffic were all highlighted. The principles of Secured by Design need
to be taken into consideration. Particular areas highlighted for attention to
improving access and linkages are Sheep Street, Barrack Road, Bridge Street.
18.3. Specific reference was made to making provision for, and encouraging cycling
access to the Central Area and extending pedestrian and cycle access to integrate
closely with the river corridor.

19.0 Public Transport - Buses
19.1. More details are required on the replacement of the bus station. There is a need for
an attractive, easily accessible, dry bus station and a new one needs to be provided
before the old one is closed. Dispersed bus terminals on street were not felt to be
acceptable or sufficient but there is considerable support for retaining the current
location of the bus station.
19.2. There is a call for improved bus services, for example, better frequency, better
reliability, earlier / later services, affordable / cost effective, more comfortable and
routes from outlying areas.
19.3. Buses on Abington Street provided a mixed response with just over half of the short
questionnaires rejecting the opening up of Abington Street. Objections related to
pedestrian and cyclist safety and the detriment that buses would bring to the
shopping environment. There was also comment concerned that public transport
was not a feasible alternative to the private car in the future.
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20.0 Rapid Transport System
20.1. There was general support for the proposal for a new public transport link on the
disused railway line and also comments relating to the potential to reopen a route to
Bedford.

21.0 Parking
21.1. There is a call for cheaper or free parking, with this being cited as the reason for
shopping at other locations like Weston Favell, Wellingborough and Milton Keynes.
The need for a multi story car park near Castle Station was highlighted. New
developments and proposals to improve the retail offer were seen as a way of
reducing the need for residents to seek to shop further away. The promotion of
sustainable alternatives and Green Travel Plans are required.

22.0 Climate Change Policy
22.1. The climate change policy was generally supported. There are queries around the
level that should be set and that maybe ‘moving towards’ does not go far enough.
A number of comments related to the guidance document and how flexible it might
need to be and also how it can accommodate climate change relating to flooding. A
recommendation was made that the vision statement should highlight a
commitment to ‘adapting to’, and to ‘mitigating against’ climate change.

23.0 Regents Square Gateway
23.1. There were very few comments received relating to the Regents Square Gateway.
However those that there were required redevelopments to recognise the
investment that has already being made into housing; removal of the Casino and
management of the traffic management in this area.

24.0 Abington Square Gateway
24.1. Suggestions for improvements to Abington Square focused on the public realm and
traffic issues. The public realm was felt to be improved by signage, public art,
intervening in shop frontages and looking to regenerate in a similar way to Marefair.
Some buildings around the square are of poor quality and there is generally a need
for maintenance and cleanliness.
24.2. The impact of traffic on the area is a key consideration and it is felt to be the main
issue. The stranded listed buildings in the middle of the traffic island are a concern.
There is a need to seize opportunities to look at the areas traffic movements within
their wider context. The area is not pedestrian friendly.

25.0 Town’s Heritage
25.1. The protection and enhancement of Northampton’s Heritage was supported,
particularly through protecting and reconnecting with the historic street patterns and
buildings surrounding the Market Square. Opportunities exist to retrieve and
enhance heritage. Concern was raised about the degree of protection provided by
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the designation of Conservation Areas and that strict design guidance and
enforcement was required.
25.2. There were a number of sites suggested as having special or distinctive
architectural features which should be utilised in future redevelopment: the Castle
Station site, St Peters Street, Freeschool Street, Albion House and Victoria
Promenade, Tanner Street, Fish Market area, Silver Street and Bradshaw Street
where there is believed to be the site of an early Jewish Synagogue. The library
and other existing churches and listed buildings need to be enhanced as attractions
to the town.

26.0 Detailed Guidance on Site Specific Policies and Masterplans
26.1. In developing guidance there is a strong message that Masterplans should be
developed in consultation with stakeholders (examples included: owners,
businesses, residents, Crime Prevention Advisors). Cohesive town centre
developments are required and it is felt that this could be achieved by developing in
a coordinated fashion and in line with producing Supplementary Planning
Documents and the Action Plan.
26.2. The Grosvenor Centre, Castle Station, Angel Street/ St John’s and Avon Nunn
Mills, The Waterside, Becket’s Park and Midsummer Meadow were all referenced
regarding how they should be specifically developed. Weight can be given to the
Masterplans if they are adopted by the Council.

27.0 Grosvenor Centre
27.1. Although the consultation document did not ask a specific question in relation to the
Grosvenor Centre many comments were received. It was felt that there are
opportunities which could be seized through its redevelopment: removal of
subways, increasing active frontages. There are also opportunities to recreate
historic street patterns and improve north / south pedestrian links and permeability.
A concern was raised that office development should not be viewed as suitable for
inclusion within the redeveloped Grosvenor Centre.

28.0 Leisure at the Waterside
28.1. The Waterside is seen as providing a resource for promoting the town. Its effective
use may help Northampton to establish itself, particularly in the evenings.
28.2. In terms of developments and activities - family activities are required whilst
recognising the need for flexibility in terms of leisure use. Safety issues need to be
borne in mind and developments must be of a high quality.
28.3. Positive opportunities were felt to be available to improve accessibility and linkage,
particularly between the Waterside and Victoria Promenade but also Delapre
Abbey. In developing the area, more bridges, restaurant, shops could be added,
along with maintenance of the area. The wildlife provides a resource too.
28.4. Concerns were raised that there are no plans for parking associated with the marina
and that boaters require this. Concern was also raised about the inaccessibility of
the marina to the general public.
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28.5. The policy should fully acknowledge the costs of removing the gasholders and any
viability considerations associated with the redevelopment of the site.

29.0 Future of Greenspace
29.1. The role of public realm was highlighted in improving green infrastructure within The
Waterside with improvements to lighting, benches, signage, cycle routes and green
walks. There is a need for increased numbers of trees / plants / open spaces within
central shopping area and linked throughout the Central Area. Suggestions include
using local businesses to assist through sponsorship of planting, and the use of
experienced gardeners to assist in landscaping. The River Nene Regional Park
was identified as being particularly helpful in guiding the way forward.
29.2. Additions and amendments recommended included the recognition of biodiversity
enhancement alongside the river and seeking greenspace wherever possible.
Greenspace should seek to improve biodiversity, visual amenity and the landscape.
Nunn Mills Road can help deliver improved greenspace and a link to Delapre.

30.0 Spring Boroughs
30.1. There was unanimous agreement that the Council should work with the
communities of Spring Boroughs. Comments related to fully engaging the
community in regeneration and providing for a mixed residential population, varied
social mix and a strong sense of community. Consideration also needs to be given
to new employment and business opportunities.

31.0 Specific Detailed Development Criteria
31.1. Comments on sustainability were received in relation to the development sites. The
necessary infrastructure requires early installation. Opportunities suggested
include: mandatory use of the Code for Sustainable Homes, formulation of a
Council / community owned energy company to supply the Central Area, sufficient
water, waste and sustainable urban drainage infrastructure and identification of
archaeology. Developments need to be planning policy led, not developer led and
the Central Area should be developed before any development in surrounding
areas.
31.2. It is essential that sufficient water infrastructure is in place to prevent the increased
risk of pollution and sewerage flooding. Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
should also be promoted.
31.3. It was felt that not all sites are the same so that it could be difficult to generalise and
there may be complicated issues like land ownership. However all public areas
should be clean, safe and sustainable.
31.4. Support was highlighted for the use of tall buildings within the Grosvenor Centre but
another comment related to high buildings detracting from Northampton’s heritage
with specific reference to Sol Central and the Woolmonger Street Flats.
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32.0 Short Term Phasing
32.1. There was a mixed reaction to the phasing, although some comments do relate to
speeding up action and delivering as soon as possible. A number of sites were
mentioned as being brought forward into Phase One, including St John’s, Becket’s
Park, supermarket north of Abington Street, Nene Valley Retail Park and the
Grosvenor Centre.
32.2. Key constraints were identified. It was felt to be inappropriate to define the Avon
site in the first phase of the plan; it is felt that there are other sites, not in Phase 1,
that may come forward. Sites will be dependent on other factors like operational
and financial considerations (particularly in relation to the Gas Holder Site).

33.0 Medium Term Phasing
33.1. It is felt that the Avon Nunn Mills site will continue into this phase as it is such a
large scale site.
33.2. Concern was raised about missing the Decent Homes Standard deadline of 2010
as Spring Boroughs is contained within this phase.
33.3. The public transport link needs to be a railway link to facilitate linkage with the
Bedford line.

34.0 Long Term Phasing
34.1. Items that respondents felt should be moved from the third phase into earlier
phases are: the Avon site and the Grosvenor Centre as they will have been
completed.

35.0 Delivery
35.1. The rate of change is too slow and should be speeded up. Concern was raised as
to where the investment will come from.
35.2. The longer term plans for Nene Valley and St James Retail Park do not provide any
consideration as to where the current occupiers would relocate to.
35.3. The Implementation, Delivery and Monitoring section needs more detail about what,
where, who and how.
35.4. It is difficult to predict certainty and more information may be necessary on the
delivery of infrastructure to support development. Measures of success must be
included within the monitoring framework with regard to the historic environment.

36.0 Any other issues
36.1. The document needs to address the role of faith groups and other community
groupings in developing areas. The role of the central library as a focal point for
cultural development should be considered.
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36.2. There needs to be more information on transport and the options available to
accessing the town from developments outside of the central area, including public
transport.
36.3. The Emerging Strategy does not deal with growth and change with regard to
policies. A new school will be required on the Nunn Mills and Ransome Road sites.
There is also the need for a new hospital and other medical improvements of which
there is no mention.
36.4. The plan needs to improve the quality of life for the elderly and disabled.
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Vision

Introduction
1.0
•
•
•
•
•

The consultation feedback received on the Emerging Strategy for the Central Area
Action Plan was received in the following formats:
Emails
Letters
Long questionnaires from the main consultation document
Short questionnaires from the summary leaflet
Electronic responses submitted through the consultation portal

1.1.

In total there were 236 individuals, groups and organisations who responded to the
consultation on the Emerging Strategy for the Central Area Action Plan. These
were made up of 773 comments relating to different topics or themes within the
Emerging Strategy.
Responses were received via questionnaires, letters or
emails. All of the individual responses are available for public viewing at the
Planning Offices in Cliftonville House.

1.2.

In order to provide accessibility to the feedback, the responses have been
summarised around each of the topics / question areas contained within the
Emerging Strategy. The summaries were carried out by Planning Officers and aim
to identify the main points that are being made. A short higher level summary has
also been produced to provide an overview of responses received.

1.3.

All of the responses are available in full to publically view at:
Planning Policy
Cliftonville House
Bedford Road
Northampton
NN4 7NR

1.4.

Although this document presents a summary of the responses received it is
important to note that all of the response have been read and considered in full.
This summary allows the comments to be more easily accessible.
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Vision

Long Questionnaires – Quantitative Feedback
2.0

The responses arrived in many different formats and therefore the questions were
not consistently answered. The long questionnaire asked for consultees to indicate
their level of support for the emerging policy options. Of those who answered the
long questionnaire and that completed the relevant questions, the following results
were found:

Question 1

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
25
4
5
2

Question 2

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
20
3
4
0

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
15
4
1
0

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
19
4
1
0

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
12
3
1
0

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
13
1
2
0

Question 3

Question 4

Question 6

Question 7
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Question 8

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
10
2
2
1

Question
10

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
15
1
2
0

Question
12

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
12
7
1
0

Question
13

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
14
3
0
0

Question
14

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
14
4
0
0

Question
15

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
15
2
2
0
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Question
16

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
14
4
2
0

Question
27

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
12
5
4
0

Question
18

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
14
1
1
0

Question
28

Response
Yes
Maybe
No
No reply

Number
11
3
4
0

Question
29

Response
Yes
Maybe
No
No reply
Response
Yes
Maybe
No
No reply

Number
10
1
3
0
Number
9
1
3
0

Response
Yes
Maybe
No
No reply

Number
3
4
2
2

Question
19

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
13
2
0
0

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
17
2
1
0

Question
23

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
21
1
2
0

Question
25

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
17
0
0
0

Question
26

Response
Yes
No
Maybe
No reply

Number
8
4
4
0

Question
22
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Summary Leaflets – Quantitative Feedback
3.0 The following section shows the quantitative element of the leaflet questionnaires
which were received to the Emerging Strategy consultation. The additional
comments that were made to the final question ‘Is there anything you would like to
tell us to support your answers?’ have been included into the compilation of
comments.

Percentage of Responses

Nature of your interest in the Central
Area
70%
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20%
10%
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0%

Do you agree with the overall emerging plan for Central
Area?
7%
27%

14%

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor
disagree
Do not agree

52%
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Do you agree with our vision for the Central
Area?

Do not agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Do you agree with our objectives for the Central
Area?

Do not agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
0%
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Do you support the development of the waterside for
leisure use?
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Yes

Maybe

No

Do you support the locations for creating workplaces
to encourage new businesses into the heart of the
city?

No

Maybe

Yes
0%
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Are there any other locations where new homes
should be considered?
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Yes

Maybe

No

Which is your priority for improving shopping in
Northampton?
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
More
specialist
independent
shops

More health
and beauty
shops

Better quality
clothing
shops

Improved
restaurants

Better lifestyle
shops with
quality home
goods

3.1.

In addition to the one tick that respondents were asked for, 40 ticked either one
more or a combination of options and this must be considered when viewing the
responses.

3.2.

Other comments received included:
•
•

To be able to walk to shops for weekly food and household shop.
Affordable rents

Planning Policy
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•

Lower rents on town centre offices and shops to attract businesses into the
centre instead of forcing them away.

If there were more specialist independent shops,
would you use them?
Don't know
No
Maybe
Yes
0%

20%

40%

60%

Do you support the locations identified for shopping?

No

Maybe

Yes
0%

20%
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How do you travel to the Central Area?
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
I live here

I walk

I cycle

I drive

I take the bus

Should pedestrians be given more priority around the
Central Area?

No

Maybe

Yes
0%
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Do you support the proposal for a new public transport
link to the south of the town?
11%

Yes
19%

Maybe
No

70%

What do you think about introducing buses along
Abington Street?
60%
50%
40%
Part
30%

Whole

20%
10%
0%
Yes
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General Comments from Short Questionnaires
4.0

General comments received on the summary leaflets have been summarised
below.

Greenspace

•
•

Design

•
•
•

Maintaining history

•
•
•
•

•

Public Realm

•
•

Attracting Visitors

•
•
•
•

Information for
visitors

•
•
•

Support for the
Emerging Strategy
Cleanliness and
Monitoring
Populations
Attitude

•
•
•
•

Lots of trees and plants or grass areas. X 4, - trees in central
shopping areas.
Improved access and marketing of Beckets Park as green space
to compliment retail development.
Excellence in Clean, green, safe themes x2 - ecologically
responsible
Imaginative modern architecture
I think if these proposals are delivered to an excellent standard,
Northampton will fulfil the vision.
Landmark, architecturally significant buildings (new builds)
Twenty first century quality architecture
Less ugly block brick paving!
Maintain and make better use of historic buildings and natural
assets x4 - do not demolish, remember market town roots and
keep a lot of its original stuff, the Market, Fish Market, River Nene
and parks), preservation and reconstruction
Respect for its historic buildings and spaces – need to consider
views into town – All Saints views marred by modern buildings –
car parks etc.
Good quality street furniture x2 – i.e. including recycling bins and
plants hanging or otherwise.
More street art/sculptures by local artists x2 - a 'Diana'
monument.
Public seating x2 - with some rain/dry protection.
Public conveniences that are open!
Improved public realm, which can be maintained.
It should be able to attract people from outside Northampton with
something other nearby towns and cities do not have.
Tourists encouraged to visit.
Large tourist office, more guided tours, printed town guide
Better advertising / signage x4 re: What's on in Northampton,
good quality signs
Nothing [else needed] if all proposals in this document are
implemented.
Cleanliness x6 - it is it disgrace to visitors there is litter
everywhere, someone to remove the litter, fly tipping etc
Plenty of street wardens to keep it looking presentable
An encouragement of respect from towns people x2 - with regard
to litter, drinking behaviour eating in the street and reducing
vandalism/graffiti
A cathedral x3
Improved national status - examples are recognised national
institutes of excellence or sports institutions.

General
•
contributions to
•
what makes a city
distinctive
Planning Policy
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•
•
•
Employment

•

Reducing pubs
Cultural offer

•
•

Market

•
•
•
•
•
•

Shopping Centre
Type of shops

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leisure Offer

•
•
•
•

Evening Economy

•

Car Parking

•

It needs to be distinctive
No politicians in charge of Regeneration at anytime. A ‘born and
bred’ Northamptonian, i.e. me in charge instead.
I thought it would take an act from Queen to make us a City
because of Civil War. Didn't we imprison the Charles 1st here?
Work [employment] in the centre of town rather than just the
outskirts
A reduction in pubs and clubs x3
Types of facilities: a vibrant Art Gallery x3, museum complex and
more museums and tourist attractions, a new library, sculptures,
photography etc, theatre tickets at a more reasonable price.
Add culture x2 - to balance the binge drinking perception
A more up-market feel
Assist the market traders with lower rents to bring the market
square back to life
Options for the Market - a farmers market on Saturday when
working people go shopping, fish and meat market for
independent stalls
Vibrant market area x3 - no political interest in what the electorate
really wants, proper market square
It was ideal in my youth! Centred around market with small
specialist shops in arcade.
Money spent on the Grosvenor centre x2
Improved shopping centre is essential.
Shops & restaurants on railway side of town.
A Starbucks Please!!!!! Maybe two Starbucks….
No empty shops
Remove / stop - 'Pound' shops, future pubs, bingo halls,
amusements arcades
More shops x3 - diverse retail offered, clothes shops (higher
quality/independent), quality
Shops to promote the sale of local produce, perhaps for those
who can't afford own premises
Food stores - catering for elderly people.
NOT to be a ‘city’ – but to retail it’s identity as a County Market
Town.
Lots of restaurants
A more balanced leisure offer and major national attraction footwear industry museum (over and above central museum) old Hawkins factory perhaps.
Things to do or visit informally. Better facilities for mums and
kids.
Customer focused information café to meet people and have a
general chat.
A greater impetus to deliver higher quality night life other than
alcohol driven x2
Adequate and cheap car parks x5 - to encourage people like me

Planning Policy
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•
•

Public Transport
and Cycling

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedestrianisation

•
•
•

Leisure Offer

•
•
•

Policing

Disagree with City
Status

Support City
Status
General
Comments

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

from out of town to come into central Northampton, located
around perimeter of the Central Area
FREE CAR PARKS
More disabled parking along Abington Street around Marks &
Spencer
A multi storey car park close to station
Better parking enforcement like a good city
Good road access and free parking
Effective park and ride x2
More pedestrians and cycle routes x2
Better transport x4 - RELIABLE!, reflect a better image of town,
no [buses] after 8pm in most areas.
A new bus station x2 - needed centrally, not at the railway station
Maintain the bus station as is x3 - refurnish it, spend money on it
as promised
Cheaper public transport to get people out of cars
Greater use of public parks - please see Milton Keynes
Pedestrianisation of town centre x3, whole of town, no cars in
bridge street and around All Saints Church, where possible,
shopping areas (like Gold Street)
More leisure facilities x2 - to promote a leisure economy, boosting
football and improvement of leisure facilities
Another decent sized flat open area (other than Market Square) in summer for new workforce to use, winter ice skating etc.
A new state of the art sports centre/leisure centre – a new
swimming pool x2 - with chutes/river runs/waves (now Danes
Camp is far too busy)
I am not proud of what town offers
Plenty of visible policing at all times and a crackdown on unsocial
behaviour
More security (CCTV) to cut the crime rate.
Strongly disagree with "City" description x3 - Northampton must
develop a unique identity to differentiate itself from Milton
Keynes, more of the same wont work, no benefit to us if it
becomes a city! Only increased taxes
I like Northampton Town
What city status?
Yes it would be a boost for our town to become a City.
[Need] some life. The place is next to dead (as you, yourselves,
in less direct terms) recognize.
Bring back the toilets for elderly people, then they would start
coming to town to shop instead of using local expensive food
shops.
Nothing, but I doubt this will happen.
Listen to what locals want and have vision for. Stop asking
outsiders who don't care.

Planning Policy
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•
•
•

5.0

Christmas lights.
Resurrect Kettering Road.
More primary and secondary school.

The following pages look to summarise the feedback and comments received
through the consultation on the Emerging Strategy of the Central Area Action Plan.
The summary does not look to include every comment, more to provide a flavour of
the scope of, and synergies between comments made.
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Question1:

Vision

Do you support the Vision for Northampton 2026?

Overarching Issues
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-171 Government
Office for the
East Midlands

CAAP-172 CBRE CB
Richard Ellis
CAAP-192 East Midlands
Regional
Assembly
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Chamber Of
Commerce

Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Summary of Issues Raised
Prepare development plan documents in line with policy guidance, primarily PPS12.
Must also conform to Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and the subsequent 2008 amendments.
Welcomes the approach to front-loading.
GOEM is aware that the joint LDS may need to be revised to allow more time for the publication of the JCS,
which may result in the CAAP coming forward first. If so, sequencing of plans should be set out in the
revised LDS following discussion with GOEM.
At publication stage, CAAP should set out the chain of conformity to the Regional Plan (RSS) rather than
the JCS. Need to be aware that the inclusion of emerging JCS text/policy may be subject to change.
This should be translated into the Emergent Core Strategy to ensure a consistency of approach.
Strike strong accord with the Regional version of the RSS and the 11 Core Regional objectives expressed
in Policy 1.
Northamptonshire Chamber welcomes the fact that the Plan has steered away from trying to encapsulate
the Vision for Northampton 2026 in one vague, superficial phrase.
The Chamber believes it will be the role of future marketing campaigns, in line with the county's Let Yourself
Grow brand, that will be the best vehicle for defining "strap-lines" and key messages about the town, when
the Plan starts to bear fruit and the audiences for those messages have been defined.
The main vision as it is described in the initial paragraph is difficult to argue with and appears to summarise
the ambitions to be achieved.
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Vision

Growth
ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-70 Growth
Growth impact will have huge impact, however this is not effectively communicated, nor the opportunities it
represents.
CAAP-86 Growth
New homes built to the South and East of the town will contribute very little to shopping demand as most will
do their main shopping in Milton Keynes.
New homes built to the North would be much more likely to provide shopping demand in Northampton.
As the lack of North/South bypass means that driving to Milton Keynes would be too inconvenient.
CAAP-141 Growth
There has been a great deal of expansion already in this town, without consultation with its inhabitants. I may
add, and further expansion should not be considered. Where are all these extra people coming from? Where
is the infrastructure to support them? It’s not just a matter of building houses, schools, hospitals, surgeries
and jobs etc are needed. Roads would have to be made. Northampton is over-populated now and should
stay as it is.
CAAP-160 Growth
Housing estates are planned for Dallington Heath and Whitehills area neither of which will be served by
these proposals, the Harlestone Road is already breaking up and a new road scheme is being mooted for
Kingsthorpe.
CAAP-215 Growth
I believe that there will be a great interest in housing in the surrounding villages for those that prefer a rural
environment. This increased demand was experienced on a much smaller scale when Market Harborough
increased the urban facilities, housing and offices as well as retail opportunities. In the case of this plan I
believe that the demand for rural homes within commutable distance of the city will be very significant.

Jobs
ID number

Group /
Organisation
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire
Enterprise
Limited
CAAP-210 Economic

Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
Vision should also consider: Northampton will be an important regional centre, for leisure, retail and other
employment uses
The delivery of a successful Central Area will play a key role in delivering wider sustainable jobs growth
Northampton needs to be attractive and appealing if it is going attract the skilled workforce.
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ID number

Vision

Group /
Organisation
Intelligence NBC

Summary of Issues Raised

CAAP-226

One of the greatest difficulties is that the County employment appears to be based on logistics not well paid
secure jobs, thus spending power is limited, hence quality of life is restricted, namely quality shops, sporting
shops, restaurants. Everything around is junk food outlets, cheap shops etc, world wide/national chain
shops.
Employment needs to be more based on above average incomes vis a vis Cambridge, then the change can
be driven
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire The Chamber welcomes the strong employment focus in the subsequent bullet points, which are a useful
Chamber Of
clarification of what needs to be realised in order to achieve the vision.
Commerce
Retail
ID number

Group /
Organisation
CAAP-184 Savills

CAAP-187 Planning
Potential
Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
The scale of retail need for Northampton is significant for comparison and convenience goods.
It is not considered appropriate to accommodate large format convenience goods retailing within the town
centre.
Recognise the role that can be played by edge of and adjacent sites in accommodating large format uses
that can generate linked trips to the town centre, and provide improved accessibility through shared use of
car parking.
The recognition of the role of the Nene Valley Retail Park as well as adjacent areas in accommodating
future development needs should be highlighted.
Support vision subject to proposed amendment: "Edge of centre and adjacent sites should be utilised where
appropriate to accommodate large format uses where there are opportunities for linked trips and shared use
of car parking provision."
It is important that the Council recognises the role of complementary retailing outside the town centre,
serving other adjacent catchments, within its wider strategic objectives for the town.
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ID number

Vision

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas

Summary of Issues Raised
A comprehensive approach should be taken to meeting retail needs throughout Northampton.
Any retail development in the Waterside area should be of relatively small scale and complementary to
Grosvenor Centre to ensure that the latter remains the focus for retail development.

Investment
ID number

Group /
Organisation
CAAP-171 Government
Office for the
East Midlands
CAAP-174 IPSL
CAAP-195 Town Centre
Conservation
Area Advisory
Committee

Developments
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-183 Police
CAAP-185 Bidwells

Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
Vision ties in with the key issues of the area identified in the contextual information provided in paragraphs
1.31 (investment) - 1.34 (Performing as a place). Provides a better vision of what Northampton will look like
by 2026.
I believe this is the way to bring investment into the County.
Northampton would be in competition with other towns and cities in neighbouring counties, which would also
be developing over the same period. These need to be kept in mind when developing a strategy.

Summary of Issues Raised
Slight concern over the lack of consideration for ensuring that development / the central area is safe and
secure - incorporate into the vision.
Support vision subject to proposed additions:
Bullet point 3 - a lively St john's Quarter providing a centre for arts and culture alongside a base for public
services and employment "as well as residential uses"
The City Centre will have developed "and improved both functionally and visually through the development
of urban regeneration schemes"
It is important that there is sufficient time lad between the CAAP and the adoption of the Joint Core
18
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ID number

Vision

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-186 Bidwells

CAAP-188 Homes and
Communities
Agency
CAAP-195 Town Centre
Conservation
Area Advisory
Committee
CAAP-199 Economic
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-224

Summary of Issues Raised
Strategy, so there will be no issues associated with soundness.
Add more: The City Centre will have developed: a new residential gateway building to the south of the
Bridge Street Area
The City Centre will have developed and improved both functionally and visually through the development
of urban regeneration schemes
There is no mention in the vision of sustainability, energy efficiency, high quality design of buildings and
public realm and they would help to strengthen it.
More attention need to be focused on improving the existing gateways into the town centre (e.g.
Wellingborough Road and Kettering Road), in addition to the gateway at the railway station.

If Northampton is to deliver 30,000 new homes, then we need balanced development - this includes
improving the town centre.

The Waterside development needs to be available for and to all. Living needs to be more that just
apartments. Ghent, Belgium has a well developed waterfront, but there is nothing worse on a cold, wet and
miserable summers evening! - Something that requires consideration.
CAAP-236 Northampton Arts The Vision its self is inspirational, however the development of all aspects should not become ghettoised
Collective
into areas labelled for each, i.e. pure shopping area, pure bar area pure culture area. To have a blend of
different activities and niches is stimulating and exiting to the public.
Culture and History
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-156 The Theatres
Trust
Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
Particularly supports the proposal to develop the cultural offer in St John's quarter.
Para 3.49 does not include the word "cultural".
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ID number

Vision

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

The vision and the section on Creative Industries need to be harmonised.
Vision could refer to Creative Industries instead of arts and culture, or paragraph 3.49 should be headed as
Arts and Culture.
CAAP-166 English Heritage Broadly support the vision but stress that it is important that the implementation of the plan is underpinned
by an understanding of historic environment of the area; its archaeology, morphology, as well as buildings.
Community
ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-152 Churches
The plan is an opportunity to create active citizens, a stronger community and a shared responsibility for the
Together
common good.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United The Strategy says nothing about community cohesion.
Reformed Church

Transport
ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-205 Highways Agency Highways support the general direction of the vision and associated objectives for Northampton town
centre, in seeking to improve the attraction of the centre and its accessibility by sustainable forms of
transport, as reflected in promoting 'a walkable' city.
CAAP-224
An improved railway station may provide visitors with a better first impression - but does not achieve much
without an increase in the number of peak time trains and a decrease in journey times to London and
Birmingham. For those living in the south, Milton Keynes is an easier, better option and for those in the east
Wellingborough is just as good.
CAAP-226
Transport vision is unclear - how is the problem of private car use to be tackled - proposals seem vague and
lacking cohesion.

Planning Policy
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City Status
ID number

Vision

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-110

CAAP-160
CAAP-216 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-67 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-94 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-141 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-142 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-215 Leaflet Feedback

Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
Questions the value of becoming a City when Northampton has the distinction of being the largest town in
the country.
Would like to know why we have to become a City when we reach a population of 300,000.
City of Northampton: it is not a City.
Please leave our town (it is not a City) as it is now. Planners ruined it in previous decades – that has caused
transport problems, education difficulties etc. You as an Action Plan group appear to live on a planet to
people who were born, live and still live in Northampton, with the glorious countryside that needs preserving
not buildings plonked on it. We are not in America. We are as country very limited for space – and money.
I would like Northampton to remain a County Town not a city.
No benefit to be gained from City status and support measures to drop this. Northampton is perceived as a
town and should remain so. The proposals for the Central Area will help to keep the 'town' as a packaged
and integrated area (plans to increase house building outside this area, urban sprawl, will detract from this
compact completeness.
The first item I would like to challenge is the appellation “City” in particular the expression “Market City” this
has an air of desperation about it. Question the value of trying to become a city when we have the
distinction of being the largest town in the country. Are there advantages to this? If we reach a population of
300,000 do we have to become a city?
Northampton is, or was a market town and should reflect this in any future development. What is the point of
trying to change its status to a city? What are those connotations?
We should stay as a town as Northampton City just doesn’t sound right. Also too much would have to be
done to area I live in to be giving City status in next few years. Before we think about becoming a City how
about making this a decent town to live in.
Northampton isn’t a city. Unfortunately this sets the tone for the whole document
The overall plan is very promising. It would indeed make Northampton city an attractive place for business.
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General Vision Comments
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-168
CAAP-204
CAAP-224

Vision

Summary of Issues Raised
It would be nice if the vision can be met. Need to know how.
We need to change the reputation if Northampton for it to be a destination of choice.
The town centre requires regeneration of that there is no doubt. Northampton does not need to become a
city for this to be achieved.

CAAP-226

The Strategy is interesting but lacks a vision -an exciting goal - something that is different from competitors
in the region. What can make Northampton different, better? Not so much new areas but some vision.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish It's been a long time coming - we must strive to keep ahead of the game in comparison to other European
Council
towns/cities of similar size.
CAAP-86
I support it but I consider that the policies that the Council intends to pursue are incapable of achieving it.
CAAP-88 West
A succinct and understandable aspiration for the future of the Central Area
Northamptonshire
Development
Corporation
CAAP-70 Leaflet Feedback The vision must match the opportunity! How will the growth agenda impact upon
Northampton/Northamptonshire’s status within the East Midlands Region? What can NBC do to speed up
the regeneration of the town – need more action and quick wins to improve town’s profile?
CAAP-71 Leaflet Feedback By 2026 there will be no Northampton Borough Council let alone Northamptonshire. There will be the
Southern Northamptonshire areas for the East Midlands Area District Authority administered from
Nottingham, Leicester and Coventry. Rugby will be above Northampton in the pecking order. Look at
Europe and its districts and regions for administrative and fiscal policies.
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback The various areas suggested sound good, such as a cultural quarter and the new marina. The present
street pattern must be retained with perhaps recovery of some of the lost bits.
CAAP-111 Leaflet Feedback Yes I would like to see Northampton compete with other big cities and towns in choices. We hope we could
rival other big cities in shopping or leisure choices. Northampton must be vibrant in everything it does.
Attract visitors alike from afield.
Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council
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Vision

ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-127 Leaflet Feedback I really support the focus of this document. It's great that the plan aims to capitalise on many of
Northampton’s neglected features. While providing a foundation for much needed practical and cultural
facilities to be located so close to the heart of the future city. I cannot wait to see these proposals come to
fruition.
CAAP-70 Leaflet Feedback Felt that the overall document was largely uninspiring, not real significant difference in vision or objectives to
any other comparable sized Midlands town – where is the distinctiveness /USP’s of Northampton?
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Strategic Objectives

Question 2: Strategic Objectives
General Comments
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-168
CAAP-168
CAAP-171 Government
Office for the
East Midlands
CAAP-183 Police

CAAP-192 East Midlands
Regional
Assembly
CAAP-201
CAAP-210 Economic
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-224
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Chamber Of
Commerce
CAAP-88 West
Northamptonshire
Development
Corporation
Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
It would be nice to meet these objectives, especially the first five. Need to know how.
Northampton's centre was never designed to be a city centre. Achieving the objectives can only destroy the
centre, wherein lies the heritage.
Draft objectives appear to flow from the vision and throughout the CAAP.

Whole heartedly support the strategic objectives for the central area. In meeting these objectives the Police
would like to be consulted to ensure that issues providing a safe environment are included within all aspects
of the plan.
Strike strong accord with the Regional version of the RSS and the 11 Core Regional objectives expressed
in Policy 1.
Do not agree with Northampton becoming a city, Northampton should remain a county town.
The strategic objectives align well with those in the Northampton Economic Regeneration Strategy.

Let’s get rid of the term 'city' - focus on the 'market town' and its positive heritage.
Yes, the Chamber largely supports the strategic objectives

The Strategic Objectives needs to be clearly aligned with the Joint Core Strategy policy framework,
particularly with regard to strategic issues e.g. transport, employment provision, retail and residential
development.
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Strategic Objectives

Objective 1: Regeneration
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-110
CAAP-163

CAAP-172
CAAP-184

CAAP-185

CAAP-186

CAAP-187

CAAP-189
CAAP-192

Summary of Issues Raised

Regeneration: Good A well designed City Centre: opportunity to get back some ancient street plan lost
during the 60s and 70s, and connect islands such as St Sepulchre's Church area
BNP Paribas
Supports the principle of redevelopment within the town, with specific emphasis on the need to create new
employment opportunities (including retail employment opportunities) and to repopulate the centre through
the use of vacant industrial buildings.
CBRE
CB Broadly supportive. Objective 1 should include a reference to housing, alongside retail and employment
Richard Ellis
opportunities.
Savills
Strategic Objective 1: It is not appropriate to accommodate large format convenience goods retailing
facilities within the town centre as this would displace other activity that might otherwise contribute to the
town's regeneration and enhance its role as a sub-regional centre.
Proposed amendment: "To expand the retail and other town centre facilities including employment uses in
the centre to match Northampton's future role as a town at the heart of its sub-region with a material
improvement in its comparison good shopping provision, maximising the use of previously developed land."
Bidwells
Although broadly supported, Strategic Objectives should not be so prescriptive as to prevent sites coming
forward for different uses as a single or larger regeneration opportunity. The example quoted is the existing
commercial block known as Albion House. It lies in a prominent position on Victoria Promenade fronting
Becket's Park - potential for residential.
Bidwells
Further emphasis should be made on the fact that existing sites within the Central Area may not be well
suited to that particular use. Strategic objectives cannot be so prescriptive as to prevent sites coming
forward for different uses as a single or larger regeneration opportunity. An example of a site at the southern
end of Bridge Street area was quoted as an example.
Planning
It is important that the Council recognises the role of complementary retailing outside the town centre,
Potential
serving other adjacent catchments, within its wider strategic objectives for the town. A comprehensive
approach should be taken to meeting retail needs throughout Northampton.
Drivers Jonas
Welcomed
East Midlands
Regeneration of town centres is a key element of RSS. Northampton has the potential to become one of the
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ID number

CAAP-200

CAAP-231
CAAP-232

CAAP-110

Strategic Objectives

Group /
Organisation
Regional
Assembly

Summary of Issues Raised

region's highest performing retail attractions. Local Planning Authorities should within town centres bring
forward retail, office, residential and leisure opportunities and any other town centre functions as set out in
PPS6. Plans to encourage reuse of vacant land and buildings within urban areas accord with Policy 17 and
Policy 3.
Little Houghton We support some of the CAAP objectives to improve public transport, to use brownfield sites for housing,
Parish Council
shops and offices. To enhance the central shopping area of Northampton by encouraging individual shops.
Support: To use brownfield sites for housing, shops or offices.
Support: To enhance the central shopping area of Northampton by encouraging individual shops
development of the riverside area would complement the town centre.
Support: It has a central position in the Country. Its historic ties and wonderful countryside tourism should be
encouraged to provide employment
Walgrave Parish An effort must be made to retain historical buildings of significance, whilst maximising the use of previously
Council
developed land.
Northamptonshire Regeneration - we would suggest that the phrase "as identified in the Vision" could be added to this
Chamber Of
objective following the words "employment opportunities" to ensure that there is a clear link to the level and
Commerce
distribution of employment envisaged in the Vision, and some form of accountability to ensure this is
delivered as part of the regeneration of the Northampton.
Leaflet Feedback Regeneration, good! We should use all the brownfield sites we can, first bearing in mind the archaeology
and possible architectural value of existing redundant buildings. For example, the conversion of redundant
boot and shoe factories into flats and apartments is a good idea, we retain some of our industrial heritage
and the buildings are in use so they don’t decay.
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Strategic Objectives

Objective 2: Well Designed
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-166 English Heritage Refers to new design 'that reflects the rich architectural heritage' there is no reference in this objective to
maintain this architectural heritage, such as through improvements to the public realm; the repair restoration
and reuse of buildings and improved shop fronts. There either needs to be a new specific objective to
promoting heritage or SO2 should be re worded. Ensure distinctive and locally significant buildings are
retained e.g. Fish Market.
CAAP-171 Government
Strategic Objective 2 seems to relate specifically to new development. Needs to apply to existing buildings,
Office for the East including enhancement of historic buildings and retrofitting of older buildings to bring them up to the highest
Midlands
possible standards of energy efficiency.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Well designed City Centre unrealistic due to rental levels that Northampton attracts. Recommended the
following change to SO2: "To ensure that new design is of the highest reasonable standard having regard to
scheme viability"
CAAP-195 Town Centre
There is little evidence of this in the illustrations of new buildings included in the CAAP.
Conservation
Area Advisory
Committee
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire The Chamber believes that new design of the highest standard is the right aspiration, but we would suggest
Chamber Of
that the objective as it is currently worded does not appear to encourage modern and innovative
Commerce
approached to design and materials.
CAAP-64 Leaflet Feedback It is vital to have good original architecture that will compliment the existing buildings and not just acres of
glass with no features.
CAAP-70 Leaflet Feedback Also the future design/images presented remain uninspiring.
CAAP-94

Leaflet Feedback Need to consider Environmental Impact and use eco-friendly materials and renewable energy including heat
exchange systems.
CAAP-98 Leaflet Feedback Why not put underground car parks under new builds
CAAP-117 Leaflet Feedback Please avoid sitting ugly new buildings particularly against the town’s best historic buildings.
Planning Policy
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Strategic Objectives

ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-138 Leaflet Feedback Northampton Central Area has many 19th and early 20th century buildings that give the town centre
character. Almost all modern development in the last twenty years has been dull, faceless and built to on
price. Much of it is also out of scale. We should lean from these mistakes and make better use of what we
already have.
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback A well-designed city centre. An opportunity to perhaps get back some of our ancient street plan lost during
the 1960-70s and connect up such ‘islands’ as St Sepulchre’s Church area. A destination of choice. The old
term for any structure in the past that graced the centre of a market square was a ‘Market Cross’ whatever it
actually was. In the early 1960s we lost our “fountain” although no one has seen water spouting from it for
many years (you could get a drink from a chained cup, however). We need a central feature in the Square,
whatever it is. Before the fountain’s demise and afterwards, the plinth on which it stood was used for many
activities, not the least on the eve of a General Election. There is something to be said for another raised
area with perhaps a removable feature so it could be used for musicians, acting &c. The idea of a “water
feature” by the entrance to the Square I feel will not work, it will tend to fill with litter, people will urinate in it
and it will be a constant cost to maintain.
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Strategic Objectives

Objective 3: Destination of Choice
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-110
Destination of choice: Need a central feature in the Square. Water feature at the entrance will not work
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish Please take action to reinstate original frontages to buildings, particularly in the Market Square, so that shop
Council
developments are in sympathy with building infrastructure. Consider having/encouraging accommodation
over shop premises.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire We would suggest that this objective is not well worded at the moment, as it does not currently capture the
Chamber Of
whole of the task in front of the town in becoming a destination of choice. Whilst the Market Square is
Commerce
important and the cultural initiatives are a key part of the mix, a "destination of choice" offers visitors,
residents and employees places to spend (retail opportunities), places to stay, things to do (leisure) and
places to eat/drink. The objective should be amended to include this broader definition of a preferred
destination.
CAAP-63 Leaflet Feedback We need a large visible Tourist Information Centre and more fun places to visit for example another
museum about the shoemaking industry with a pretend artisan’s house and garden workshop and actors to
bring the whole thing to life (as in Nottingham’s Cave Museum).
CAAP-66 Leaflet Feedback Bring back a Tourist Information Office into the centre. Before any new ideas are put into place, the
currently vacant shops need to be re-opened.
CAAP-98 Leaflet Feedback More information outside buildings as to what they are and the history Also at the railway station
CAAP-102 Leaflet Feedback Good signage, advertising the music and culture on offer round town would be an easy start -some Covent
Garden style stands - outdoor art exhibition -like Birmingham does. The Art and Bicycle basket sales at the
Fish Market are great but no-one knows about then. Ditto the visiting markets, music events etc. We need a
co-ordinated marketing approach to it all together.
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Strategic Objectives

Objective 4: A Walkable City
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-110
Walkable City: Should be walkable town. Excellent idea. Remove subways and barriers such as
Horsemarket dual carriageway Public transport and cycling: Excellent. Give cyclists designated paths
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire Yes, a fine objective, but in combination with improved and cheaper parking facilities and better public
Chamber Of
transport access.
Commerce
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback A walkable town not city. Excellent idea! Removing subways and barriers such as Horsemarket dual
carriageway. Public transport and cycling. Again excellent, but give cyclists designated paths along which to
travel, discourage pavement cycling — perhaps by providing cycle lanes along the roads?
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Strategic Objectives

Objective 5: Public Transport and Cycling
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-172 CBRE
CB Objective 5: support
Richard Ellis
CAAP-195 Town Centre
A park and ride scheme would be the most effective way of minimising the use of cars in town centre.
Conservation
Removal of gyratory system in the St John's /Bridge St/Plough Hotel junction was welcomed.
Area Advisory
More cross-town bus routes needed. Having more stops available in town would be useful. Being forced to
Committee
wait in cold, wet locations would have a detrimental effect on volumes of bus usage.
Services need to be frequent.
The line from Northampton to Bedford is one where much of the track bed is in place and there is a very
real possibility that the line could be reopened - positive move because it would provide a link to the
Midland Mainline route into London as an alternative to the current minor loop into the WCML at Castle
Station. The return of this full rail service should be promoted.
CAAP-199 Economic
Reducing car parking accommodation will have a negative impact on Council Incomes, whilst implementing
Intelligence a Park and Ride system will cost the Council money. In the light of public sector funding retrenchment can
NBC
the Council afford to implement such a costly exercise?
CAAP-200 Little Houghton
Support: To improve public transport.
Parish Council
CAAP-224
Ensure that vehicular access is easy and possible - enabling people to 'pop in' to town. Cycle routes are
fine but need to ensure that appropriate access is provided beyond the central area boundary. Currently
most people would not entertain the idea of cycling on our streets, even with a designated area on the side
of the road.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire Public Transport and cycling - The Chamber feels that this objective is extremely vague (see our previous
Chamber Of
comments)
Commerce
CAAP-88 West
Strategic Objective 5 needs to be broadened to ensure that the Transport section covers all forms of
Northamptonshire transport, not just cycling, walking and public transport. RSS8 identifies Northampton as the Principal Urban
Development
Area for the MKSM sub-region therefore an integrated transport strategy for the Central Area needs to be
Planning Policy
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ID number

Group /
Organisation
Corporation

Planning Policy
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Strategic Objectives

Summary of Issues Raised
developed. It should cover the impact of the car in addition to what's covered by the current Transport
section. Green Infrastructure should be given a more prominent role in the Strategic Objectives to build
upon existing natural assets. The opportunity to integrate the Central Area with the river, the Marina,
Becket's Park and green corridor to the east should be a key feature and the work of the River Nene
Regional Park should be referenced here.
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Strategic Objectives

Objective 6: Quality Places
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-110
Quality places: Yes Repopulate the centre: Yes, but not with high rise offices and dwellings
CAAP-172 CBRE
CB Welcomed
Richard Ellis
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback Quality places. Yes please! Repopulate the centre. Again yes, but not through high-rise offices and
dwellings. Sustainability. Yes, but we must have a vision for the future. If we can arrange the road system to
minimalist crossings, lights and queues so that the traffic flows smoothly we will lessen the emissions from
the vehicles.
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Strategic Objectives

Objective 7: Repopulate the Centre
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-165 Drivers Jonas
The Council needs to carefully consider where it promotes the redevelopment of redundant industrial sites.
Some industrial sites within Northampton are still operational. These provide jobs for the local community
and contribute to local economy. The Council should preserve existing, active industrial areas, including
Ransome Road and St James - in accordance with draft PPS4.
CAAP-172 CBRE
CB Fully supported
Richard Ellis
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United Repopulate suggests that there is currently an absence of people where there has previously been a
Reformed Church population. While it is recognized that there is a desire to increase the population, there is also a suggestion
of removal of some form Spring Boroughs as part of the regeneration process prior to the introduction of
new residents. How will the community grow as the population grows?
CAAP-201
New residential development in town will greatly improve activity in town for longer during the day to the
evening.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish Also consider the use of any redundant buildings in the town centre including closed retail.
Council
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Objective 8: Sustainability
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-110

Planning Policy
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Strategic Objectives

Summary of Issues Raised
Sustainability: Yes. Arrange the road system to minimalise crossings, lights and queues so that traffic flows
smoothly - lessen emissions from vehicles
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Nene Valley and St James Retail Park Sites

Question 3: Nene Valley and St James Retail Park Sites
Nene Valley and St James Retail Park Sites
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United The large bulky items sold at these retail parks are not suitable to be sold in the town centre on Abington
Reformed Church Street, as you need to be able to pick goods up using a car directly from the shop.
CAAP-183 Police
No objection to making these areas more mixed use, if designed correctly in order to reduce crime.
CAAP-184 Savills
Comments on paragraph 3.9: Unclear about the source of the evidence base on linked trips. Accept that
whilst link trips level at the moment is low, this could be enhanced by making improved linkages and
accommodating new uses. Plan should recognise the opportunity that Nene Valley Park creates to
accommodating large format retail uses that can contribute to the overall shopping function of the town
centre and improve linked trips. Proposed amendment: "The Nene Valley/St James Retail Park should be
encouraged to provide improved pedestrian accessibility to the town centre.

CAAP-185 Bidwells

CAAP-186 Bidwells
CAAP-187 Planning
Potential

CAAP-188 Homes and
Planning Policy
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In the longer term, new uses should be attracted that can support the shopping function of the town centre,
as well as maximising potential to accommodate mixed uses and secure the regeneration of brownfield
sites. Suitable uses might include retail, employment, residential and leisure uses subject to an appropriate
assessment of wider impacts upon the town centre"
Any new comprehensive retail development should be well related to the existing retail facilities and be
sympathetic in form to the chosen location. Support for mixed uses on out of town centre retail areas in the
future.
Any new comprehensive retail development should be well related to the existing retail facilities and be
sympathetic to its location. Support mixed uses on out of town centre retail areas in the future.
Seeking alternative uses for the existing retail destinations at Nene Valley and St James Retail park are
considered unrealistic. There should be an acceptance that existing retail facilities serve a need. The plan
should promote initiatives for the town centre, but it should do so in the context of existing retail facilities
and the needs and aspirations for further retail development outside the Central Area.
These need to be supported by additional local community facilities. Text should be reworded to include a
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Group /
Organisation
Communities
Agency
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
CAAP-199 Economic
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-210 Economic
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-224

Nene Valley and St James Retail Park Sites

ID number

Summary of Issues Raised
reference to the creation of a more sustainable community with a mix of homes, employment and facilities.
In the longer term, these sites should be developed for non-retail mixed use developments.
Careful needs to go into how these sites are developed in order form a contiguous link with the current retail
core.
The site is located in a strong strategic location. We therefore strongly support the site for sympathetic,
quality redevelopment.

Shopping needs to be provided for the convenience of the shopper, not the ideology of developers &
planners. Make Northampton centre a different alternative for the impulse & browsing shopper. Don't make
basic shopping requirements difficult.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish We welcome this development and understand that it will take time, but the sooner the better.
Council
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire Yes, Northamptonshire Chamber feels that this approach for mixed use development at Nene Valley and St
Chamber Of
James Retail Park sites would be sensible given the space available, the infrastructure already in place and
Commerce
the proximity of the sites to the town centre.
It would be important, though, that any development here is done with an eye to the walking and public
transport objectives of the plan, in order to encourage any new residential and employed communities to
use these modes when going to and from the town. It strikes the Chamber that certain locations within sites
such as these might also be more appropriate for the housing of the Northamptonshire Police's proposed
Criminal Justice Centre, which is unfortunately currently being planned for one of the county's most
prestigious business parks, a wholly professional and corporate area of the town.
CAAP-73 St James Retail The St James industrial estate should be properly developed and connected through to the St James Retail
Area
Park with major eco friendly high tech devices being placed on and inside the buildings.
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Major New Retail Development

Question 4: Major New Retail Development
North of Abington Street
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-166 English Heritage

CAAP-180
CAAP-181

CAAP-183
CAAP-189

CAAP-195

CAAP-199
CAAP-201
CAAP-205

Summary of Issues Raised

It would be desirable to upgrade the Abington Street frontage in light of the poor quality development that
replaced the demolished Notre Dame convent school. This site contains the Grade II listed Friends Meeting
House and burial grounds. There is the opportunity to develop a more sensitive mix used scheme that may
include small scale office development and housing (town houses). Development of the Horse Market site
would provide an opportunity to improve the setting of the Grade II listed College Street Baptist Church.
Castle Hill United Either site is viable, though both contain churches with heritage.
Reformed Church
Martin Robeson The two sites should not be recommended as potential food store sites as they both very constrained in
Planning Practice terms of size, accessibility and conservation issues. The two sites are more appropriate for development of
additional comparison retailing.
Police
Fully support the development of the two sites particularly Horse Market, as this site will be a key link
between the town centre and Spring Boroughs.
Drivers Jonas
Grosvenor Centre scheme should remain the focus and first priority for new retail development. The other
two sites should only be developed for retail development once the Grosvenor Centre development has
been completed so as not to prejudice the scheme.
Town Centre
Area to the north of Abington Street is underused and would benefit from remodelling. The following areas
Conservation
should be protected: 1. St Katherine's Churchyard 2. Friends Meeting House and grounds, and the Nuns
Area Advisory
graveyard
Committee
Economic
It is important that the new developments proposed do not alter the character of the town centre but instead
Intelligence - NBC complement it.
Abington Street north maybe more suitable for office development.
Highways Agency Embedding opportunities to maximise sustainable travel as part of these will further assist in promoting the
attractiveness of sustainable travel alternatives to the private car and is an approach the Agency would
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ID
number

Major New Retail Development

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised
endorse.
The extension of the Grosvenor Centre to the north would be the preferred option

CAAP-210 Economic
Intelligence - NBC
CAAP-220 Environment
These sites lie on Secondary Aquifers. Potential for land contamination from existing site use and design of
Agency
foul and surface water drainage would be a priority for the Environment Agency. Recommend that the
following requirements be followed: PPS23 CLR 11 Model Procedures for the Management of Land
Contamination. Environment Agency: A Guidance on Requirements for Land Contamination Reports.
CAAP-224
If memory serves me correctly the Lower Mounts area has a number of pleasant and historic buildings. If
the town centre is a walkable city how do you propose that people manage their supermarket shopping?
Both this area and Horse Market are currently not easily accessible and have limited parking.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish We suggest a 'modest' size food store rather than a large supermarket on the north of Abington Street.
Council
Would like to see the encouragement of a variety of smaller food stores / delicatessen’s.
Horse Market / College Street
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United Either site is viable, though both contain churches with heritage.
Reformed Church
Horsemarket / College Street site contains green space and established trees which should be retained. It
also has the College Street Mews, a small line of attractive premises with character.
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson The two sites should not be recommended as potential food store sites as they both very constrained in
Planning Practice terms of size, accessibility and conservation issues. The two sites are more appropriate for development of
additional comparison retailing.
CAAP-183 Police
Fully support the development of the two sites particularly Horse Market, as this site will be a key link
between the town centre and Spring Boroughs.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Grosvenor Centre scheme should remain the focus and first priority for new retail development. The other
two sites should only be developed for retail development once the Grosvenor Centre development has
Planning Policy
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ID
number
CAAP-205

CAAP-210
CAAP-220

CAAP-224

CAAP-232

CAAP-110

Major New Retail Development

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

been completed so as not to prejudice the scheme.
Highways Agency Embedding opportunities to maximise sustainable travel as part of these will further assist in promoting the
attractiveness of sustainable travel alternatives to the private car and is an approach the Agency would
endorse.
Economic
The Horse Market option would pull the town centre in a new direction away from Abington Street.
Intelligence - NBC
Environment
These sites lie on Secondary Aquifers. Potential for land contamination from existing site use and design of
Agency
foul and surface water drainage would be a priority for the Environment Agency. Recommend that the
following requirements be followed: PPS23 CLR 11 Model Procedures for the Management of Land
Contamination. Environment Agency: A Guidance on Requirements for Land Contamination Reports.
If memory serves me correctly the Lower Mounts area has a number of pleasant and historic buildings. If
the town centre is a walkable city how do you propose that people manage their supermarket shopping?
Both this area and Horse Market are currently not easily accessible and have limited parking.
Northamptonshire It would seem that the Plan argues a good case here for the preferred location (Horse Market and College
Chamber Of
Street), in terms of its potential for regeneration, its opportunity to complement the crucial development of
Commerce
the Grosvenor Centre, its opportunity to provide improved facilities for visitors, and its direct access to the
revitalised Market Square.
Leaflet Feedback Can the Fish Market be retained, and the buildings to the north of it fronting Sheep Street, including the
Bear Public House?

Wider Comments
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-110
CAAP-152 Churches
Together
Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Summary of Issues Raised
Seek the retention of the Fish Market, the buildings to the north of it fronting Sheep Street (including the
Bear Public House).
Town centre retail provision needs improvement and expansion. Ensure good connectivity between the
sectors. Recommends a pedestrian friendly centre with a "collect and carry" facility and easily accessible
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ID number

Major New Retail Development

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

parking spaces in close proximity.
CAAP-176 Turley Associates Support the strengthening and expansion of Northampton City Centre, and the proposed extension of the
Grosvenor Centre.
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson It is agreed that additional supermarket floorspace should be located in the northern half of the central area.
Planning Practice It should be made that it is the council's preference for a new food store to be located on the fringe of the
town centre.
CAAP-183 Police
Again high quality and secure building design is essential.
CAAP-187 Planning
Whilst need exists in the centre for convenience retailing, opportunities are limited and the sites identified
Potential
(these sites and Grosvenor Centre) raise significant challenge. Only likely to come forward towards the end
of the plan period. Needs identified in surrounding catchments will continue to grow. These need to be
addressed. It is important to pursue opportunities in the town centre. The Council should not seek to
safeguard these development opportunities at the expense of other development opportunities in
Northampton.
CAAP-188 Homes and
Additional retailing development is required in the centre of Northampton to improve the current retail offer.
Communities
Agency
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Page 24, paragraph 3.12: Any figures relating to retail capacity should be supported by a robust retail study.
CAAP-210 Economic
An option could be to redevelop the Guildhall into a historic shopping centre.
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-233
I think its important for the town to redevelop the central shopping areas as for a town its size, what is on
offer is not good. I've worked in the retail industry for over 6 years now and I have never known a town to
have such little choice, yes we are in a recession but there are many retailers that are doing very well and
they are not interested in opening a store in Northampton cause its undesirable and the rents are to high for
what’s on offer.
CAAP-88 West
Further evidence is needed to explain the reasons for selecting those sites for retail expansion e.g.
Northamptonshire deliverability and whether the proposed sites would meet the needs of potential occupiers within the food
Planning Policy
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Major New Retail Development

ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
Development
retail sector?
Corporation
CAAP-66 Leaflet Feedback Encourage restaurants (not pub food or chains) into the centre, as well as a real Café with proper cakes
(not a deli).
CAAP-104 Leaflet Feedback Improved restaurants – Yes but limit the number of restaurants. I was in one in Abington Street yesterday
me and my party were the only customers.
CAAP-104 Leaflet Feedback I think you need to be careful not to have too many restaurants/bars. I love the “All Saints” open-air café, but
even that seems dead.
CAAP-111 Leaflet Feedback In Northampton we need lots more high class hotels and motels so people have choices.
Retail – Out-of-town
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-110

CAAP-152 Churches
Together
CAAP-164 Indigo Planning

CAAP-164 Indigo Planning

Summary of Issues Raised
One reason people shop out of town is because they can park and many of these stores offer cheap prices.
Create a planning policy which will refuse the development of further large stores out of town and some
solutions to the parking problem
Extensive planning permissions for out of town shops and offices with free adjacent parking have had a
detrimental effect on town centre life. Planning policy needs to be reversed.
Places significant weight on draft PPS4. Document still in draft form. Draft PPS4 does not support the
effective moratorium on new retail development outside the town centre that the Emergent Core Strategy
seeks to impose.
The proposed approach to resist any further retail development outside the central shopping area of the
town centre is not justified, and would not achieve the overarching objectives of enhancing the role and
function of the town centre.
The assertion that Northampton town centre has been damaged by an unhealthy range of out of centre
retail facilities contradicts other statements within the Emergent Core Strategy, the CAAP and the West
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ID
number

Major New Retail Development

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

Northamptonshire Retail Study.
CAAP-164 Indigo Planning
Part Two: Vision and Objectives, paragraph 3.8: Resisting new retail development across Northampton until
post 2016 will have a negative effect on the ability of the town to claw back trade currently being lost to
other centres, such as Milton Keynes. If retail offer across Northampton is artificially constrained, retailers
will be prevented from meeting consumer demands in a flexible manner. Shoppers will divert to alternative
locations. This will impact on investor confidence and retailer demand in Northampton, therefore damaging
efforts to enhance the vitality and viability of the centre.
CAAP-173 GVA Grimley
The consortium has concerns for the overall vitality and viability of the town wide retail offer if no new
significant retail development occurs in the town before 2016.
Concerns are:
• Northampton will fail to maintain its position relative to other competing centres because of its inferior
retail offer
• Its market share will be reduced.
• Leakage of retail spend to other towns and cities will be difficult to recapture
• There will be impact on investor confidence and reduce retailer demand in town
CAAP-176 Turley Associates Disagree with suggestion that it will be necessary for there to be policies within the West Northamptonshire
Joint Core Strategy that restrict the development of new, and the expansion of existing out-of-town and
edge-of-town retailing. Moratorium is contrary to national planning policy.
CAAP-176 Turley Associates There are limited opportunities to accommodate existing retail need in the centre, particularly bulky goods
operators. CAAP should make reference to large format bulky goods shopping and accept that where no
opportunities can be identified in the City Centre, such retailing may be appropriate in existing retail parks
where the increase in critical mass will improve the potential for linked trips and access via sustainable
transport modes.
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson RETAIL TERMINOLOGY The AAP need to be very clear when using the terms out-of-centre and out-ofPlanning Practice town centre. Out-of-centre is defined in PPS6, and relates to both the town centre and district centre. It
should therefore only be used in this context in order to avoid confusion.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Agrees that the town centre should offer a broader range of comparison shops
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Major New Retail Development

ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-88 West
Northamptonshire
Development
Corporation
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback

Summary of Issues Raised

The convenience and comparison retail proposals within the CAAP need to be clearly set in the context of
the wider town and directly related to the Emerging Core Strategy, particularly regard to convenience retail
provision and the balance between proposals for the Central Area and development outside the Central
Area.
Probably the main reason while people go out of town to shop is because they can park, and many of the
large stores are out of town with their cheap prices. There should be a planning policy to refuse the
development of any more large stores out of town and some solution to the parking problem — perhaps
park and ride coupled with trams through such streets as Abington and Gold Street?
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback It is not possible to make retailers come to the town centre, especially if rents are high and access by car is
difficult and expensive. The current policy of refusing planning permission for retail expansion outside the
town centre is about to be shot down in flames and this must have a far reaching effect on your whole
strategy of developing the town centre.
Grosvenor Centre
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson FLEXIBILITY The Grosvenor Centre redevelopment forms the main element of the strategy for enhancing
Planning Practice the town centre. Considering the uncertainty surrounding this proposal, and the timescales that would be
involved, there is a need to consider a contingency strategy.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Agree that the Grosvenor Centre is in need of development.
CAAP-64 Leaflet Feedback The external appearance of the new ‘Greyfriars’ development is important – and ways of getting round the
development when it is not open for example at night must be well thought out.
CAAP-70 Leaflet Feedback What is the cost benefit of knocking down Grosvenor and building a new centre, when the peacock centre
remains largely empty and the existing market square offer unchanged.
CAAP-84 Leaflet Feedback The extension to the Grosvenor centre should be built over top of bus station and out and over the road and
car park at side of Law Courts, creating under car parking.
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback Grosvenor centre always ‘nearly happening’ but never arriving. What happens in the transition period?
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ID
number

Major New Retail Development

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised
Where are the buses going to go? Are we going to be without the national stores whilst it’s built – lots of
questions need answering?
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Shorter Term Shopping Needs

Question 5: Development of Shorter Term Shopping Needs
Clarification Required
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson
Generally the comments related to clarification in the following sections: Introduction, Key Characteristics
Planning Practice and Shopping in the Central Area. It is felt that clarification is needed around:
• Page 11 - Paragraph 1.6 - Should be clear which types of retail outside of Northampton town centre
have had the most impact i.e. Milton Keynes and out-of-town retail parks to an extent, not out-of-town
food stores.
• Page 15 - Paragraph 1.31 - Implementation of the Northampton Masterplan 1970 was completed in
1985. This resulted in a town centre and three district centres - Kingsthorpe, Weston Favell and
Mereway.
• Page 16 – Employment, Retail and Leisure – bullet point 2: The main attraction of Northampton town
centre should be its comparison function. Food stores within large town centres do not add to the
attraction, they simply feed of it.
• Page 22 - Paragraph 3.7 - WNDC and NBC need to be very clear which specific out-of-town retail
locations have a negative impact on Northampton town centre. The comparison goods offer in
supermarkets is limited and comes second to the convenience goods offer.
• Page 23 - Paragraph 3.8 - This paragraph should clearly state which types of additional out-of-town
retailing should be restricted i.e. out-of-centre retailing
Wider Issues
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-176 Turley Associates Noted that no development has been agreed. Short term development strategy would therefore be required.
CAAP-183 Police
A key early requirement is the removal of Greyfriars Bus Station, this needs to be quickly followed by a new
shopping centre.
CAAP-199 Economic
The size and scale of empty shops needs to be considered. Northampton is a price sensitive town, and
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Shorter Term Shopping Needs

ID
number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
Intelligence - NBC small retail units are usually suited for high value types of retail outlet.
The Council need to consider positive actions to encourage the use of empty spaces above shops as a
strategy for increasing town centre vibrancy.
CAAP-223 Shire Consulting Supporting services should be part of any increase in central area floorspace.
Improvements to shopping provision should be matched by commensurate improvements to financial
services provision.
There should be scope for improving the provision of all shopping area activities within the sub-region's
existing centres to ensure those centres remain vital and viable and provide the services needed by
residents, businesses and visitors.
Reconsideration of the CAAP before the Submission stage provides a final opportunity to include up to date
retail policy and to revise those elements of previous planning policy which are likely to work against the
Government objective of promoting vitality and viability.
CAAP-71 Leaflet Feedback There is only one retail strategy planned for round here ‘Milton Keynes’ Northampton will be warehousing
with distribution.
CAAP-86 Leaflet Feedback Northampton town centre can only hope to compete with Milton Keynes if it can provide a John Lewis dept
store.
Types of Retailing
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-66 Leaflet Feedback Invite John Lewis into Northampton and encourage local companies by reducing rent.
CAAP-66 Leaflet Feedback Peacock centre is almost empty. Bring in Whithards and hotel chocolate.
CAAP-66 Leaflet Feedback Get rid of gambling in town and reduce no of mobile phone shops.
CAAP-66
CAAP-66

Leaflet Feedback Another bookshop (e.g. Borders) as a competition to the existing.
Leaflet Feedback A proper toy shop in the centre.
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ID
number
CAAP-70

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
Leaflet Feedback More retail and ambition/aspiration is required to inspire and encourage support for the current proposal –
What are the international comparators/benchmarks for example, and other examples of UK best practice?
CAAP-94 Leaflet Feedback If hindsight has shown out of town retail parks and supermarkets not good for sustainability of town centre,
over time same of these shops could be encouraged back into town centre e.g. a bigger Next and return of
electrical retailers etc
CAAP-94 Leaflet Feedback I can't see how so many proposed small independent shops could survive if all in competition. Also rents
need to be realistically lowered to aid businesses. Whatever other kinds of shops could we possibly need?
Apart from fresh food outlets - greengrocers and wet fish for instance. Will any of this affect viability of Fish
Market Arts complex?
CAAP-94 Leaflet Feedback Restore small post offices
CAAP-104 Leaflet Feedback Better clothing shops - Get some department stores of higher standard than at present!
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback Mistake to deny IKEA. Wouldn’t compete with town centre as different markets. Need to resist the Saints
application as people in the town are fairly certain that they know what the result of the planning application
will be.
CAAP-82 Leaflet Feedback I would use the customer focused café, because it would be a good place too meet new people and get
information about the future city status etc.
CAAP-108 Leaflet Feedback There is enough cafés – maybe more nice bars are needed. Needs to lead by example from other
successful ‘city’ centres – so people are proud of their centre and it attracts new people and businesses.
CAAP-94 Leaflet Feedback Do we really need more cafes and sandwich bars etc counter to Government health initiatives on obesity
and alcohol.
Fringe Development
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson New convenience food stores would be better located on the fringe of the town centre as they do not
Planning Practice operate effectively within town centre shopping centres.
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ID number

Shorter Term Shopping Needs

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

Delivering a well connected medium sized food store on the northern fringe of the town centre will
encourage more footfall within the town centre, as a result of visits in conjunction with food shopping trips.
Parking and Travel
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-114 Hardingstone
Free car parking
Parish Council
CAAP-205 Highways Agency The creation of a successful and dynamic town centre is welcomed as it will reduce the need for residents
to travel to settlements further afield, to access retail, employment and other opportunities will in turn reduce
the need to travel by car.
The long term aim of restricting new retail development at the retail parks on the edge of the urban area,
and encouraging mixed use development is supported.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish Improve affordable public transport from outlying areas.
Council
Make car parks free on Saturdays and Sundays. Consider provision of park and ride facilities
CAAP-86
Improve journey times for car journeys and provide free car parking.
Discounted Rents
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-201
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Summary of Issues Raised
Offer discounted rents and discourage low order shops.
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Higher Quality Retailing
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-174 IPSL
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire
Enterprise
Limited
CAAP-188 Homes and
Communities
Agency
CAAP-201
Public Realm
ID number

Shorter Term Shopping Needs

Summary of Issues Raised
Invite retailers to the Ambassadors meeting, or get the Ambassadors to meet the retailers.
NEL supports proactive engagement in the retail market to attract high quality offer to the town. Reference
to the emerging SNEAP which outlines a range of potential activities that should be undertaken to further
support town centre regeneration and development.
Support a strategy for encouraging higher quality retail within the Central Area.

Get in big names stores to restore commercial confidence and attract other to invest.

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

CAAP-168

Northampton is not a nice place to come to because of lack of provision, lack of cleansing and congestion,
both vehicular and pedestrian.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United Reduce car parking charges
Reformed Church Enable access to collect goods from store's delivery points
Discourage people with clipboards on the High Street
Improve the frontage of empty shops; for example Brighton
CAAP-183 Police
Other key issues include - improving shop frontages lighting maintenance town centre management quality
of the public realm.
CAAP-199 Economic
Improve signage and car parking in the town centre.
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-210 Economic
Market Square redevelopment
Intelligence Public realm improvements
NBC
Heritage enhancements
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ID number

Shorter Term Shopping Needs

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

Better car parking
Quality offer
Improve and expand office accommodation.
CAAP-102 Leaflet Feedback Make some changes now - Market Square is a good start, so is Gold Street - this has improved the worst
areas now we need to really help Abington Street.
Alternative Uses of Premises
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-188 Homes and
Introduction of selective letting policy with improved contract terms could be beneficial for encouraging
Communities
smaller independent traders.
Agency
Specific retail uses could be targeted as opposed to other office based town centre uses such as estate
agents.
CAAP-219
Let stalls out to market traders at low rates to encourage more.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire Consider mechanisms to facilitate more flexibility and creativity in the use of retail premises.
Chamber Of
For example:
Commerce
Allow for temporary holidays on planning use within designated areas in town centres or provide for mixed
use class for retail properties (again temporary in nature or for a defined period of time) where specific
cases can be made. This could have a valuable impact on the regeneration of the town centre, whereby a
previously vacant retail unit could be offered - as part of a "Back to Business" campaign - to a small
business perhaps in the creative industries, and allow it to use the premises as both a shop cum workshop
facility.
Offer empty shops as remote office /hot-desking /meeting space for small businesses and entrepreneurs
who would find a town centre location incredibly useful. Or perhaps, fashion graduates from the University
either as cooperative studio/shops or as pure workshops.
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CAAP-232 Northamptonshire There are a number of innovative and cost-effective ways of using existing "empty" retail space to
Chamber Of
encourage greater footfall and custom in the town as well as stimulating a greater cultural/social offer in the
Commerce
central area. For example, address the issue of poorly-maintained/deteriorating shop frontages - this might
be achieved through arts programmes with local community groups, schools/colleges in order to dress ugly
white-washing or "hide" the debris left behind in recently closed outlets with painting, graffiti-style murals,
innovative lighting/photography etc; use existing empty space as arts space for local artists/students, either
for performance or gallery space; offer "project" shops to community groups, Young Chamber schools and
others to use to promote their work, to sell goods or offer facilities etc. All of the above would require the
collaboration of landlords/property owners, or else, involvement of the Council, where it is the landlord.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire In response to the question of halting the decline in the retail offer in the immediate short term,
Chamber Of
Northamptonshire Chamber would offer the following suggestions and ideas:
Commerce
• Some bold policy-making on behalf of the Council and subsequent support from WNDC could reenergise some areas of Northampton town centre, with the benefit of encouraging business creation
and longevity as well as increased footfall, economic activity and creative capital.
• In the very immediate short term the Council could consider emulating some "easy-to-achieve" ideas
tried in other areas to increase visitor and shopper numbers. In Reading, for instance, the Chamber
is aware that a scheme to establish drop-in dentist and doctors clinics within vacant units in one
shopping centre increased footfall and generated custom; in Birmingham, there was an independent
retailers festival recently, whereby a map was produced of the town centre, highlighting the location
and offer of independent retailers through photographs of their premises and promotional events;
lastly, the Chester "giants" (huge puppets, animals and characters) have been used throughout
the city centre to promote events, the retail offer and draw-in greater visitor numbers.
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Question 6: Retail through Intervention
Support
ID number

Group /
Organisation
CAAP-185 Bidwells
CAAP-201
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Chamber Of
Commerce

Role of the Centre
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-168

CAAP-174 IPSL
CAAP-200 Little Houghton
Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
All five elements suggested in page 28, paragraph 3.24 would aid short term shopping need.
All of the intervention measures need implementing.
The Chamber feels that the aim to encourage of higher quality retailing in the Central Area is a laudable and
would support the mechanisms outlined in the Plan to achieve that end. However, we would strongly argue
for the engagement, involvement and assistance of the private sector in implementing these mechanisms,
in particular the marketing element, firstly, because it marks a departure from the Council's normal sphere
of activity, and secondly, it is the private sector who is the ultimate audience for it, as potential investors.

Summary of Issues Raised
The plan is difficult to understand. Zone-ation is needed; this might mean restricting some retail activities
away from the main retail centre. Essentials like newsagents and late night shops/pharmacies are still
needed to support all residential development.
Heart of city - queries as to the location of premium retail.
City centre living - nightlife, cultural and entrepreneurial - logical area to develop as it was largely artisanal
historically.
Need to understand further the nature of the ground
Outdoor retail circuit - this sound like it will destroy heritage infrastructure.
Lifestyle retailing - could result in the loss of long burgages along Gold Street (between St Katherine's and
St James' Square)
Sport and leisure - queries how this could be done without losing heritage
Make it attractive for retailers to move to Northampton.
To promote Northampton City as a shopping destination is unrealistic. Why should be competing with Milton
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ID number

Group /
Organisation
Parish Council

CAAP-200 Little Houghton
Parish Council

Retail through Intervention

Summary of Issues Raised
Keynes, we should embrace Northampton as a market town and build on this.
Past development of retail parks on the outskirts of the town, alongside rising rate costs for businesses in
the centre and market traders, the town has been devastated and no longer has a heart.
To maintain that Northampton City in 2026 will be an area of shopping excellence is unrealistic. There are
many shopping areas around, including Milton Keynes, which has a wonderful shopping area. Look at ways
to compliment this experience.

Embrace Northampton as a market town and build on this. Past development of out of town retail parks,
together with rising rate costs for businesses and escalating market traders' rents, have had a devastating
effect on the town centre.
CAAP-108 Leaflet Feedback As a new resident to Northampton, I find Northampton town centre very confusing and messy. There are
shops everywhere in the Grosvenor centre – peacock centre and Abington Street, empty it doesn’t flow.
Improving other offers
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United Provided it is recognized it is better to have a shop utilised with something rather than waiting for 'the
Reformed Church perfect tenant'.
CAAP-182
There is a need to make the Central Area easier to visit via car in order to supply more customers and a
workforce for new office and retail development.
CAAP-210 Economic
Improving business opportunities in the central area would in turn improve retail offer.
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-112 Leaflet Feedback To use some of the empty shop units, in the town to display art projects to avoid them looking like empty
units and improve the look of the town.
Planning Policy
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Other Areas
ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-166 English Heritage Many of the historic and architecturally interesting buildings in the town centre are spoilt by poor quality
shop fronts and the poor quality of the public realm. Increased levels of maintenance and the reuse of
historic buildings particularly upper floors.
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire NEL supports proactive engagement in the retail market to attract high quality offer to the town. Reference
Enterprise
to the emerging SNEAP which outlines a range of potential activities that should be undertaken to further
Limited
support town centre regeneration and development.
CAAP-199 Economic
Strong public private partnerships can help solve certain situations where there are market failures. Town
Intelligence centre BID is a good example. As the economy improves we may want to consider emerging and creative
NBC
funding solutions such as Tax Increment Financing to make sizeable change in the town centre.
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Question 7: Higher Quality Retailing
Gold Street and Drapery
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-168
CAAP-168
CAAP-224
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Chamber Of
Commerce
CAAP-219

Summary of Issues Raised
Gold Street and Drapery west side - formerly burgages, have a pattern of half burgage fronts and long
plots
East Drapery and West side of Market Square - premises based on tiny shop units which are not
designed for higher quality retailing
Not sure about Gold Street - there would be a lot of work to do.
It would be especially welcome and necessary to revitalise Gold Street, which is one of the main
pedestrian routes from the station into the town centre, and thus often one of the first impressions that a
visitor has of Northampton.
St Giles, Gold Street and The Drapery used to be the quality areas, at present they have little appeal to
shoppers.

Abington Street / St Giles Street
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence Abington Street needs to remain the focus of retailing. In order to do this, anchor stores need to be
- NBC
maintained and the public realm needs to be improved.
CAAP-168
Abington Street - makes sense
St Giles Street
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-168
CAAP-219
Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
St Giles Street - suffers from shallow premises and lack of depth
St Giles used to be the quality areas, at present they have little appeal to shoppers.
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Other Comments
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
CAAP-201
CAAP-166 English Heritage

CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish
Council
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Chamber Of
Commerce
Independent Retailers
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-70 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-70 Leaflet Feedback
Planning Policy
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High Quality Retailing

Summary of Issues Raised
Not all shoppers are wealthy, so adequate provision must be made in the area for lower quality retail.
An interventionist approach may be required. Improvements to the environment of the centre will help
attract investment and increase trade.
It is unrealistic to think you can concentrate high quality shopping on 4 individual streets.
This could help protect and ensure better use of the many historic buildings in these areas and enhance
the character of the conservation areas.
St Georges Row, Mercers Row, Market Square and Bridge Street.
Abington Street and the Drapery offer more potential for larger commercial units, the other locations may
be more attractive to the smaller independent retailer.
Allowing more town centre urban dwellers would support these concentrations of higher quality retail.
Yes, Northamptonshire Chamber feels that the higher quality retail strategy is in keeping with the rest of
the plans for the central area, and with the focus on the architecture and tradition of the streets
mentioned.

Summary of Issues Raised
The Town needs more diversity in its retail outlets, not only the large stores, but smaller, specialist shops
such as second-hand bookshops and antiques where one can browse. Perhaps these could be provided
by the Council at realistic rents, or at least subsidised by low rates?
More specialist shops can also include better clothing, house wares /lifestyle and needs to be combined
with an improved café /bar /restaurant offer.
NBC should be supporting the better quality independent traders on Kettering and Wellingborough
Roads to relocate to low cost (fixed rate for 3 yrs) units in town centre and offer other businesses/traders
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ID
number

High Quality Retailing

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-112 Leaflet Feedback

Market Square
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-84 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-104 Leaflet Feedback

Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
low cost.
To build on the current niche retail or Derngate and introduce high-end retail and use the space for
office/studio space utilising some of the empty units/buildings.

Summary of Issues Raised
Fountain in Market Square – Have a look at rise and fall jets of water in centre of Manchester (great)
would be good in market. Encompassing statue of Princess Diana. After all she came from Northampton
and we should use this as an attraction for people all over the world “people would come and see – as
they come to Althorpe on the anniversary ‘murder’”. Glass canopies and cafes and large T.V. screen in
market square (move Fitzy and his gang into the fish market) (or Woolworths). PS Can we have a big
wheel – Northampton Eye?
In December, I would suggest a German-style Christmas market with mulled wine and hot dogs plus
street entertainment. Enticing more offices back to the town centre might bring about some life in the
daytime, but not alleviate the stillness at night. Perhaps you can’t compete directly with The
Royal/Derngate but how about some open-air entertainment such as traditional jazz concerts, a circus,
and an open-air theatre on the Market Square? And a thought inspired by an over seas experience: the
small Maltese capital, Nalletta, was bustling by day, dead after dark. They introduced a programme
called “White Nights” which in season runs concerts (not ambitious: bands, even soloists) from dusk to
dawn. The restaurants/bars remain open and the place throbs.
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Question 8 and 9: Retail Frontages
Other frontages that should be primary in future
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-114 Hardingstone Parish Drapery
Council
CAAP-168
Upper Abington Street
CAAP-168
Fish Street historically had booths, which are shallow. To make them deeper, Abington Street and St
Giles Street frontages will be undermined.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
The Drapery
Reformed Church
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson
The whole of the Drapery and Sheep Street, particularly once the redevelopment of the Grovesnor
Planning Practice
Centre is completed.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
These frontages should contain a high proportion of A1 retail use. There should be some flexibility on
other retail uses which can be located in the frontages.

CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas

CAAP-199 Economic
Intelligence - NBC
CAAP-201
CAAP-210 Economic
Intelligence - NBC
Planning Policy
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Recognise that as the Grosvenor Centre is redeveloped, there may be opportunities to expand the
Primary Retail Frontages within the town centre.
L&G will endeavour to maximise active frontages throughout the Grosvenor Centre. Current proposals
have active frontages on most sides although it is not possible to provide active frontages on every side
of the development. There may be difficulty in providing frontages on the department store and on the
units on the flank side of units on Lady's Lane adjacent to the north/south streets. It is not possible to
provide active frontages along Sheep Street.
Gold Street and the Market Square
Along Horse Market.
Gold Street and Mercers Row.
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ID number

Retail Frontages

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-212
CAAP-219
CAAP-223 Shire Consulting

CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish
Council
Secondary Frontages
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson
Planning Practice

Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
The CAAP could designate more primary frontage, particularly around the retail circuits as outlined in
the CACI study and all frontages on the Market Square.
The frontage of Abington Square and Kettering Road need improving.
Avoid food outlets e.g. burger bars
Indicators such as rent yields and pedestrian flows change over time as new floor space is added to the
town. If it is intended to continue to make use of detailed development control policies such as defined
frontages, then the matter should have been expressly addressed in the evidence base.
Barclays bank are concerned that restrictions on A2 uses should no be continued in the CAAP as this is
likely to work against the Government's and the Council's objective of promoting vitality and viability in
town centres. The bank believes that there is no good planning reason to restrict the presence of banks
at ground floor level in shopping frontages and that the CAAP should recognise the important
contribution of financial services such as banks in both bringing investment and acting as attractors for
investment by others.
It is important to recognise the benefit of A2 uses in fostering footfall and pedestrian activity. Planning
policies should make it clear that Class A2 financial services retailers such as banks will appropriate
uses within all shopping frontage and should encourage flexibility to allow changes of use between the
A1 and A2 uses classes.
Consider Regent's Square.

Summary of Issues Raised
The remainder of Drapery and Sheep Street should be designated as secondary frontage.
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Retail Frontages

Other Issues regarding frontages
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-223 Shire Consulting
In order that banks can continue to play an important role in underpinning town centres and assisting
regeneration, this should be recognised in the formulation and application of planning policy. Stressed
the need for a comprehensive up-to-date analysis of retail policy as part of the evidence base on all
relevant Development Plan Documents.
Employment Issues
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-163 BNP Paribas
CAAP-193 Rapleys

Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Summary of Issues Raised
Support redevelopment of town with specific emphasis on need to create new employment opportunities
SELA: Discrepancy and confusion regarding the status of SELA and clarification is sought.
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Town Centre Boundary

Question 10: Town Centre Boundary
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire Consideration should be given to the role of St James and Nene Retail Parks within the town centre, as it
Enterprise Limited may be possible to align these to the town centre, through the proposed waterside development and so on.
This could broaden the offer of the town centre.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United Well defined island area in current road /rail layout and reflects the town's size before the 18th and 19th
Reformed Church century. Smaller than the overall central area.
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson We agree with the Central Area boundary.
Planning Practice The CAAP needs to give a clear definition for the following; the Central Area Boundary, Town Centre
Boundary and the Primary Shopping Area.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Boundary should be drawn more closely to the Primary Retail frontages and include areas of leisure,
business and other main town centre uses or adjacent to the primary shopping area, in accordance with
PPS6.
CAAP-195 Town Centre
Some members would have preferred to keep the old shoe factory area of the Upper Mounts within the
Conservation
boundary, as it is significant to the history of Northampton and there is scope for renovation and reuse of
Area Advisory
some of these important and attractive buildings.
Committee
CAAP-201
Improve shop fronts and appearance of buildings.
Remove mobile catering units from Market Square; incorporate these uses into existing buildings.
CAAP-210 Economic
Morrison’s and Wellingborough Road could also be considered to be in the town centre boundary.
Intelligence - NBC
Regents Square and Mounts
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-168
Advocates developing northwards across the Mounts and making use of Regent Square.
CAAP-183 Police
The town centre boundary seems appropriate.
Planning Policy
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ID
number

Town Centre Boundary

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised
However it excludes Campbell Square Police Station, the police are planning to relocate from here, so there
could be some consideration as to whether the Campbell Square site should fall within the boundary of the
town centre as it may become vacant.

Inclusion of the Station
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
CAAP-88 West
Northamptonshire
Development
Corporation

Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Summary of Issues Raised
The town centre boundary should exclude some of the land to the west adjoining Castle Station.
The town centre boundary for retail use needs to be re-examined in relation to national planning guidance
because it's not clear why the boundary extends around Castle Station or includes the mainly residential
area at the end of Derngate.
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Office Developments

Question 11: Broadening the Appeal of the Market Square
Activities
ID number

Group /
Organisation
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire
Enterprise
Limited
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-185 Bidwells
CAAP-186 Bidwells
CAAP-226
CAAP-86

Summary of Issues Raised
Make every effort to ensure that these uses support the wider uses of the market and continue to be in line
with the high quality attraction desires for the area.
Supports a range of activities relating to the redevelopment of the Market Square.
Encourage more farmers/local producer markets.
Use the space for school activities during the holidays e.g. sandy beach and Milton Keynes.
Apart from measures already stated, there are few ways available to broaden the appeal of Market Square.
Apart from measures already stated, there are few ways available to broaden the appeal of Market Square.
A vision of re-instatement of originals when opportunities arise would make the 'place' different and better.
Prohibit the noisy events in the Market Square that make shopping in the environs such a penance and
which drive shoppers away.

Public Realm
ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-166 English Heritage There is a need to improve the quality of the shop frontages that respect the importance of the listed and
other historic buildings in the area.
The quality of the public realm varies (50% is very good), but the replacement of the central area of
herringbone brick with a suitable material would undoubtedly bring a visual improvement to the space. We
advise historical research and character analysis should underpin any decisions about its future.
CAAP-182
Put a fountain in the market square and retain the old buildings, and preserve the Square's character.
CAAP-183 Police
The public realm in the Market Square is poor.

Planning Policy
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ID number

Office Developments

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-201
CAAP-204
CAAP-210 Economic
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-226

Summary of Issues Raised
The northern frontage of the Market Square should not be replaced by a glass structure.
Improve shop fronts and appearance of buildings. Remove mobile catering units from Market Square;
incorporate these uses into existing buildings.
Improve the lighting.

Waterloo House is a shocker - can it be demolished?
Peacock Way and Grosvenor Centre elevations need makeovers to respect characteristics of the well
designed older better proportioned buildings.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire In terms of broadening the appeal of the Market Square, the Chamber believes that the current plans for
Chamber Of
developing events space and improving eating options go a way towards this ambition. Certainly, the
Commerce
improvement of the public realm (particularly signage) and investment in building frontages would assist
here, as would some of the measures the Chamber previously mentioned in its response to Question 5.
CAAP-82 Leaflet Feedback There should be a big map centred in the heart of the new city status. I would use it too find my way around
the new and improved area etc.
Uses
ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-114 Hardingstone Parish Remove betting shops and employment agencies. Promote bars with outdoor eating areas
Council
CAAP-168
Market square has serious design problems. Opposed to significantly altering Market Square. However,
accepted that the market function has got rather bedraggled and events have proved effective. Agree
with some market stallholders that a place for public assembly is vital.
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire
Supports a wide range of uses around the Market Square and designation as a secondary frontage.
Enterprise Limited
Primary and secondary frontages should be highlighted on the basis of their future role.

Planning Policy
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ID number

Office Developments

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-182
CAAP-199 Economic
Intelligence - NBC
CAAP-219
CAAP-226

CAAP-226
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish
Council

Summary of Issues Raised
Use Norwich as an example of how to have a successful Market Square.
Encourage small independent traders back to the Market Square.
Market businesses needs to be made more viable and the market needs to appeal to more customers
beyond its traditional customer base. The Market Square needs to be used more flexibly.
The market needs to be publicised properly it could be an attraction for out of town shoppers. At present
the market offers little for mature shoppers with money.
No to more supermarkets who have caused so much damage to mixed local shops.
A quality convenience shop for day to day needs would be OK if selling local produce--visit Mears Ashby
farm shop to see what seems to work
Market Square today has one building appropriate to a 24/7 square use. The rest need changing to
cafes, special shop to get a unique feeling back.
A vision of re-instatement of originals when opportunities arise would make the 'place' different and
better.
A move towards 24 hour culture encouraging more post work/pre theatre activity.

Communication and Consultation
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Publicise how community organizations may use the entertainment space.
Reformed Church
CAAP-183 Police
Early and effective engagement is needed with the Police in order to design a safe Market Square which
maximises its potential.

Planning Policy
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Office Developments

Question 12: Office Developments
Transport
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-86

CAAP-86 Leaflet Feedback

Defining Scale and Type
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-172 CBRE CB Richard
Ellis
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson
Planning Practice
CAAP-185 Bidwells

Summary of Issues Raised
We require there to be a greater footfall in the town centre, but there is inadequate provision of public
transport and parking. The increase of workers in the central area will increase traffic congestion.
With rental values for town centre offices being about 1/3rd of out of town offices it is very clear that there
is very limited demand for town centre offices.
This is because car trips to the centre are discouraged by the wholly inadequate capacity of the road
network and the high cost of town centre parking.
Until the road capacity is significantly improved and the cost of parking substantially reduced there will be
no increase in demand for town centre offices.
Office spaces users have moved out of the town centre because of traffic congestion and high parking
charges and unacceptably long journey times via public transport. They have located in out of town
locations with good car access and free parking.

Summary of Issues Raised
The term "significant" should be defined within the text, to provide clarity on the levels of office
development that will be supported within these regeneration sites.
CAAP should not be so prescriptive in terms of the preferred uses for the site. A flexible approach is
needed.
The type and scale of office development needs to be of a scale commensurate to the overall level of
residential accommodation of the town.
When making a decision on safeguarding employment sites, full analysis of take up rates and rental
income per square metre will need to be carried out first. If it can be demonstrated that the existing office
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ID number

Office Developments

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-186 Bidwells
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas

Summary of Issues Raised
accommodation is no longer required for this use, a pragmatic approach to the site's redevelopment for
other potential uses should be adopted. The example in Victoria Promenade was quoted.
The type and scale of office development needs to be of a scale commensurate to the overall level of
residential accommodation of the town.
Council should take a flexible approach to the provision of offices within the town centre. Any requirement
to provide offices as part of a major new retail development should give consideration to the impact of
office development on the viability and suitability of the scheme.
Office development is not suitable in the Grosvenor Centre, Lady's Lane and Victoria Street

CAAP-193
CAAP-199
CAAP-204
CAAP-86

CAAP-64
CAAP-94
CAAP-110

Further consideration should be given to the allocation of specific sites for employment /office use in these
locations as they have potential to negatively impact on the delivery of Grosvenor Centre.
Rapleys
CAAP does not provide site boundaries for the proposed office locations. It does not satisfactorily define
the level of high quality offices required.
Economic
The cost of office space in the town centre will need to be considered as with supporting infrastructure
Intelligence - NBC such as access and transport systems.
It will need to be assessed how much is needed and how we can encourage companies back into town.
Leaflet Feedback Rental values for office space in the town centre are about 1/3rd of the out of town locations. At these
levels there is little chance of finding any interest in investing in new office space in Northampton town
centre. Any policies restricting out of town offices will merely divert developers to other competing centres
e.g. Milton Keynes.
Leaflet Feedback It will be really god to have more jobs in central area and more housing for families.
Leaflet Feedback Good to bring jobs, businesses and accommodation back into the centre. What will ever be done with
Barclaycard building in Marefair?
Leaflet Feedback I agree totally with the idea of increasing employment in the centre, but not high-rise. These areas are
potentially archaeologically important area of Castle and Black Lion Hill.
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Waterside
ID number

Office Developments

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

CAAP-168

Thought Avon Nunn Mills would be mainly residential. It’s a long walk into the centre for office staff. .
Query the proposal for St John's /Angel Street which was meant to be cultural (entrepreneurial).
Query the proposal for Waterside - this would spoil the environment
CAAP-172 CBRE CB Richard Principle of identifying Avon/Nunn Mills as one of a number of locations capable of accommodating high
Ellis
quality office development is supported in principle. However, specific reference should be made to the
opportunity to provide office accommodation on this site as part of a wider mixed use scheme.
The recently constructed Avon HQ has been delivered on the Avon site, which will provide 600 jobs on
site. Therefore, an emerging policy in respect of office locations should not include a requirement to site
additional office space here.
CAAP-197 Firstplan
The Waterside includes a region of land in the Ownership of the National Grid. It is critical that any
allocation made in respect of the National Grid site allows for a mixed use form of development. The
redevelopment of the National Grid site will have high abnormal costs associated with it and to maximise
the potential of the tow gas holders being removed and the site being remediated and taken forward for
development flexibility must be allowed for the range of sues which can be appropriately accommodated
on the site.
CAAP-210 Economic
The town centre needs more office space; The Waterside is a good location for new office development.
Intelligence - NBC
Other Sites
ID number

Group /
Organisation
CAAP-166 English Heritage

CAAP-178 Northamptonshire
Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Summary of Issues Raised
The northern half of the St John's area includes a large number of listed buildings including Grade I and II*
and therefore, the new office development will need to respect the context of these buildings.
In the case of the Old Post Office on Barrack Road, there is an opportunity to redevelop the site that
enhances the setting of the listed buildings.
SELA made recommendations on the Northampton Employment Land Study, to include:
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ID number

Group /
Organisation
Enterprise Limited

CAAP-193 Rapleys

CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Chamber Of
Commerce

CAAP-73

Leaflet Feedback

Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Office Developments

Summary of Issues Raised
•
•

Barrack Road Royal Mail Sorting Depot could be released for alternative uses
Clintonville, Billing Road and York Road should be retained for B use employment and not released
for other uses CAAP should take account of the recommendations of SELA.
The AAP objectives should seek greater scope and flexibility on alternative uses for the sites mentioned,
over and above office use Arlington Mercedes Site: 1. No details available 2. Inconsistency in terminology
used for text and designation
The area presents a sustainable location for a number of uses, given its close proximity to the town centre
and the mixed character of the surrounding area. Site not in SELA
Recommend that the site be allocated for a range of uses, including employment, hotel, residential and
care home uses
Given the paucity of quality office sites in the town centre area, the Chamber believes the identified
locations in 3.46 and 3.47 are the right ones.
It is integral to the regeneration of Northampton and its ambitions to become a city to have a significant
increase of office space for business in the town centre to nurture a greater corporate presence there and
all the associated services and economic activity that this presence would bring.
Engineering companies will be based at the back of Avon cosmetics and along the Rothersthorpe Road
industrial estate. Connections direct to the Upton Way dual carriageway roundabout – twin platform halt
and Lamport – Pittsford railway. This would seriously increase employment in the Southbridge area. The
whole project is completed to private sector standards.
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Creative Industries

Question 13: Creative Industries - St John’s
ID number

Group /
Organisation
CAAP-166 English Heritage

CAAP-168
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-185 Bidwells

CAAP-186 Bidwells

CAAP-199 Economic
Intelligence - NBC
CAAP-200 Little Houghton
Parish Council

CAAP-204

CAAP-210 Economic
Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Summary of Issues Raised
While the northern area of the Mounts is no longer part of the AAP area, we still consider that a strategy
should be developed for conservation and promotion of the remaining built boot and shoe heritage here
and elsewhere in the town.
Always supportive of this use for the area.
The St John's / St Giles quarter is suitable for traditional creative industries.
New creative industry would be better being concentrated to the west, due to the train station offering
connections to London, Birmingham and the North West.
Care and attention should be paid to existing development within the area which is a mix of leisure,
commercial and a lot of residential (especially in St John's).
Ensure a good balance of uses to make it a creative area.
Care and attention should be paid to existing development within the area which is a mix of leisure,
commercial and residential. Ensure a good balance of uses to make it a creative area. Areas north and
west of Victoria Promenade were quoted as examples.
34-36 Guildhall Road has been identified as a potential venue to serve as an incubator unit for creative
businesses. If successful this venue will encourage an enterprise culture among local people and
strengthen our economic objective to supporting university graduates.
To rely on graduates from Northampton University to start up new businesses to enhance the proposed
City Centre is mythical.
Northampton has to compete with other cities which have intercity links like London, Birmingham, Oxford
and Cambridge. The CAAP does not mention the prospect of upgrading Northampton's rail links.
The creative industries at the Fish Market have built a strong community and reputation; it would be a
shame to relocate it.
The CAAP could really benefit students and graduates through supporting the development of creative
industries.
34-36 Guildhall Road has been identified as a potential venue to serve as an incubator unit for creative
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ID number

Group /
Organisation
Intelligence - NBC

CAAP-212
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish
Council
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Chamber Of
Commerce

Creative Industries

Summary of Issues Raised
businesses.
This may interfere with expansion of the town centre commercial area.
Make the spaces safe to use 24 hours a day.
Certainly, in view of the cultural and artist capital of the area around St John's - both current and
anticipated - it would seem a highly appropriate location for a creative industries facility.
Recognition of the University's Portfolio Innovation Centre, an established facility for small and startup businesses in the creative industries, so that the two complement and don't directly compete with
each other which could be detrimental to both.

Planning Policy
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Question 14:

Areas Appropriate for Residential Development

Areas Appropriate for Residential Development – Spring Boroughs and the Waterside

Spring Boroughs
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-210 Economic
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-214 Volvo Penta Main
Dealer
CAAP-220 Environment
Agency
CAAP-69 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-81 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-87

Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-89

Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-95

Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-103 Leaflet Feedback
Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Summary of Issues Raised
Fear any regeneration will have a negative impact on the residents of Spring Borough.
There is a need to consider the community and their infrastructure needs rather than the number of houses.
Spring Boroughs should be the focus for new residential development.
The design of residential development is key; we need to avoid poorly designed high density developments
which do little to build a sense of community.
The Spring Boroughs /Grafton Street area is in urgent need of regeneration, in order to improve visitor’s first
impressions of Northampton. There are few buildings in this area worth retaining apart from Spring Lane
School and the refurbished Tower Blocks.
The suitability of Spring Boroughs and areas along the Waterside should be informed by both the Water
Cycle Strategy and Level 2 SFRA once complete and sequential and exception tests as defined in PPS25.
The new development in Spring Boroughs. I hope it would not lose the already green area there.
What with bad footpaths and roads, and a lack of maintenance of our blocks of flats. They mostly look out
dated now. We need to be brought up to date. I would like double-glazing put in if the Council was to do
anything, and re-paint our balconies. I do like living here as it is close to the town centre shops and Mounts,
doctors. It would be nice to have more choice of small shops for everyday items. They will be more friendly
and cheaper than some supermarkets.
We have lived 33 years in Spring Boroughs ages 62 –66, in St Peters House 1935. Enjoy living here. Oldest
flats. If they are demolished would we be re-housed in the area? A constant worry for many years.
The state of the current Council accommodation is very poor; more attention needs to be given to how to
build new accommodations.
I am pleased to here about the improvements that are going to be made in the Spring Boroughs area,
because at the moment it is not a very nice area to live in and not very safe either. The crime issues need to
be sorted as well.
I hope my estate is not pulled down again as there are many people who like living there. I am happy living
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ID number

Areas Appropriate for Residential Development

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

in an area with fewer families and more single adults - less noise. Sol Central is underused - it’s often dead.
Needs more businesses in it.
CAAP-118 Leaflet Feedback Both my husband and I feel that the area we live in (St Andrews Street) is dirty, dismal and depressing. We
are looking forward to the regeneration of the area.
CAAP-131 Leaflet Feedback We don't know what is going to happen to these flats and maisonettes in the plan.
CAAP-142 Leaflet Feedback Will our rent reflect that by 2010 that we live in sub standard accommodation? The windows need changing,
the radiators don’t work and most of lights outside landing not working. What’s the point of recycling if they
don’t get emptied? Buzzer system on door working sometimes others not and that’s just some of the things
that needs doing. Rather than spending money on silly fountains and other silly products how about
spending some money making Spring Boroughs a decent place to live like doing up the properties to
standards that Government Stats is decent standard.
Waterside
ID number

Group /
Organisation
CAAP-195 Town Centre
Conservation
Area Advisory
Committee
CAAP-197 Firstplan

Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Summary of Issues Raised
Content to see new housing at Nunn Mills. Strongly against over-development of either the Waterside or the
St Johns and Angel Street area, where the characters of the areas are likely to be affected. Mixed housing
would be needed. In recent years, most new housing in the town centre had been 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments, which does not encourage a diverse community.
The Waterside includes a region of land in the Ownership of the National Grid. It is critical that any housing
allocation made in respect of the National Grid site allows for a mixed use form of development, and is
responsive to the identified market need.
The Strategic Housing Market Assessment will be helpful in terms of steering policy direction.
The policy approach should be set to a framework within which the final mix can be negotiated between the
developer and the local planning authority.
To ensure that deliverable housing proposals are brought forward it is critical that flexibility should be
afforded to deal with changing economic circumstances and market conditions. In setting affordable housing
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ID number

Areas Appropriate for Residential Development

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-219

Other Areas and Issues
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-168
CAAP-172 CBRE CB
Richard Ellis
CAAP-185 Bidwells
CAAP-186 Bidwells

Summary of Issues Raised
levels, the policy wording must ensure that specific mention is made to the fact that affordable housing will
be sought having regard to economic viability and site specific circumstances.
The river could be a very attractive location if it was cleaned up. At present it attracts no one due to the
amount of rubbish.

Summary of Issues Raised
Only issue is the glut of small apartments. The town dies after 5pm. Cannot see the attraction of living in
these. They could end up as lets and sublets to multiple occupancy.
Welcomed.
Other places should also be considered for residential development, including Albion House, Victoria
Promenade.
Another site should be considered, such as the site on the southern end of Bridge Street, in between Bridge
Street and Cattle Market Road - near South Bridge. Designation will lead to its regeneration over time.
Residential development in these locations will help support the evening economy in the Central Area.

CAAP-199 Economic
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-204
There is a need to create well designed housing development which create strong communities.
CAAP-212
Concerned about affordable housing been located in such an area.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish In addition encourage residential development in the town centre maximising use of existing buildings.
Council

Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council
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Residential – Other Issues
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-159
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas

Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Areas Appropriate for Residential Development

Summary of Issues Raised
Likes out of town shopping areas, especially for furniture and sportswear /equipment.
Use Central Northampton for personal shopping.
Residential: Thresholds for affordable housing incorporated into economically viable schemes will be set out
in the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy or the associated Development Plan Documents on
Developer Contributions and Affordable Housing.
Proposal to increase the number of people living in the town centre is welcomed.
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Leisure and Recreation

Question 15: Leisure and Recreation
General
ID number

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-160
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-183 Police
CAAP-191 Sport England

CAAP-199 Economic
Intelligence - NBC
CAAP-219
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Chamber Of
Commerce
CAAP-111 Leaflet Feedback
Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Summary of Issues Raised
To make this successful, there needs to be a cultural change in Northampton. Concerns expressed at anti
social behaviours in the town.
There is no attractive unique selling point for families to come to Northampton. We can only offer a museum
of old shoes or a walk by the canal.
It is important that there is a full range of leisure activities available to attract people of all ages to the town
centre through the day and in the evening.
Disappointed that the benefits of sport, having regard to community cohesion and regeneration of the City
Centre do not form a more substantial part of the Action Plan. Sports play an important role in contributing
to sustainable communities:
• Reducing the need to travel
• Access by disadvantaged groups
• Those working in and visiting city centres will generate additional demand for sport and recreation
activities.
• Could use upper floors of retail premises. Reference is made to the Open Space, Sport and
Recreational Study of 2006.
Northampton needs a single leisure facility that is able to serve the needs to local people and attract visitors
beyond the immediate area.
Leisure and recreational facilities should be in areas that are accessible without the use of cars or buses.
The broadening of the eating/drinking offer around the cultural assets of the town will be beneficial to local
residents too, perhaps acting as a greater incentive for daytime visits to the town (thus increasing the
footfall for local retailers) and also, diversifying the night-time economy and bringing in audiences /custom
which are not currently well-catered for in the town.
Good night clubs that we are lacking in Northampton. There is not much for students and young people to
do or go and see, visit at night apart from lots of pubs with loud music.
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Waterside
ID number

Leisure and Recreation

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

CAAP-204

Will the Waterside be a safe and pleasant environment in the evening? If so it would be a nice alternative to
Bridge Street.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire The Chamber welcomes too the envisaged development of The Waterside for leisure, recreation et al. This
Chamber Of
will make excellent use of the town's long-neglected natural assets and green spaces, so integral and
Commerce
important to the life of any town or city and re-invigorate the southern edge of the centre.
Derngate
ID number

Group /
Organisation
CAAP-156 The Theatres
Trust

CAAP-210 Economic
Intelligence NBC
Other Areas
ID number

Summary of Issues Raised
Support any proposals that will benefit the Royal & Derngate theatres including new cafes and restaurants.
However, there are already many excellent restaurants close to the theatres. Theatres should be
acknowledged under the heading of Creative Industries, which deals with arts and culture rather than
Leisure and Recreation which is more sports and restaurants orientated.
Leisure is an important part of the town centre offer; cultural development should be focused on Derngate.

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

CAAP-168

In favour of eating places around All Saints. This is better than Market Square. Need more exhibition space
for things like fine porcelain collections and geology collections.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire The Chamber would wholeheartedly endorse the approach of the Action Plan in regard to leisure and
Chamber Of
recreation; the strengthening of the restaurant and cafe offer around the Market Square, and the
Commerce
Theatres/St John's area is welcome and would add to attraction of Northampton as an overnight destination
for visitors.
Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council
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Antisocial Behaviour
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-51
CAAP-221 Paulerspury
Parish Council

Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Leisure and Recreation

Summary of Issues Raised
Would like to see improvements too the evening security in the central area.
There is no mention of how the plan will reduce anti social behaviour in Northampton town centre.
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Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Question 16: Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road
Research and Testing
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-172 CBRE CB
Richard Ellis
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire
Enterprise
Limited

Summary of Issues Raised

Broadly supportive. Only once the transport model options have been tested can an informed decision be
made. The capacity of the highway network should not be compromised.
Connectivity within the CAAP is a key requirement. Ensuring ease of movement between key locations
should be a priority. NEL working with NCC on the "Unlocking Northampton's Growth Potential Project" - will
consider the transportation solutions to key developments and it will be essential that as solutions emerge
from this, they are considered within the CAAP.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United It is unclear where new traffic would go if this dual carriageway was turned to single, it may create a new
Reformed Church barrier between the station and Spring Boroughs by drivers opting to use St Andrews Road.
CAAP-183 Police
The inner ring road is a clear barrier to movement. Any changes to the transport network within the central
area must consider emergency services access.
CAAP-185 Bidwells
Inner ring road presents a barrier to linkages and support is given to the downgrading of Victoria
Promenade, but only if an appropriate alternative route for vehicles is agreed as its replacement. This would
improve pedestrian access to Becket's Park and the proposed Marina.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
Support the downgrading of Victoria Promenade only if an appropriate alternative route for vehicles is
agreed as a replacement. This would open up the southern Bridge Street element up to the main Central
Area.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
This road has a major part to play in providing sufficient capacity for traffic to reach the town centre. It need
not be a barrier to pedestrian crossing movements. Pending the completion of the detailed traffic modelling
with various options tested, it is too early to give consideration to any downgrading of Horse Market as a
traffic route.
CAAP-205 Highways Agency Highways Agency is concerned about the lack of emphasis placed upon prioritising sustainable access to
the town centre as opposed car borne visitors.
The AAP does not appear to fully recognise the importance of sustainable accessibility, particularly in
reducing reliance on the car and the associated congestion caused by commuter traffic in peak periods,
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ID number

Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised
together with increasing travel choices and social inclusion.
This appears to represent a disparity between the emphasis on sustainable accessibility within the objective
and the actual approach undertaken by the authority when developing the AAP.
In addition, reference to taking a pragmatic view to accommodating the needs of those that wish to travel by
car 'as long as it does not cause significant congestion' appears at odds with an earlier reference in the AAP
which states that car usage may increase by 107%. The plan should promote a more sustainable approach
to addressing commuter trips. The plan needs to clarify the council's position on the provision and charging
of long stay car parking in the town centre.

The Highways Agency expects a sustainable strategy for the town centre to include a more restrictive
approach to the provision of long stay parking spaces. By placing emphasis on public transport
improvements later in the Plan period, the Plan does not fully demonstrate that the developments to be
delivered will be served by sustainable forms of travel in the short term. This gives rise to a disparity
between the objectives within the AAP and its approach to meeting transport requirements.
CAAP-205 Highways Agency We expect the AAP to be supported by an appropriate transport evidence base that sets out current
problems in the area and demonstrated that the preferred land use and transport proposals in the AAP will
deliver desired outcomes in terms of key transport objectives.
The AAP will demonstrate how transport measures necessary to support growth in the area will be
delivered.

CAAP-86

Planning Policy
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The Highways Agency also needs to be satisfied that any proposed development in the area takes account
of the potential impacts on the Strategic Road Network.
Buses and taxis using the Drapery are a menace and have contributed to its decline.
Introducing buses to Abington Street would be a seriously detrimental change and damage its attraction as
a shopping area.
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ID number

Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised
The bus station should be relocated at the railway station to facilitate mixed mode travel by public transport.
Likewise, the coach station should be relocated at a new Northampton Parkway train station to the west of
the M1 between junctions 15 and 15A. This would increase the use of public transport and substantially
reduce the traffic along St Peters Way.
I find it ironic that the traffic on St Peters Way is seen as a problem and a barrier when the recent changes
to the road layout by Castle station (I really cannot bring myself to call them "improvements") have added
significantly to the congestion in St Peters Way.
The council needs to take into consideration the fact that people in employment can be broadly
characterised as "cash rich and time poor". I am one such and I have tried using public transport to get to
work. I have found it unsustainable for the following reasons
• The buses in use are too noisy and uncomfortable to allow me to either read or listen to the radio.
• The journey times are roughly double that of using the car at 30 minutes for a 5 mile journey.
• The first bus gets in too late to enable me to catch a train for a 10:00 meeting in London or
Birmingham.
• The first bus arrives in town about 1/2 hour after my preferred starting time and the last one home
leaves before I am able to finish work every day.
• The cost of using the bus @ approx 30p mile is too high as it is three times the cost per mile for the
fuel for a modern car.
• Whilst is desirable to encourage the use of public transport the reality is that cars are much more
convenient and people will prefer to use them until such time as public transport is much more
convenient, comfortable, reliable (as I write there are no trains from Northampton as not
enough drivers have volunteered to work today) and cost effective.
• Cycle and pedestrian routes need to be designed to accord with their actual priorities which are to
get there by the shortest route with as few stops as possible. For example, the London Road cycle
route into town is hardly used by cyclists as it requires them to stop half way down a hill, wait for the
crossing lights to change, then cross over the road and then repeat this process by the Delapre
Abbey entrance, when they have reached the bottom of the hill. As a consequence the vast majority
elect to take the more dangerous option of driving down the road, adding to the congestion and
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ID number

Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

•

journey times for all other road users.
I think that in their minds they will have offset the risk of using the road against the significant time
saved by not using the cycle path.

Implications of the barrier
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-166 English Heritage The reconfiguration of traffic movement patterns has the potential to transform the town centre and
reactivate large areas of redundant secondary frontage.
A detailed urban design exercise is needed to establish how modern traffic requirements can be
accommodated with the objective of re-establishing townscape coherence.
The re-examination of the pedestrainised Abington Street is encouraging and could provide an opportunity
to look at 'shared space' alternatives.
Welcome the proposals to reinstate buildings along Sheep Street.
There is also a need to consider how linkages can be improved between the northern end of Sheep Street
and Barrack Road - this should be considered as part of the Regent's Square 'Gateway'.
Improvements to Plough Junction would also provide an opportunity to improve the setting of St John's
Roman Catholic Church and link them back to the town centre.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
The southern end of Bridge Street suffers from access issue via the existing road network. Recommend an
amendment to the arrangement by downgrading Cattle Market Street to allow for one street parking rather
than a one way system. Bridge Street should remain the main north to south thoroughfare as is already the
case.
CAAP-204
The 'barrier' of the inner ring road deters people from visiting Sol Central and the Railway Station.
CAAP-210 Economic
A single carriage way route does not cause a barrier. The road may act as a barrier between the Spring
Intelligence Boroughs and the town centre.
NBC
CAAP-212
We have to consider flyovers in the central part of town.
Planning Policy
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ID number

Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-219
Wider Linkages
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-168
CAAP-184 Savills

Summary of Issues Raised
At present the inner ring road is thing to avoid, for local residents it is impossible to get across town easily.

Summary of Issues Raised
Ideas put forward are not realistic. May need to accept the continued existence of the inner ring road and
high traffic. More sensible to make the underpasses usable again.
Although the policy recognises the need to improve walkability and identifies areas that can be better
connected to the town centre, no reference is made to the Nene Valley which is a significant development
opportunity in close proximity to the town centre.
Proposed amendment: "Reducing the barriers of the inner ring road along St Peter's Way, Victoria
Promenade and Horse Market - the aim is to connect some of these areas currently "cut off" from the
historic centre by these roads, in particular through creating pedestrian friendly links and introducing new
uses to the surrounding areas of Spring Boroughs and to the north in The Mounts as well as areas to the
south including the St James and Nene Valley Retail Parks, Avon/Nunn Mills and the rest of the Waterside"
Extending the circumference of the ring road would create a sizable semi-pedestrianised core retail space.

CAAP-199 Economic
Intelligence NBC
CAAP-214 Volvo Penta Main Reinstate the road left turn into St Andrews Road from Westbridge. Also reinstate the right turn out of St
Dealer
Andrews Road over Westbridge
Other Transport Issues
Cars and Parking
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-159
Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

Summary of Issues Raised
Parking charges - puts pressure on visiting places within allotted time. Visits have to be planned. No time to
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ID
number

Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-160

CAAP-182
CAAP-188 Homes and
Communities
Agency
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
CAAP-221 Paulerspury
Parish Council
CAAP-86

Summary of Issues Raised
browse. Prefer out of town or Milton Keynes where parking is free or cheaper.
Car use:
• Need better provision for cars.
• Park & Ride schemes not the answer.
• Roads are polluted. They need improving.
Free car parking is needed.
Introduction of a Green Travel Plan could also help to promote the use of alternatives to the private car,
possibly reducing the need for car parking in the area.
Some car parks should be retained closer to the centre to ensure that the town centre is a competitive place
to shop.
There is no specific mention of access by, and parking facilities for, private cars.

The Grosvenor and Weston Favell shopping centres were opened in the mid 1970's. Since then, many
thousands of new dwellings have been constructed to the West, South and East of Northampton. Despite
all of these new dwellings Northampton town centre fails to thrive. In my opinion, there is no reason to
suppose that the construction of further thousands of homes to the South and East of the town centre would
halt this decline. From Pidington, where I live, it takes 25 minutes on a Saturday morning to drive to Milton
Keynes and find free parking. It can take nearly as long to get to Northampton town centre where the
parking is expensive. Until Northampton is able to compete with ease of access, free parking and a John
Lewis Department store there is no way my family, and many, many others will make Northampton town
their shopping centre of choice. These are the realities that the council needs to address in its policies.
Until the town decides to welcome car drivers with ease of access and free parking, its centre is doomed to
continue on its current downward curve. The prospect of any developer funding new shopping space when
about half of Peacock Place is currently vacant, together with a number of units in the Grosvenor Centre,
Abington Street, The Drapery and Gold Street is extremely remote.
CAAP-62 Leaflet Feedback Not clear how you will get people to stop bringing cars into the town and walk more.
Planning Policy
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ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-103 Leaflet Feedback Roads need widening as it is hell driving through Northampton town centre.
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback With lots more people living and working in the town centre much better provision must be made for cars.
Two park and ride schemes are not the answer. Several roads into Northampton are already heavily
polluted to the extent that NBC are actively monitoring them. Weedon Road has become worse since the
improvements a few years ago.
CAAP-64 Leaflet Feedback As town develops and expands there will be need for more car parking on edge of central area.
Park & ride will be used by some, but is not convenient for many people – you may as well drive further to a
different town where access to quality shopping is easier.
CAAP-66 Leaflet Feedback Change pay and display parking to pay as you go (fairer).
Introduce a reward parking ticket shops refund all or part of your parking.
CAAP-86 Leaflet Feedback Northampton town centre can only hope to compete with Milton Keynes if it can provide free parking and
quick and easy assess for car drivers.
CAAP-102 Leaflet Feedback Encourage the wealthy villagers into the town with pay on exit parking - possibly premium rate for big
(expensive) cars - we want Their drivers to shop in our town so make it easy for them to come.
CAAP-103 Leaflet Feedback Office space and workshops good but parking is needed for them. More parking near the hospital.
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback Local people’s attachment to their car is obvious, new estates like St Crispin’s are consistently under
planned for car parking resources with pavements being uses as car parks to a significant degree. Other
issues also outside Central Area – see form.
CAAP-101 Leaflet Feedback There needs to be a permanent park and ride system with established pick up points on all major roads into
Northampton.
CAAP-139 Leaflet Feedback Good park and ride and/or free parking in the central area would help the town centre compete with other
retail outlets. This is the main reason people use Weston Favell etc
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Station
ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-83 Leaflet Feedback Railway station must have 4 through and 2 bay platforms.
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback There is a very convincing case for there being more remains of the important castle still under the car-park
and road junction. Any work here should be carried out with this in mind.
CAAP-124 Leaflet Feedback A better restaurant near the station.
CAAP-124 Leaflet Feedback Both sides of St Andrews Road from the railway station to Grafton Street and beyond needs tube
redeveloped with walkways to town central area i.e. tramcar link from railway station to Abington Square.
The Grafton Street over St Andrews Road was proposed many years ago. It's in urgent need now. A simple
flyover to improve traffic flow on both roads. It is tube an intercity station lets make the area "look like a city"
takes away illegal aggregate stores and lorry parks make the place look like a city today first impression of
our town is dreadful.
CAAP-115 Leaflet Feedback Currently, Northampton is compromised by only one rail route, and frequent network shutdowns due to
engineering works mean the town is the first to suffer from replacement buses most weekends – and 5 day,
non inter city railway is not conductive to city status or in work investment!
CAAP-103 Leaflet Feedback A decent rail station and rail services are long overdue
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback Northampton should get in on the discussions about the ‘relief’ line ease pressure on the West Coast Main
line.

Walking and Cycling
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-154
CAAP-220 Environment
Agency
CAAP-192 East Midlands
Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
Map of potential transport options: No mention of cycling. Would like an explanation as to why this is the
case since there are cycle routes in the area and improvements are needed.
Promote enhancement of rivers and canals for canoeing and other recreational and improved access.
No specific reference to making provision for and encouraging cycling access to the Central Area and little
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ID
number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
Regional
reference to this elsewhere in the document.
Assembly
CAAP-70 Leaflet Feedback How will the connection from the town centre to the river Nene down Bridge Street be improved?
CAAP-103 Leaflet Feedback There should be better pedestrian access - I need access to the rail station via St Andrews Road and a way
of crossing St Andrews Street. Bedford Road near Beckets Park is dangerous to walk along.
CAAP-103 Leaflet Feedback Although improved pedestrian access would be good, lots of pedestrianised streets are unsafe and
deserted at night.
CAAP-117 Leaflet Feedback Create better links to Delapre Abbey and don’t forget to maximise views of St Peter’s Church from the river.
CAAP-94 Leaflet Feedback Also cycle paths. And more provision of secure cycle parks throughout the central area.
CAAP-133 Leaflet Feedback Cycling and walking are admirable ideas, but will not realistically happen.
Abington Street Bus Access - Positives
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback As far as transport goes, shared surface with ‘buses in Abington Street or similar seems fine, but what
about a train system? The new road link is also a good idea, especially if it takes some traffic from the
Centre.
CAAP-104 Leaflet Feedback Buses alone will mean it would no longer be a pedestrianised area and element of rush would be reintroduced. You need to bring people back into the town centre and that may mean (although is some ways
it would be a retro gate move) that you have to re-consider allowing back some motorized transport. The
ideal solution, as larger cities have found, would be a tram route from, say Abington Square to the railway
station although the cost and the disruption are both formidable, but not insurmountable.
CAAP-104 Leaflet Feedback By using electric powered buses with no pollution enables Gold Street and Abington Street to be semi
covered in with glass roofs (nobody likes getting wet) with seating areas and café bars outside yet
undercover.
CAAP-115 Leaflet Feedback Buses in Abington Street a good idea
Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council
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Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Abington Street Bus Access – Negatives
ID number
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-94 Leaflet Feedback No buses on Abington Street. Crazy idea space needs to be broken up with dedicated area for
skateboarders.
CAAP-102 Leaflet Feedback Buses in Abington Street would be a massive retrograde step - use the space creatively - entertainment
spaces - Covent Garden style stalls
CAAP-108 Leaflet Feedback Abington Street isn’t very long, so they should keep it as a pedestrian high street (shopping area). Buses
travelling down would look terrible.
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback There will be too many buses sharing the same surface with pedestrians along Abington Street and the
Drapery to make wandering around your utopian dream anything but pleasant: just spend some time
looking at Abington Street now and see what is happening.
CAAP-132 Leaflet Feedback Adding a bus route along Abington Street would defeat the point of safer pedestrian access.
Public Transport - Buses
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-110
CAAP-159
CAAP-160

CAAP-188 Homes and
Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
Buses in Abington Street are fine. Query the possibility of a tram system.
New road link is a good idea, especially if it takes traffic from the Centre
Proposed bus route that will use the disused railway - would like to know how far along the disused railway
line the proposed bus route will go.
Greyfriars Bus Station:
• NBC failed to maintain its fabric, keep it clean and reasonably decorated
• Concerned about the details on the replacement of the bus station - would prefer to use the car than
wait for a bus in the wet and cold weather
• Shared surface with buses: it would be unpleasant for pedestrians along Abington Street and the
Drapery
Welcome and supports:
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ID
number

Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Group /
Organisation
Communities
Agency

Summary of Issues Raised

• Use of public transport as opposed to the car
• Enhancement of bus services including park and ride facilities
• Improvements to the environment for pedestrians and cyclists
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
The expanded Grosvenor Centre will result in shops reaching out and being alongside Lady's Lane where
the replacement bus stops are proposed. Passengers will have a very comfortable and quick journey on
foot into the main shopping facilities. Grosvenor Centre development will provide additional on-street
facilities in co-operation with the bus operators which will encourage increased use of buses. At present,
not convinced of benefits to shoppers to encourage buses into streets currently pedestrianised. The
requirement to bring more public transport "INTO the heart of the centre" may need to be modified to refer
to such services running "ALONGSIDE the heart of the centre"
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Concern with the option showing the downgrading /closure of Horse Market plus two southern links of the
ring road as well as the conversion of all of Lady's Lane to buses. This would prevent cars accessing and
leaving the Mayorhold car park, an essential facility for the Grosvenor Centre redevelopment.
Using Wellington Street as a potential bus route will complicate the proposed vehicular access to the
Grosvenor Centre and may have implications for pedestrian safety. The drawing should reflect the latest
proposals of the Grosvenor Centre from Wellington Street and allows access to a section of Lady's Lane
which provides access to the two car parks serving the development.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Bus stopping facilities: Supports the aim to replace the Bus Station and improve public transport penetration
into the Central Area
CAAP-217
Transport is not adequate for the town and connections to surrounding villages, due to buses being run by
different companies. The Council should step in when timetables are put together.
CAAP-115 Leaflet Feedback In conjunction with new bus station, better bus penetration of the central area is essential.
Buses from North along Sheep Street a good idea (shortens routes and aids regeneration of this zone)
Buses only east of Wellington Street (Weston half too narrow)
Guildhall Road route from South less attractive, as could lead to decline on Bridge Street corridor where
already there are few or no stops.
CAAP-111 Leaflet Feedback We do need good transport at night – buses, high visible taxi rank, good waiting facilities – at present very
Planning Policy
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number

Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

lacking.
CAAP-109 Leaflet Feedback Improve the gateways into the centre for example Abington Square and Regents Square.
CAAP-62 Leaflet Feedback An improved bus route to the station or hospital.
CAAP-65 Leaflet Feedback There also needs to be access to all bus routes from central shopping area, without having to change buses
– or people won’t come into town.
CAAP-66 Leaflet Feedback More bus routes need to go through the centre and to the railway station. People will not walk from the
station to the shopping area, especially when elderly.
CAAP-84 Leaflet Feedback To take passengers into town areas down by Sol Central – left up Gold Street – up Abington Street – to top
and left turn. To bus station picking up and dropping off (one way operation).
CAAP-133 Leaflet Feedback Concerned about bus route up Guildhall Road will destroy character. Guildhall area and St Giles Street the
most attractive area of town at the moment, with smaller shops.
CAAP-216 Leaflet Feedback Bus routes will not be the answer to transport problems NOW – never mind the future.
CAAP-84 Leaflet Feedback The bus should be free by producing ticket from previous journey into town.
CAAP-84 Leaflet Feedback Two or three bendy bus types should then be used from bus station every 5 minutes. Encouraging people
to use public transport.
CAAP-98 Leaflet Feedback Smaller more frequent buses
CAAP-101 Leaflet Feedback Living within the Borough boundary young people would not at present be able to go to work as there are
only 3 buses per day.
Bus Station
ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-65 Leaflet Feedback There is no mention of a new ‘bus station’. There needs to be good facilities for shoppers to wait for
buses without having to walk far from shops.
CAAP-84 Leaflet Feedback Do not break up the compact brilliant bus station. The only way to get people to come to town centre is
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ID number

Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Group /
Organisation

CAAP-84 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-104 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-109 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-115 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-119 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-133 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-115 Leaflet Feedback
Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
to make these areas attractive, easily accessible and dry.
The bus station requires modernising not moving, as it is the hub of the town from all areas of
Northampton and beyond.
Another fatal flaw is that the bus station is not and with the present plans will not become sufficiently
central (it’s a pity in this context that the Market Square is such a gem because, otherwise, that would be
the ideal location for a terminus).
Improve the gateways into the centre for example Abington Square and Regents Square.
The ‘Bus Station is hideous, but it is in the right place and it is covered. If, or when it is demolished a
new covered ‘Bus Station must replace it before the old one closes. The current location is good but it
needs a better surface access and a lot brighter. The island to the west of the present station has been
suggested, but is this big enough? The land to the west of the Crown Court seems a good spot: couldn’t
the station be built here under the new Greyfriars?
The strategy for public transport needs a lot more thought and consideration of wider strategic picture:
The demolition of bus station, whilst good in opening up larger shopping centre (Greyfriars), is bad news
for bus passengers and is a backwards step in terms of public transport best practice. The present bus
station suffers from poor maintenance and security, but is functional.
Big concerns over where new bus station will be located.
Although a bit an eyesore the present station is enclosed and under cover and a central point for
incoming and disbanding buses to all areas for the town, with direct access to main shopping areas
especially of older residents and people with young children and buggies etc.
Concerns if bus station is moved then access to centre by bus will be lost.
People will not stand for ‘bus shelters along the Drapery or Mercers’ Row, or along Abington Street.
For the Town to be ‘walker friendly’ we need a Bus Station in the centre with easy access to the Market
Square.
Any replacement facility needs to offer full interchange benefits /information /catering /toilets /staffing
/security under one roof, but built to modern standards i.e. new Greyfriars bus station.
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Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Group /
Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

Dispersed bus terminals on-street are not sufficient.
CAAP-141 Leaflet Feedback Evidently, when the bus station is demolished, there are no plans to build another one, but just pick up
people at bus stops – this is not a plan by people who use buses.
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback No bus station equals huddling in shop doorway in the wet and cold waiting for a bus.
Alternative Public Transport
ID
Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
number
Organisation
CAAP-182
Develop a 'Rapid Transport System' which would possess direct links in and around the Central Area
including key development sites - St Johns, Becket’s Park, and Midsummer Meadow.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Support improvements to signs and routing.
Integration
ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-168
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas

CAAP-220 Environment
Agency

Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
There needs to be a solution to matching the rail interface and bus interface
Page 41: Part 3 – Spatial Development Strategy: In order to improve accessibility and reduce congestion
whilst still accommodating growth for the town centre, the Council must ensure that sufficient road
capacity is maintained whilst also seeking to increase accessibility by pedestrians.
Converting too much road space over to pedestrians and necessitating several diversions for general
traffic may result in very significant congestion at certain locations around the town centre, which would
stifle the future attractiveness of the town centre.
Sustainable transport: Need to travel should be reduced through effective spatial planning.
Extend cycling and walking links. Integrate these closely with river and stream corridors.
Promote enhancement of rivers and canals for canoeing and other recreational and improved access.
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ID
Group /
number
Organisation
CAAP-116 Leaflet Feedback

Disused Rail line
ID number
Group /
Organisation
CAAP-73 Disused Rail link

CAAP-115 Disused railway

Planning Policy
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Changing the Character of the Inner Ring Road

Summary of Issues Raised
Transport links via road and public transport is difficult in Northampton especially when trying to attract
people outside of Northampton.

Summary of Issues Raised
This link should really be "Bedford - Northampton Town Centre and Upton Way two platformed hart". Long
term unemployed should be forced into rebuilding twin tracks by hand, gets them seriously physically fit
and not skiving for handouts.
New public transport link from South/South-east along disused rail corridor needs re-examining: Essential
that the width and un-s?? integrity of this corridor is protected in planning terms to allow future reintroduction of heavy rail and (or light rail) type connection with rail network as Castle station: The double
track width formation should be preserved to safeguard future heavy rail access from Bedford and/or
Wellingborough (plus Brackmills industry) based on one track, with second track possibly made available
for local light rail use from development zones: Use solely for buses would be a waste of this heavily
engineered corridor – such buses as are provided in future could use a dedicated route from Brackmills
and South-east via Nunn Mills Road/Beckets Park approach. Absolutely do not squander the rail corridor!
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Pedestrian Movement

Question 17: Pedestrian Movement
Research / Work
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire
Connectivity within the CAAP is a key requirement. Ensuring ease of movement between key locations
Enterprise Limited
should be a priority. NEL working with NCC on the "Unlocking Northampton's Growth Potential Project"
- will consider the transportation solutions to key developments and it will be essential that as solutions
emerge from this, they are considered within the CAAP.
CAAP-226
Walking/cycling strategy for the complete town?
Public Realm
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-114 Hardingstone Parish Keep the area litter free, provide more seating
Council
CAAP-159
The Central Area is a nice place to be. Abington Street, Market Square and area around the Church
are wide and open and feels comfortable and safe.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
A feature pedestrian /cycle bridge (like Gateshead's Millennium Bridge) to create a link between
Reformed Church
Greyfriars or Holy Sepulchre to Spring Boroughs.
CAAP-183 Police
The principles of Secured by Design need to be considered in all aspects of the town centre including
the safe movement of pedestrians. Again engagement is needed with the force on design issues.
CAAP-188 Homes and
Improvements to natural surveillance and visibility for pedestrians, with more well lit accessible routes
Communities Agency and a better designed public realm would create additional life on the street. This would improve
perception of safety within the town centre.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Subways: Supports the need and desire to remove some subways. There may be a need to retain one
or more. The environment of any retained subways should be improved.
CAAP-204
Create attractive streets with improved street furniture and signage.
CAAP-226
Let's have some new thinking ref the residential buildings that may come in - basements, use of roof
spaces can create much more space without the buildings appearing out of scale.
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ID number Group / Organisation

Pedestrian Movement

Summary of Issues Raised
Car free housing areas should become the norm if walking/cycling/public transport/car sharing clubs
are designed in a co-ordinated fashion. Town has great building heritage ruined by standard shop
frontages.

Car Travel
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reduce speed limits on through town routes.
Reformed Church
CAAP-185 Bidwells
Inner ring road presents a barrier to linkages and support is given to the downgrading of Victoria
Promenade, but only if an appropriate alternative route for vehicles is agreed as its replacement. This
would improve pedestrian access to Becket's Park and the proposed Marina.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
Support the downgrading of Victoria Promenade only if an appropriate alternative route for vehicles is
agreed as a replacement. This would open up the southern Bridge Street element up to the main
Central Area. The southern end of Bridge Street suffers from access issue via the existing road
network.

CAAP-226

Recommend an amendment to the arrangement by downgrading Cattle Market Street to allow for on
street parking rather than a one way system. Bridge Street should remain the main north to south
thoroughfare as is already the case.
Car penetration to centre is part of today's problem.

Public Transport / Cycling / Pedestrians
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-166 English Heritage
The proposal to route public transport through Becket's Park to link Nun Mills Road to Derngate raises
a number of issues including the impact on the character of the park, the potential loss of trees and the
need for a larger junction at the Derngate end, which would affect the setting of listed buildings and the
conservation area.
English Heritage would also like to be involved in discussions to provide a public transport link across
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Pedestrian Movement

ID number Group / Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised
Delapre Park as this would cross the registered Northampton battlefield.
CAAP-168
St Katherine Street seemed like a good pedestrian route.
Also recommended extra breaks on Gold Street and Abington Street.
Crossings and underpasses need to be improved to facilitate pedestrian movement.
CAAP-188 Homes and
Welcome the improvement of pedestrian and cycle routes within the centre.
Communities Agency Encouragement of the use of public transport as opposed to the private car is important.
CAAP-199 Economic Intelligence Evidence shows that rental value in pedestrianised streets increases despite initial resistance from
- NBC
retailers. The Council needs to take leadership and force through some unpopular measures.
CAAP-204
Remove the subways for safety reasons.
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence Abington Street is the prime pedestrian route in terms of footfall and safety. St Giles Street should be
- NBC
like this.
CAAP-212
More overhead and underground pedestrian walkways and pedestrian cycle tracks.
CAAP-219
By making pedestrian only areas slower moving traffic
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish
More pedestrianisation - no vehicles from the river frontage northwards.
Council
CAAP-51
Happy to see the focus on public transport improvements.
Buses on Abington Street
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-159
Would not support the introduction of buses in the pedestrianised area of Abington Street.
CAAP-166 English Heritage
In bringing Public Transport back to Abington Street the principles of 'shared space' need to be
implemented in order to safely integrate traffic with pedestrians.
CAAP-226
Please no buses in Abington Street - as a cyclist mixed use in almost pedestrian areas is dangerous.
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Question 18: Climate Change Policy
Level Set
ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson
Planning Practice
CAAP-188 Homes and
Communities Agency
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Chamber Of
Commerce

Summary of Issues Raised
'Moving towards' does not go far enough, the guidance should urge developers to achieve or come
close to zero carbon.
Any Central Area specific guidance should be consistent with the Joint Core Strategy.
Specific measures of sustainability could be introduced. One example is the setting of minimum
achievement standards for Code for Sustainable Homes.
Moving Towards' does not go far enough, the guidance should urge developers to achieve or come
close to zero carbon. Included in the strategy should be how zero carbon should be aimed for in
building material and method rather than just in the operation of the finished building - this could
include carbon offsetting of contractors vehicles and how staff will travel to work.

The Guidance Document
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-166 English Heritage
English Heritage has produced a range of documents relating to climate change matters, form microgeneration to energy efficiency.
CAAP-183 Police
The development of a guidance document would be appropriate. There is a link between Secured by
Design and carbon reduction /The Code for Sustainable Homes.
CAAP-185 Bidwells
Care and attention has to be taken in respect of achieving the requirement against potential impact on
the built character in the area.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
Care and attention should be taken in respect of achieving the requirement against potential impact on
the built character of the area.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Guidance should allow some flexibility and not be overly prescriptive with respect to the provision of
renewable technologies and sustainable development. Take account of viability.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Grosvenor Centre - Options for reducing carbon emissions will be explored. Council should be mindful
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ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-220 Environment Agency

Climate Change Policy

Summary of Issues Raised
of the impact of the sustainability measures on viability.
Flood risk: The CAAP should demonstrate further consideration of flood risk in the context of climate
change and how the River Nene corridor could be optimised through basing the plan on a robust
evidence base and a positive strategy. This is required via a Level 2 SFRA which is nearing
completion.

Other Issues
ID
Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
number
CAAP-168
Flooding occurs in Northampton roughly on a 50 year cycle due to a double shunt effect - rain
upstream shunts through fast river and groundwater and rain over town coincides.
Floodplain filled out with developments since 1998 vastly increasing surface run off. NCC fails to clear
gully pots, increasing surface flow after heavy rain. Northampton is a serious flood catastrophe waiting
to happen.
CAAP-174 IPSL
Road ramps for all 20mph roads in the town to generate power for external lighting.
CAAP-188 Homes and
Use of more sustainable forms of energy is strongly supported. Many advances are being made in the
Communities Agency field of CHP; the most appropriate technical solution should be sought at the time of development.
Answer is best left to energy specialists.
CAAP-192 East Midlands Regional Keen to promote a holistic approach to a more sustainable development encompassing issues such
Assembly
as:
• sustainable drainage
• energy efficiency, CHP and renewables
• waste management and recycling
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence - Climate change is an important factor in modern living.
NBC
CAAP-219
We have to be prepared as climate change is inevitable.
CAAP-220 Environment Agency
The CAAP has a role to play in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and should aim to do so by
Planning Policy
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ID
number

Climate Change Policy

Group / Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised
making sure developments use resources efficiently, allows wildlife to migrate and adapt, and makes
the built environment more resilient.
Recommend the inclusion of key messages in the Vision Statement to highlight its commitment to
adapting and mitigating against climate change. Could also include reference to reducing or adapting
for flood risk in relation to climate change.
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Regents Square Gateway

Question 19: Regents Square Gateway
ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-168
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
CAAP-204

Summary of Issues Raised

Do not understand how.
Redevelopment must take into account the recent investment in housing in the Regent Square area.
The construction of a Gateway should include the removal of the Casino.
Boundary - removal of residential land to the north is supported.
This is a low priority area. Improvements could be made by implementing traffic calming measures
on Horse Market.
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence - Planning considerations need to take into account key entry and exit points.
NBC
CAAP-212
The regeneration of Regents Square is long over due.
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Abington Square Gateway

Question 20: Abington Square Gateway
Public Realm
ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-183 Police
CAAP-204

Summary of Issues Raised
The end of Abington Street needs to be more distinctive - an opportunity was lost in the choosing of
the site for 'Discovery'
Use vacant shops as display messages/posters for the community.
Abington Square has a historic feel to it and already acts as a gateway to the town centre.

There is a need to improve signage to indicate that you are in the City Centre.
CAAP-212
Perhaps carry out regeneration work similar to Mare air.
CAAP-219
The remembrance monument should be moved to a park to keep it away from undesirables.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish Council Consider use of public art to highlight gateway. Be interventionalist regarding shop frontages.
Maintenance
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-114 Hardingstone Parish
Clean Abington Square
Council
CAAP-183 Police
The ongoing management and maintenance is also important.
Traffic Issues
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-166 English Heritage
This is mainly a traffic issue, which means that it is not a pedestrian-friendly environment. Some of
the buildings are poor quality. Two listed buildings are stranded on islands in the middle of the traffic.
CAAP-168
Abington Square remains a problem as long as traffic problem remains. Recommends St Edmund's
Road as a pedestrian option, with a pedestrian crossing on York Road, or integrated with St
Michael's Road as a traffic gyratory.
CAAP-185 Bidwells
Options for a gateway for Abington Square should be considered.
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Abington Square Gateway

ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-186 Bidwells
Options for a gateway for Abington Square should be considered.
Reference was made to an appeal decision on a residential scheme submitted by Derwent Living.
The appeal was dismissed on design grounds. Inspector's comments were included in this response.
The respondent concluded that in principle, four storeys plus is acceptable in the gateway location to
the south of Bridge Street.
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence - Traffic flow in front of the Deco needs to be explored to give a better answer, this in turn may unlock
NBC
a better use for Abington Square
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Town’s Heritage

Question 21: Towns Heritage
Castle and Station
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Make a greater feature of the castle. This area needs opening out and becoming green space for the
Reformed Church
workers and residents of the redeveloped station area.
CAAP-201
There is a need to incorporate Northampton's rail history into the design of the new station.

Other Sites
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-110
Recommend the following for special attention:
• Area of Castle and Black Lion Hill
• Tanner Street area
• Fish Market area
CAAP-152 Churches Together
Church buildings and other listed buildings to be enhanced as attractions for the town. Urge
consultation with a wide representation of faith communities, organisations, networks and leaders.
CAAP-185 Bidwells
Where buildings are of poor visual appearance, they should be encouraged to be redeveloped for
other uses. Albion House, Victoria Promenade was quoted as an example.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
Main features contained in page 46, paragraph 3.82 are distinctive and should be protected. Care
should be taken in relation to conflict which could arise from the need and requirement or "gateway"
entrances into the Central Area on Bridge Street, Bedford Road, Abington Square, Barrack Road and
others. This could take the form of high rise buildings versus distance views of some of these
features from various areas of the town. Using policy to protect distant views would not aid
development of the important gateway buildings.
CAAP-201
The development of St Peters Street, Free School Street & St Gregory's Street could and should
utilise the history of this area to create a tourist attraction.
CAAP-226
No mention made of the library - a fine building but is cramped and does not have a sense of civic
pride about it. Needs a radical rethink as to what a future information centre should offer - the
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ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-236 Northampton Arts
Collective
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas

Town’s Heritage

Summary of Issues Raised
University perhaps could be involved in this Northamptonshire is an agricultural County.
There is believed to be the site of an early Jewish synagogue below the corners of Silver Street and
Bradshaw Street which is as yet un-investigated.
Consideration should be given to built heritage as part of the Grosvenor Centre scheme's design.

Protecting Existing Heritage
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-159
Wide variety of buildings of different ages in the centre. These should be preserved.
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence - There is a need to protect architectural features to avoid the repeat of the Maltings destruction.
NBC
CAAP-166 English Heritage
Through CAAP there is the chance to set out a clear strategy for the management of the historic
environment of the town centre. This could consider matters such as:
• updating conservation area boundaries
• improve shop frontages and control advertising consent
• encourage the restoration/re use of buildings and upper floors
• Major highway interventions will benefit the historic environment.
CAAP-168
Planners are requested to consult the consultee on survival of the medieval street structure and the
burgage structure. Has detailed knowledge of plot history and urban morphology of Northampton
based on unpublished research?
CAAP-168
The CAAP can only work if the historic town is virtually destroyed. If this is the cost of progress, this
is fine, but stop discussing about preserving heritage
There is little evidence of WNDC/NBC/NCC having any real grasp of the fact that you can only create
a city if you do either of 2 things: destroy the mediaeval layout to modernise or move the centre away
from the old core and conserve it
CAAP-195 Town Centre
Conservation and Conservation Areas: Question the degree of protection afforded by the designation
Conservation Area
of a conservation area. Recommends strict design standards to be enforced, and:
Advisory Committee
• Design guidelines be issued for particular areas of the town, and in different conservation
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Town’s Heritage

ID number Group / Organisation

CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-117 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-119 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-117 Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback

Planning Policy
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Summary of Issues Raised
areas.
• Suggest a defined shop-front design guide
• Grants should be available and publicised to encourage the proper maintenance of historic
buildings and appropriate restoration of shop fronts
• Strict enforcement of planning laws, with investment to allow thorough monitoring of the town
centre area, and swift enforcement of any necessary remedial action
One of the identified aspects of our town that needs promotion is our long and important history – our
“heritage”. The Arms of the Town have over the last few years disappeared being substituted by a
meaningless ‘logo’. However, this does still retain the two lions. Whatever happens please let’s have
the old Arms back, they look the part.
More could be made of the Civic core of buildings and the historic street patterns of the town – Don’t
let poorly laid sets (as in Fetter St) put you off using them. Invest in the historic Environment
minimise the tragic severance of Sheep Street from the Drapery to improve the town’s permeability.
As most of our historical buildings around the Market Square were destroyed we need to focus on
retaining and enhancing what we have left.
The historic environment has been consistently eroded - demolitions, insensitive alterations, poor
streetscape, removal of traditional materials and even recently the use of reasonable materials
incorrectly e.g. the misalignment of concrete paving on roads around All Saints Church – previously
the removal of granite sets from this market place (sold for crushed stone value) to be replaced by
interlocking Blocks.
Archaeology needs to be part of the planning right from the beginning and must be written into any
contracts and planning grants to consult archaeologists before work begins and the give full access
and facilities on site during any work. The developers should pay for the work, the conservation of
any finds, the publication of a report and storage of the material in a suitable archive. The
archaeologists and the planning body should decide what needs to be done, not the builder or
developer.
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Town’s Heritage

Other Issues
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-182
I support all conservation, environmental and heritage measures brought forward through the CAAP.
CAAP-201
Northampton must reconnect itself with its heritage, through enhancing and preserving existing
historic buildings. Any development should be careful not to demolish for the sake of demolition.
There are many unlisted buildings that still have significant importance to the town's heritage.
Heritage should underpin any future development in Northampton.
CAAP-204
The inappropriate use of buildings is an important consideration. A specific policy to restrict/control
uses of historic buildings will preserve the character of the building and preserve their heritage.
CAAP-219
NBC has allowed the best feature to be destroyed
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish Council We are not knowledgeable or familiar enough with the heritage to name particular features specific to
the town centre, but suggest a survey be undertaken with consultation thereafter to ensure that
features, if any exist, are identified. If regional and national policy does not protect them,
protection must be afforded to them at this local level.
CAAP-109 Leaflet Feedback
The plan does not say enough about tourism and developing the town’s heritage attributes for
tourism.
CAAP-70 Leaflet Feedback
Also, where are the cultural ambitions for example reality of a national museum of footwear? What
about developing artisan clusters around the fashion/shoe design industry that still exists?
CAAP-156 Theatre Trust:
No reference in plan to a policy for Cultural Quarter but in leaflet says Cultural Quarter will be
provided.
CAAP-125 Leaflet Feedback
Culture should be available to all and not just for the few. Don't just pay lip service, do include.
Public Realm
ID number

Group /
Summary of Issues Raised
Organisation
CAAP-63 Leaflet
We need far more sculptures/water features and the like to bring us into line with other large towns/cities.
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Feedback
CAAP-104 Leaflet
Feedback
CAAP-110 Leaflet
Feedback

Town’s Heritage

The town is tatty and down-market.
Gold Street, with its new pavements, looks fine, but when a business with a name like “Booze City” opens
there, it immediately negates all the good work.
Document released in May 2008 in my opinion is money well spent i.e. the Building Frontage Appraisal for
Market Square and Abington Street. Continues this work with Gold Street, Bridge Street and Sheep Street. If
owners can be persuaded to follow some of the ideas the Town Centre can only improve.
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Detailed Guidance

Question 22: Detailed Guidance on Site specific policies and Masterplans
Method of Undertaking
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-166 English Heritage
It is important that the Masterplans aren't developed and implemented in isolation.
CAAP-171 Government Office for This approach is consistent with producing SPDs.
the East Midlands
SPDs do not need to be included in the LDS but should not contain elements which ought to be
subject to examination.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Provided there is true consultation.
Reformed Church
CAAP-183 Police
Crime Prevention Design Advisors should be involved in the Masterplanning process.
The broad framework for masterplanning should reference the principles of Secured By Design.
CAAP-185 Bidwells
Stakeholders and owners should have an opportunity to input into any proposed Masterplans.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
Stakeholders and owners should have the opportunity to input into any proposed Masterplans.
CAAP-188 Homes and
Such Masterplans should be adopted by NBC to give sufficient weight. For prime sites, the
Communities Agency
introduction of Design Codes could improve the quality of built form.
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence - Masterplans need to be brought forward and developed in a co-ordinated fashion to ensure cohesive
NBC
town centre development.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish Council Yes, provided that the individual area Masterplans are co-ordinated through a strategic approach and
in keeping with the Action Plan.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Master planning and site specific policies are working well elsewhere in the county, so the Chamber
Chamber Of Commerce supports the same approach for areas within Northampton town.
Such policy-making tools clarify for residents, employers and potential investors a clear direction of
travel for specific areas, allowing decisions to be made with a degree of confidence and ambitions to
be clearly understood.
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Detailed Guidance

Grosvenor Centre
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-110
Bus station - if demolished, a new covered bus station must replace it before the old one closes.
Refers to two locations:
• Island to the west of the present station - query if this is big enough
• Land to the west of the Crown Court - questions whether the station could be built here under
the new Greyfriars
CAAP-160
Grosvenor Centre:
• Expressed concern about the timescale for this development to take place
• Expressed concern about the transition period
• If out of town applications shopping is approved (the Saints ground was quoted as an
example), it would be difficult to get shops and businesses to use the town centre.
CAAP-166 English Heritage
The Grosvenor Centre Development Area provides the opportunity to recreate streets and improve
north/south pedestrian links. English Heritage would expect to be involved in the development of
these plans as the Grosvenor Centre will affect the setting of listed buildings and conservations
areas, and it may also be classified as a tall building.
CAAP-168
The recommended option is to move the centre to a hub on the inner ring road. A new centre could
be created on the Mounts, as part of the Grosvenor Centre expansion. If the centre is relocated to a
traffic hub to the north or north west, the town can be conserved.
CAAP-183 Police
Grosvenor Centre - encouraged by the development principles, including; increasing active frontages
and the removal of subways.
CAAP-184 Savills

CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Planning Policy
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There is no vision /question /policy that specifically address the redevelopment of the Grosvenor
Centre. This is a significant omission.
Proposed amendment: "The Grosvenor Centre is a key redevelopment opportunity to provide
enhanced comparison shopping provision together with improvements in public transport provision.
Opportunities should be taken to incorporate the development on this site with adjacent areas to
improve the pedestrian permeability of the town centre".
Page 25, paragraph 3.15: Although the scheme for the Grosvenor Centre is not yet finalised, the size
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ID number Group / Organisation

CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas

CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas

CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas

CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas

CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
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Summary of Issues Raised
of the food store may not be increased as part of the development
Page 26, paragraph 3.16: Amend to read - the Greyfriars development SHOULD be seen as part of
delivering the retail strategy required to improve the long term prospects of Northampton's centre.
Page 25, Map 3.1: Development site boundary Greyfriars/Grosvenor Centre - The area between
Lady's Lane, Wellington Street and Upper Mounts should be included in the development site
boundary as this land is necessary for highways works.
The western boundary should be extended in line with Drapery to cover the western service yard and
existing Chicago nightclub.
The Bus Station is mislabelled.
At the moment, it is anticipated that the Grosvenor Centre development will not include office use.
CAAP should not list the specific uses which will be included in the scheme to allow flexibility as the
scheme develops.
Reference to specific uses should be removed and replaced with "THE PROVISION OF RETAIL
AND OTHER TOWN CENTRE USES".
Floor space: the scale of development currently proposed is approx 32,500 - 37,200 square meters
of additional retail and leisure gross internal floor space to the gross internal floor space of the
existing Grosvenor Centre (of which 28,335 square meters is retail A1)
Page 49: Part 4 – Regeneration Development Principles, paragraph 4.3: It is not feasible for the
development to deliver the full extent of the pedestrian links set out in the BDP report, especially the
route identified to run to the west of Boots through to Lady's Lane.
The Council should remove references made to pedestrian routes set out in the 2006 BDP report.
There is a list of streets where provision of "safe and secure streets actively overlooked, with a sense
of vitality" is mentioned. This phrase implies that the streets may be overlooked by residential or
possibly a hotel at a higher level. Current proposals do not include such uses or overlooking.
Page 49: Part 4 – Regeneration Development Principles, paragraph 4.3: The current proposals for
the redevelopment of the Grosvenor Centre show Greyfriars closed off as a through route with the
central section of Lady's Lane being not only narrowed but also made accessible by buses and taxis
only. Neither road will continue in its current role as a main cross town centre route.
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ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
It is currently considered that office development will not be included in the Grosvenor Centre
development
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Legal and General are in the process of acquiring Mayorhold car park. It is not acceptable to set out
detailed proposals for the building at these early stages of the Grosvenor scheme. This car park
provides an important function within the Grosvenor Centre redevelopment by providing the western
car park. It is not possible to remove 1,000 or so spaces without significant loss of amenity for
shoppers wishing to travel to the town centre by car. Proposals to replace the building with a more
sympathetic building or accommodate another use in the building will not be possible.
Castle Station
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-110
If Castle Station was to be raised as part of the redevelopment proposal, the Castle remains could be
visible from inside the station and perhaps from passing trains.
CAAP-160
Railway station:
• Inter City - will not attract main line trains
• Query whether Network Rail has been approached
CAAP-182
I support the Castle Station Project, it would be ideal if this area could become the central hub and
the bus station together with a car park.
CAAP-191 Sport England
Castle Station: Strengthen direct links from the station and development area to Victoria Park and the
open spaces on both sides of West Bridge. Use of river for canoeing might be encouraged. High
quality direct walking and cycling links to the disused railway. Waterside: creation of a landmark
building and leisure attraction welcomed but should also include sport in line with opportunities
researched as background to master planning exercise.
CAAP-117 Leaflet Feedback
Don’t forget the Postern Gate when redeveloping the station.
Angel Street / St John’s
ID number Group / Organisation
Planning Policy
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ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-183 Police
St John's/Angel Street/Bridge Street Increasing the amount of active frontage and the quality of
lighting is key to the success of this project. Opportunities for the evening economy to develop in this
area are clear. However, there needs to be consideration given to the appropriate mix of uses e.g.
takeaways, bars and clubs. Engagement with the Police is crucial.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
In relation to paragraph 4.15, the route from south into Bridge Street is poor and gives a negative
impression on entry to the Central area. It needs to be identified as a Gateway Area.
CAAP-190 Lambert Smith Hampton NCC currently considering options relating to the provision of its headquarters functions which may
involve relocation from some or all County Hall premises. Angel Street site is one potential location.
Redevelopment /regeneration policy should be flexible enough to allow delivery of regeneration of
the area through a viable scheme.
CAAP-195 Town Centre
Happy with the idea of a cultural quarter, but the character of St Johns and Angel Street should be
Conservation Area
protected.
Advisory Committee
CAAP-201
Angel Street/St John's This development should retain the cobbled streets
CAAP-101 Leaflet Feedback
Is the development in St Johns, Angel Street going to be at the loss of existing parking areas?
Avon Nunn Mills
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-165 Drivers Jonas
CEMEX's site is located in Ransome Road. It is not in the town centre boundary. It adjoins the
proposed Avon Nunn Mills Ransome Road development area. The Council should carefully
consider where sensitive development, such as residential, should be located. If such uses were
located adjacent to industrial uses, it may impact on the operational nature of the industrial sites.
This may result in key industrial sites having to reduce their working hours or close, which would
have a significant impact on the local economy.
CAAP-172 CBRE CB Richard Ellis Avon/Nunn Mills/Ransome Road development Areas - should be defined as part of the wider
Waterside area. Welcomes the reference to a mix of uses in the Avon Nunn Mills area. Part 4 –
Regeneration Development Principles, Page 56, paragraph 4.19 Avon / Nunn Mills / Ransome
Road Development Area is too prescriptive and should be omitted.
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ID number Group / Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

In line with draft PPS4, it would be more appropriate to refer to employment generating uses,
including those outside the traditional B1 use class. Part 4 – Regeneration Development Principles,
Page 56, paragraph 4.19 Avon / Nunn Mills / Ransome Road Development Area: clarify within the
text that the construction of a bridge over the railway will not be required if the rail line is removed to
provide a public transport corridor.
• The second bullet point should refer to the provision of a public transport route (as opposed
to service) in the context of the infrastructure that will be required to deliver the development.
• The final bullet point should refer to improving networks to Hardingstone and Brackmills
• In this section set out in detail and define the exact boundary of this area.
• Becket's Park and the Marina should be specifically defined as part of the Waterside.
CAAP-172 CBRE CB Richard Ellis Include in the CAAP a reference to opportunities for new local centres on key regeneration sites
such as Avon /Nunn Mills, to service the new communities.
CAAP-188 Homes and
Page 9 – Part One - Introduction, paragraph 1.4: Inclusion of Ransome Road area is supported.
Communities Agency
Recommend a slight modification of the south eastern boundary to ensure that it accords with the
Ransome Road master plan.
CAAP-188 Homes and
Page 54 – Part 4: Regeneration Development Principles, paragraphs 4.17-4.20: Inclusion of
Communities Agency
Ransome Road area is supported.
Future amendments to this section should be carefully checked to ensure they do not contradict the
Ransome Road master plan.
CAAP-191 Sport England
Avon /Nunn Mills /Ransome Road: the need for a significant green edge to the river side of the
development to allow for a quality walking, cycling and informal recreation experience of the
riverside is essential.
CAAP-213 Northamptonshire
School provision: Reference was made to the negotiations regarding the development at Nunn Mills
County Council
and Ransome Road. There is now a need for the provision of a new school here because there are
very few surplus places left. Also, additional housing elsewhere is likely to add pressures on
schools in the area.
CAAP-220 Environment Agency
Should be informed by Level 2 SFRA and sequential/exception tests if appropriate.
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ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-73 Leaflet Feedback
The Nunn Mills Road / Ransome Road shunting yard area should be properly redeveloped as a
steam hauled preservation railway yard.
Waterside
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-183 Police
The Waterside It is positive that the potential of the river area is being recognised. Active frontages
are a key consideration.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
St James Retail Park and Waterside should have their own AAPs because of their distance from the
heart of town St James and Waterside are materially different from the town centre (focused on
retail). If included in boundary, the plan should establish a clear difference in policy for out of town
centre locations.
CAAP-191 Sport England
Strengthen the proposed links between the town centre, Waterside and Beckets Park, and from the
development area to Delapre Park and Delapre Lake.
CAAP-195 Town Centre
Agree that the Waterside is an important area of Northampton. However, the amount of development
Conservation Area
planned for the area risks it being destroyed.
Advisory Committee
CAAP-197 Firstplan
3.9 hectares of land at Brampton Arm to Southbridge (part of Waterside) is owned by The National
Grid. Crucial to the success of emerging policy is the timing of the removal of the gas holders and the
viable redevelopment of the site.
There are a number of abnormal cots involved in redeveloping the site including the replacement of
gas storage, the removal of the gas holders, the rationalisation of remaining operational kit and pipe
work and the remediation of the site. Any policy adopted for the site should allow sufficient flexibility
to ensure that development economics and the feasibility of provision can be taken into account
when considering an application on a site by site basis.
A policy approach which encourages and supports a mixed use form of development and which
allows for a range of uses will maximise the chances of the site being brought forward for
development.
It is critical that the policy approach adopted should fully acknowledge the abnormal costs and
viability considerations which will be associated with the redevelopment of the site. It should also
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ID number Group / Organisation

CAAP-220 Environment Agency

Detailed Guidance

Summary of Issues Raised
allow for appropriate weight to be given to the developers' interpretation of overall market
requirements.
It is recognised that it is appropriate to seek contributions from developers towards infrastructure
works necessary to support new development. However, objection is raised to a standard charge on
each new dwelling unless this allows for viability and site specific considerations to be taken into
account in the application of the charge.
Should be informed by Level 2 SFRA and sequential/exception tests if appropriate.

Beckets Park
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-191 Sport England
Beckets Park: canoe launching area is needed. Location should be north bank of the river,
immediately downstream of the weir.
CAAP-195 Town Centre
The character of Becket's Park should be protected by ensuring that it is neither over manicured nor
Conservation Area
over developed, and the nature reserve further along the river needs further investment to provide
Advisory Committee
ecological improvements.
There should be more family orientated leisure sites in Northampton. Examples include a skating rink
or a lido in Becket's Park.
CAAP-220 Environment Agency
Should be informed by Level 2 SFRA and sequential/exception tests if appropriate
Midsummer Meadow
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-191 Sport England
Midsummer Meadow and Barnes Meadow: Proposals welcomed. Boundary should include the Nene
Whitewater site. Café/restaurant would also strengthen the site as a destination further strengthening
the activity along the river
CAAP-220 Environment Agency
Should be informed by Level 2 SFRA and sequential/exception tests if appropriate
Other Issues
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ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-203 Disabled Persons
Accessibility for disabled people is a condition of any investment
Transport Advisory
Accessibility for disabled people must be a mainstream activity
Committee
Users should be involved in determining accessibility
Achieving accessibility for disabled people is the responsibility of the provider
CAAP-220 Environment Agency Without appropriate evidence and sequential test, the Environment Agency objects to allocation of
development within Flood Zones 2 and 3.
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback
Tanner Street area. This is possibly the last substantial area of undisturbed Anglo-Saxon features in
the Town. The second surviving gas-holder to the south is much older and constructed, I understand
of wrought-iron and cast-iron and may be of some national importance, perhaps thought could be
given to utilising it within any development.
The cost of decontaminating the gas-works land to a level suitable for housing would be very high.
The land could be upgraded to a condition suitable for retail use as has already happened with the
gas-works land to the south with B&Q, Toys R Us &c. Fish Market area.
CAAP-163 BNP Paribas
Support redevelopment of town with specific emphasis on need to create new employment
opportunities. Site suitable for PPS6 uses and also food retail.
CAAP-134 Leaflet Feedback
Incorporate St James Mill Road industrial area in the plan.
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Question 23: Leisure in the Waterside
Promoting the town
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire
Vital that main gateways into the town are of good presentation and inviting for both residents and
Enterprise Limited
visitors.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-204
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence NBC
Types of development / activities
ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-110
CAAP-174 IPSL
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire
Enterprise Limited
CAAP-183 Police
CAAP-197 Firstplan

CAAP-226

CAAP-228
Planning Policy
Northampton Borough Council

This sounds an attractive proposition for the town; however it may draw custom away from the town
centre.
Waterside could be a great asset for the town, particularly in the evening.
Utilising the Waterside effectively would help Northampton firmly establish itself as a County Town.

Summary of Issues Raised
Nature reserve and Marina are both good ideas.
This area need to be developed with the family in mind.
High quality developments supported. Ensure the right mix of provision.
Care needs to be taken if introducing the evening economy into the area, safety issues need to be
addressed. Lighting needs to be introduced to the park to make it a legitimate destination.
National Grid supports the principle of creating leisure destinations along The Waterside. However,
the AAP should allow flexibility in terms of the extent of leisure uses on individual sites within The
Waterside to take into account market demand, viability and the mix of other proposed uses.
Modern life has severed the awareness of where our food comes from so let's consider space for a
City farm, allotments or community gardens are needed in the suggested areas for development-near the river could be a possibility?
In principle, I would support development in and around Becket's Park, to help increase its usage.
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ID number Group / Organisation

CAAP-137 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-63

Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-63

Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-215 Waterside

Leisure in the Waterside

Summary of Issues Raised
Not many towns could boast such a lovely piece of land, with huge potential, so close to the
centre. It really is a wonderful area that always looks different, depending on the seasons.
I have long thought an ice-rink (indoor) would benefit the town (and future city) of Northampton,
perhaps near Sixfields or maybe somewhere more accessible for the younger generation.
There seem to be many, many poor and deprived young people who need more outlets for their
energy and who probably rarely go away on holiday. They would benefit from more play schemes.
We could have a resource like Stanwick Lakes in the lake areas near Sixfields or towards the
eastern lakes in Northampton.
I am interested in the provision of waterside office space, however, hand in hand with the provision
of new and improved housing and commercial property.

Transport
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-188 Homes and
Sustainable transport solutions should accompany the development to prevent it leading to
Communities Agency
increased private car usage.
Linkages
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-185 Bidwells
An improved leisure function at Becket's Park would improve the built form of Victoria Promenade
in terms of land value and outlook. It would secure an uplift in the quality of the area with improved
pedestrian linkages.
CAAP-198 Northamptonshire
We support the development to the south of the town as it will link Delapre Abbey to the town
Churches
centre.
CAAP-117 Leaflet Feedback
Ensure the environment of river Nene to Brampton Valley is not compromised by new development
– make more of it. Similarly maximise greenspace and connectivity of East-West riverside walks.
Excellent opportunity for Café, restaurant, hotel/leisure facilities south of river Nene north side of
former power station site.
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Marina
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-006
Regarding the marina development, I have viewed the "NORTHAMPTON MARINA GENERAL
ARRANGEMENT" prepared by Richard Glen Associates (Jan 09) and note that there is proposed
provision for both vehicular access (via a bridge adjacent to Redhouse Sluice) and an associated
"drop-off point". However, the plans do not indicate a provision for parking within the marina
"boundary".
As boaters can spend a considerable period away from their mooring, the majority of marinas do
provide secure parking within the marina boundary - indeed; many boat-owners regard this as a
high priority when choosing a marina.
As an indicator, the normal provision for marina parking "slots" equates to some 30% - 35% of the
total number of moorings provided.
As the plan recognises (page 61, paragraph 4.26) that there are perceived problems after dark,
confidence that this factor has been properly addressed will be required by prospective moorers failure to address could jeopardise success of the marina in business terms.
CAAP-110
Cultural quarter and the new marina sounds good.
CAAP-228
I strongly oppose the idea of creating a marina on the former boating lake. I disagree with the
statement that it is "currently not in use", as I and many other park users enjoy the walk around the
lake; myself, during my lunch break.
Creation of a marina would section off part of the island, stopping the general public from being
able to access most of the lake, as one side will be gated off for boat owners, the other side with a
large chunk of the bank cut out for boat access. How will this, therefore, be of any benefit to the
majority of Northampton residents?
Removal of the two islands, which have been untouched by humans for a number of years, is
incredibly sad. The islands, lake and surrounding banks provide a fantastic wildlife habitat for a
wide range of plants and animals. Among other species, I often see kingfishers, sparrow hawks
and treecreepers, numerous dragonfly and damselfly species and even occasional grass-snakes,
shrews and crayfish. To see the islands removed, and vegetation cut-back will mean that
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ID number Group / Organisation

Leisure in the Waterside

Summary of Issues Raised
invaluable habitat (so close to the town-centre!) will be lost.
Improving and promoting access to the lake, possibly implementing surfaced paths, and keeping
vegetation trimmed back (although not cut-back completely), would make the area a wonderful
resource for everyone to enjoy, rather than just boat users. Put in extra bridges, and develop the
waterside generally with restaurants and shops to attract people in, but the lake area should be left
as a wonderful wildlife/leisure resource for the benefit of all who work and visit the town centre.

Other Comments
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-114 Hardingstone Parish
The sooner the better
Council
CAAP-162 Northamptonshire
Images: Disappointing to see the vision reflected for the play space sited at Becket's Park to be
County Council
lacking many of the features and good practice already being established within the town. Play
spaces are being designed to encourage more opportunities for natural and challenging play.
Publicity material should reflect this. There are many health, social and developmental benefits of
promoting outdoor activity and play opportunities for young people within the town.
CAAP-219
The waterside and river must be well maintained.
CAAP-104 Leaflet Feedback
The old fish market regeneration seems a flop, too. Is there no demand for a future gallery to
display and sell the work of local artists – moving into the market square on Sundays? And expand
the bicycle basket sale which, at least, is a novel concept into a flea-market. But, in the end, unless
you can bring back human life, nothing will work.
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback
The Waterside development is good – this area could do with an upgrading. Nature reserve and
Marina are both good ideas and I feel would be popular.
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback
‘The potential wildlife value has not been realised’, and ‘the nature reserve is currently of poor
quality and will see improvements for wildlife’ are typical throw away statements in an effort to show
some kind of environmental awareness and jump on the political bandwagon which have no
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ID number Group / Organisation

CAAP-94 Waterside

Leisure in the Waterside

Summary of Issues Raised
meaning at all. I can assure you that there is plenty of flora and fauna at Barnes Meadow as I am
an active volunteer with the local Wildlife Trust and have recently worked on the site. What action
have you taken to carry out these improvements? When did you last carry out a properly managed
wildlife survey and what type of wildlife are you going to attract? It’s this kind of throw away
statement which brings these plans into disrepute. I’m afraid the introduction of people and their
dogs isn’t always appreciated by wildlife.
I like the plans for the waterside development and hope you are working with e.g. wildlife trust to
preserve and protect (and attract) wildlife.

Other Leisure
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback
To make this successful there is going to have to be a big cultural change in Northampton. I and
many others will not go anywhere near the town centre during the evenings as I find it frightening
with groups of drunken people wandering around with absolutely not positive action being taken by
the police to curb them. Indeed the police want to ban traffic on Bridge Street so the drunks don’t
have to worry about being knocked down by cars. I’m not anti drink – far from it. I just hope your
grandiose plans don’t lead to the closure of the Malt Shovel and oasis in a desert of irresponsible
landlords. As far as I am aware a landlord still risks losing licence if serves alcohol to intoxicated
.or appear intoxicated but no-one does anything about it. Until the local powers that be clamp
down on alcohol induced loutish behaviour in Northampton no family or older people will want to be
involved,
CAAP-83 Leaflet Feedback
The Malt Shovel and King Billy should remain as the serve their communities.
CAAP-62 Leaflet Feedback
More play equipment
CAAP-63 Leaflet Feedback
More play equipment
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Question 24: Future of Greenspace
Public Realm
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-178 Northamptonshire
Green space into the town's waterside is underutilised. Some work already undertaken to improve
Enterprise Limited
pathways, such as Midsummer Meadow. Further work could be undertaken to improve the area like
lighting, signage, interpretation and physical improvements.
CAAP-185 Bidwells
Extra signage.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
Extra signage.
CAAP-204
Public realm improvements e.g. lighting, benches, signage
CAAP-133 Leaflet Feedback
Parks not attractive at the moment, how can we make town more attractive when we can’t maintain
our current parks/leisure facilities to a good standard
Activities / Delivery
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-174 IPSL
Ask companies to sponsor small areas through tree planting when achieve or complete a green
project of their own.
CAAP-219
Employ experienced organic gardeners to plan the landscape.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
In response to this question, and as a Board Member of the River Nene Regional Park CIC, the
Chamber Of Commerce Chamber would advocate drawing on the expertise and experience of the RNRP to assist the
Council in defining how best to improve and enhance the green infrastructure in the Waterside.
The RNRP has a proven track record of bringing together the right mix of partners and
agencies within the green infrastructure arena and has delivered award-winning projects and
schemes across the county, many of which are now locally, regionally and nationally recognised
visitor attractions in their own rights (Stanwick Lakes and Salcey Forest, for example).
The Chamber believes the advice, guidance and project management skills of the RNRP would be
invaluable here.
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Accessibility
ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-114 Hardingstone Parish
Council
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-188 Homes and
Communities Agency
CAAP-199 Economic Intelligence NBC
CAAP-67

Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-89

Leaflet Feedback

Future of Greenspace

Summary of Issues Raised
Cycle routes Green Walkways
Linking of cycleways.
Making access to green space within the waterside visible to people arriving by train.
Sufficient linked greenspace should be provided throughout the area to promote biodiversity and
improve both visual and leisure amenity for local people.
We need to ensure that green infrastructure in The Waterside links better with other green areas,
such as Delapre Park. This will allow the communities and users in the proposed adjacent
developments to take full advantage of what it has to offer.
More green /natural areas are necessary for people to enjoy nature. Does the town have a ‘green
belt’ to protect the surrounding countryside?
Also free parks for the children to play and more primary and secondary school in the central areas
needed.

Additions / Amendments to the Plan
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-152 Churches Together
Green spaces should be protected, including graveyards, former Church sites and space around
places of worship.
CAAP-160
The Waterside: Query the statements "the potential wildlife value has not been realised" and "the
nature reserve is currently of poor quality and will see improvements for wildlife". Query whether
the Council has undertaken a wildlife survey to justify its statements.
CAAP-217
Green spaces: Would like more attention given to open, green spaces which are unspoilt and
unexploited.
CAAP-220 Environment Agency
Biodiversity enhancement alongside improved access to the river and greenspace should be
sought wherever possible and opportunities should be taken to improve the landscape, visual
amenity and ecology and wildlife value for the benefit of existing and proposed communities.
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Future of Greenspace

ID number Group / Organisation

Summary of Issues Raised

Concern that there's no mention of how the developments are likely to impact upon the species
inhabiting the areas as a result of increased activity/disturbance. Primary concern is for bats and
subsequent lighting. Bats and their roosts are protected by law and bats should always be taken
into account when lighting is being considered.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish Council Reclaim industrial estate at Nunn Mills Road for improved greenspace and consider using it as a
link to Delapre Park
Beckets Park
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-75 Leaflet Feedback
Beckets Park has a beautiful nature reserve, please don’t destroy it.
CAAP-70 Leaflet Feedback
Also how will Beckets’ Park be improved?
CAAP-75 Leaflet Feedback
Bringing a Marina may have a positive effect, but anything motorized can only harm the
environment. Let’s not repeat the same mistakes during the times of heavy industry. Let the 21st
Century be the age of harmony between man and nature.
CAAP-83 Leaflet Feedback
Facilities for the sea cadets must continue to be catered for the Nene.
CAAP-162 NCC Playbuilder
The vision for Becket’s Park does not reflect features of good practice already being established
within the town where play spaces are being designed to encourage more opportunities for
natural and challenging play.
Play spaces should fit within their landscapes and enhance the setting to create ‘playful
landscapes’ a concept that goes beyond the limitations of the traditional playground.
CAAP-83 Leaflet Feedback
The tennis courts must remain in Beckets Park.
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Question 25: Spring Boroughs
Types of development / activities
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-152 Churches Together
Need for housing renewal should take account of the strong sense of community felt by some of the
residents. Research into how this could be maintained.
Need to consider how residents can take advantage of new employment and business
opportunities.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Support the planned improvements to housing, infrastructure, roads and employment opportunities.
Reformed Church
Members of Castle Church have said they wish to be involved in talks on regeneration.
CAAP-183 Police
Delighted. Northamptonshire Police wish to play a full part in the redevelopment of the area.
CAAP-185 Bidwells
The same approach should be taken in other master planning exercises such as St John's.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
The same approach should be taken in other areas proposed to be master planned such as St
John’s.
CAAP-188 Homes and
Good community engagement is important throughout every part of Northampton, not just Spring
Communities Agency
Boroughs. Would welcome further references to community engagement throughout AAP.
CAAP-198 Northamptonshire
We strongly support the involvement of local residents of Springs Boroughs community in the
Churches
regeneration of their area.
CAAP-199 Economic Intelligence - Engage the community.
NBC
CAAP-204
Community consultation is the key to the success of this scheme.
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence - Consultation with the community is key; any development should create a mixed residential
NBC
population with a varied social mix.
CAAP-212
Work with the communities like at St Crispin's. Spring Boroughs is not the only deprived area within
the town.
CAAP-219
It would be a shame to pull down all the terraced houses as they are part of the areas history.
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Question 26: Policy Approach to Development Sites
Land Ownership
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-185 Bidwells
Not all development sites are simple to redevelop because of complicated issues like land
ownership. All matters should be taken on merit, taking into account relevant criteria relating to that
particular Central area.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
All development sites are not simple to redevelop because of issues like land ownership and other
complications. All matters should be taken on merit taking into account relevant criteria relating to
that particular Central Area.
Sustainability
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-220 Environment Agency
Code for Sustainable Homes: By making it mandatory, it would ensure high water efficiency and
sustainability performance is achieved for all dwellings.
CAAP-220 Environment Agency
It is essential that sufficient water infrastructure is in place to serve proposed development to
prevent the increased risk of pollution and sewage flooding. Anglian Water Services Ltd should be
consulted and be requested to demonstrate that the sewerage and sewage disposal systems
serving the CAAP will have sufficient capacity to accommodate the additional flows, generated as a
result of development, without causing pollution or flooding.
CAAP-220 Environment Agency
The CAAP should promote the use of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) to manage
drainage in a sustainable manner, reducing the rate and volume of run-off as well as contributing to
an improvement in water quality and amenity. Section106 agreements are expected to provide their
long term maintenance.
CAAP-220 Environment Agency
Water efficiency: It is recommended that development contributes to achieving the ODPM
Sustainable Communities’ target of reducing water consumption by 25% in all properties. Water
efficiency measures should be promoted on all proposed development, with metering encouraged
on all new and existing buildings.
CAAP-220 Environment Agency
Waste: Waste hierarchy - reduce, reuse and recycle - should be implemented when developing
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ID number Group / Organisation

CAAP-220 Environment Agency

CAAP-226

Policy Approach to Development Sites

Summary of Issues Raised
proposals for development. Site Waste Management Plan should be submitted to the Local
Authority for any construction project over £300,000. Waste excavation material/building waste in
the course of development must be disposed of satisfactorily and in accordance with section 34 of
the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and with the Duty of Care and the Waste Management
Licensing Regulations 1994.
Flood defence consent: Under the terms of the Water Resources Act 1991 and the Land Drainage
Byelaws 1981, the prior written consent of the Environment Agency is required for any proposed
works or structures, in, under, over or within 9.0 metres of the top of the bank of the Slade Brook
designated as a 'main river'. Environment Agency formal consent is required irrespective of any
Town and Country Planning Act approvals/permissions.
I am concerned that physical activities get little mention especially team games.
All of this growth is not going to be carbon neutral. Let's do something that is different for energy
production a NBC energy company part owned by the community to heat the 24/7 buildings in the
centre, police station, swimming pool , County Hall, hotels, Grosvenor Centre, blocks of flats etc.
Birmingham is a shining example of what can de done and this sort of vision would make the town
different, better, unique etc. Keep thinking and keep up the good work

Public Realm
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-152 Churches Together
Make all public areas clean, safe and sustainable so everyone can enjoy them. Specific proposals
should be required to reduce anti social behaviours.
CAAP-188 Homes and
Not possible to generalise. Some details such as the use of good materials and sustainability
Communities Agency
criteria can be applied to all sites Introduction of an SPD may be appropriate for other sites
Some sites may require Design Codes or Enquiry by Design exercises
Design
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-110
High buildings: Detract from Northampton's architectural heritage. Two example of errors:
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ID number Group / Organisation

CAAP-169

CAAP-189

CAAP-192
CAAP-210

Summary of Issues Raised

• Sol Central
• Woolmonger Street flats
Boughton Parish
Supports the emerging strategy for the regeneration of the Central Area to become a destination of
Council
choice for working, shopping and relaxing, PROVIDING:
• All developments are planning policy and not developer led.
• Infrastructure for the town is sufficient and is installed before significant changes and/or
developments take place within the Central Area. Adequate funding must be available
beforehand
• The Central Area is developed to be a County 'hub' of attraction in advance of significant
development of the surrounding towns and areas for which a consultation is currently taking
place on an Emergent Joint Core Strategy. Previous expansions of Northampton have failed
to enhance its character and reflect its unique and longstanding heritage
Drivers Jonas
Design principles should not be overly prescriptive to ensure that the design of new developments
is not overly constrained.
Support the identification of the Grosvenor Centre as a preferred location for tall buildings.
Lady's Lane should also be identified as a location which can accommodate buildings over 4
storeys in height.
East Midlands Regional Policy 2 of the RSS is a useful reference point for considering the design of new development
Assembly
proposals in the Central Area.
Economic Intelligence - The design of development is important to ensure that any new development stands the test of
NBC
time.

Details
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-110
Archaeology should be part of planning right from the beginning. There must be written into any
contracts and planning grants that archaeologists should be consulted before and given full access
and facilities on site during any work.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Some may need more detailed scoping.
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ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
Reformed Church
CAAP-204
This depends on the individual developer and the type of development. Some development will
require more detail than others. Extensive development criteria could stifle development.
Other Issues
ID
Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
number
CAAP-163 BNP Paribas
55 Barrack Road is appropriate location for retail, leisure and office developments. Layout and scale
of existing buildings are well suited for conversion to a wide range of uses including retail. There is
an identified need for additional food retail floor space within this area, which is acknowledged in the
CAAP. In view of its scale and location, the site could be considered ideally placed to satisfy this
objective. The Town Centre boundary should be amended to include this site.
CAAP-229
I have concerns about over-development of current green or brown sites.
I would prefer to see current run-down and old fashioned areas to be enhanced.
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Question 27: Short Term Phasing
Proposals for Phase 1
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson
North of Abington Street – new supermarket in Medium Term Phase 2 should be amended to say
Planning Practice
'new supermarket - northern part of the central area' and moved to short term phase 1'.
CAAP-183 Police
The phasing of the redevelopment of Spring Boroughs needs to be looked at. Earlier
redevelopment of Spring Boroughs should be encouraged to address the deprivation issues on the
estate quickly.
CAAP-184 Savills
The Nene Valley Retail Park presents the opportunity for improved pedestrian permeability with the
town centre, as well as accommodating some large format retail uses that might not be appropriate
for the finer grain urban fabric within the town centre.
Proposed amendment: "The Nene Valley Retail park - redevelopment to accommodate future large
format retail needs not suitable for the town centre in conjunction with improvements to pedestrian
permeability and contributions to a wider transport strategy for the town centre"
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence - St Johns developments currently on Phase 2 should be committed to and developed in detail in
NBC
phase 1.
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence NBC
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence NBC
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
Chamber Of Commerce

Beckets Park Leisure could be developed in phase 1.
St Johns Phase 1 should include the Chrysalis Centre.
The Chamber supports the "Short Term" phasing plan, which seems rightly ambitious, and
welcomes the inclusion of key projects such as the Castle Station redevelopment, the new marina
at Beckets Park and the Market Square improvements.
It is disappointing not to see the redevelopment of the Grosvenor Centre in as one of the shorter
term projects, at least some of the early improvements, as in the Chamber's view, this project is
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ID number Group / Organisation

Short Term Phasing

Summary of Issues Raised
integral to the regeneration of the town centre and its retail offer.

Constraints
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-172 CBRE CB Richard Ellis It is inappropriate to define on a plan the location of the first phases of development on the Avon
site. As set out currently it is too prescriptive. A substantial proportion of the site could come
forward and be delivered within the first phasing period to 2016.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
The phasing depends on individual plans - each need consultation.
Reformed Church
CAAP-185 Bidwells
Some sites not contained may come forward. 2016 is 7 years away and developers may want to
build on their land prior to this.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
Some sites which are not on the list may come forward. 2016 is 7 years away and developers will
want to build out on their elements of land prior to this.
CAAP-197 Firstplan
National Grid confirm that there is potential to demolish the two gas holders and remediate the land
they own around St Peter's Way and Townsend Road within the identified Phase 1 period i.e. up to
2016.
However it should be recognised that the removal of the gas holders is dependent on a range of
operational and financial considerations and that these timescales can only be viewed as
indicative.
There are a range of abnormal costs associated with bringing the site forward for development
including the replacement of gas storage, the removal of the gas holders, the rationalising of the
remaining operational kit and the pipe work and the remediation of the site. Ensuring any proposal
is viable in terms of the proposed mix of uses, the density of development and any associated
planning obligations will be a critical consideration in bringing the site forward for development.
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Other Comments
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-170 Bugbrook Parish
Support these areas of phasing.
Council
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Overnight bus storage will be relocated to an alternative site and there will be provision of new
street bus pick up/drop off facilities and other bus facilities in the town centre.
CAAP-204
Development needs to be delivered as soon as possible.
CAAP-235
The Greyfriars Bus Station is in the best position to serve the people of Northampton. It has been
said that it is ugly, dirty and not user friendly. I strongly feel that with very little trouble it could be
made light and clean and indeed a real asset to the town.
If you compare it with many other bus stations Oxford or Cambridge for instance you will see that it
is not at all bad. It is under cover and with good facilities for the drivers and other staff. Leave it
well alone basically but upgrade it.
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Question 28: Medium Term Phasing
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-170 Bugbrook Parish
Support these areas of phasing.
Council
CAAP-172 CBRE CB Richard Ellis Given the scale of the development at Avon/Nunn Mills, it is envisaged that the delivery of these
sites will continue into the second phasing period of 2016-2021. It is appropriate for the sites to be
included in the medium term phase of the CAAP. However it is inappropriate to define the
geographical extent of development on the Avon Site in the medium term phase on the Phase 2
Plan.
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
The housing stock is failing the decent homes standard now, so how will it be habitable in 2016,
Reformed Church
which is the time the regeneration project commences. There is a need to heavily invest in the area
in the short term.
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson
North of Abington Street – new supermarket in Medium Term Phase 2 should be amended to say
Planning Practice
'new supermarket - northern part of the central area' and moved to short term phase 1'.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
In principle
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Ongoing redevelopment and work on the additional retail site will begin
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish Council Would wish to see a small /medium scale food store to the north of Abington Street
CAAP-86
The public transport link needs to be a railway to facilitate the reinstatement of a rail link to Bedford
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Question 29: Long Term Phasing
Items that should be in earlier phasing
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-163 BNP Paribas
CAAP should not provide an overly restrictive approach to the phasing of development. This could
frustrate regeneration by preventing a viable scheme coming forward that would accord with the
CAAP.
CAAP-172 CBRE CB Richard Ellis The Avon site has the potential to deliver a high quality mixed use development early in the Plan
period. It is inappropriate to include this site within the third phase of development in the CAAP.
CAAP-189 Drivers Jonas
Grosvenor Centre (and additional Horse Market retail site) will be completed.
Additional retail site should be developed after the Grosvenor Centre is developed, and if additional
need for retail floor space is identified. Current programme for the development of the Grosvenor
Centre:
• first phase - complete 2017
• second phase - complete 2018
Inconsistencies
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-172 CBRE CB Richard Ellis The Avon site has the potential to deliver a high quality mixed use development early in the Plan
period. It is inappropriate to include this site within the third phase of development in the CAAP.
CAAP-173 GVA Grimley
The timescales for the opening of the Grosvenor Centre redevelopment (Greyfriars) are
inconsistent with the timescales outlined in the West Northamptonshire Emergent Joint Core
Strategy and its retail evidence base.
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Question 30: Delivery
Rate of Change
ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-114 Hardingstone Parish
Council
CAAP-174 IPSL
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
Reformed Church
CAAP-181 Martin Robeson
Planning Practice
CAAP-214 Volvo Penta Main
Dealer

Summary of Issues Raised
The plan needs to implemented sooner. Where is the money for development going to come from?
People need to see change quickly.
The delivery plan for Spring Boroughs is too slow, as people are already recognised to be living in
poor quality homes. There is potential to either leave people in inadequate housing or for the
council to waste money on stop-gap programmes.
North of Abington Street – new supermarket in Medium Term Phase 2 should be amended to say
'new supermarket - northern part of the central area' and moved to short term phase 1'.
Work should start as soon as possible - early 2010.

Other Comments
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-101 Leaflet Feedback
Where is the finance coming from for all these wonderful visions?
CAAP-101 Leaflet Feedback
If you are going to introduce housing and community facilities are the schools being provided at
same time?
CAAP-216 Leaflet Feedback
NBC has no money
CAAP-166 English Heritage
The monitoring framework should establish measures of success of the delivery plan with regard to
the historic environment; e.g. number of shop fronts improved, reuse of upper storeys.
CAAP-171 Government Office for Submitted Plan - need to include clear indications on how the Plan will be implemented. This can
the East Midlands
be done either within the core of the Plan or through a separate Implementation Plan which can be
updated on a regular basis and related to the AMR. Part 5 of the Emergent Strategy –
Implementation, Delivery and Monitoring makes a good start although more detail on what, where,
when, who and how will be needed.
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ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-172 CBRE CB Richard Ellis More information should be provided within the CAAP on the delivery of infrastructure necessary to
support the proposed development within the Central Area, in respect of timescales and funding.
CAAP-176 Turley Associates
CAAP's proposals for big box facilities at Nene Valley and St James Retail Park do not take any
consideration as to where occupiers would relocate to. Be more specific about how it is going to
deliver long term proposals to provide more certainty that they will come forward.
CAAP-186 Bidwells
In principle.
CAAP-202 Croughton Parish
City development must not drain resources from the surrounding areas, especially those like ours
Council
which are already neglected.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
As the Action Plan says it is difficult to predict with certainty in where we will be against the plan,
Chamber Of Commerce but it would be satisfying to think all of the above would be well completed by 2026 and the people
of Northampton enjoying the rejuvenated and well-developed town centre.
CAAP-232 Northamptonshire
The Chamber has found the Plan, overall, to be a frank and realistic assessment of the town as it
Chamber Of Commerce currently stands and we commend its ambitions for the Central Area as achievable, appropriate to a
rising City and economically right. We are nervous, however, given the UK's significant public debt
and the inevitable need for spending cuts, about the government funding available to make the
Plan (alongside private sector contributions and investment) a reality.
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Question 31: Regulation 25 – Any Other Issues?
Gaps
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-180 Castle Hill United
The document fails to address the needs of homes and communities to be built rather than houses,
Reformed Church
business and shops.
There is no reference to the role of Faiths or other community groupings. The document does not
mention what part community groups may play in the strategy of development of areas, or what
their requirements in the city centre of tomorrow may be. There may be a city but it will lack any
soul.
CAAP-183 Police
There is no mention in the document of management or maintenance to ensure the town
appearance is maintained once it has been regenerated. Without this, longer term the existing
problems of the town centre will return. Consideration of toilet facilities across the town centre
needs to be given. Public toilets will need to be included in plans to ensure that there are facilities
when shops are closed.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish Council The Action Plan is thin on the subject matter of transport. In particular improved transport options
from existing pockets of development outside of the central area, e.g. consideration of car parking
provisions, a park and ride scheme.
Other Issues
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-167 CABE
The AAP needs to tell the story of place, explain how it works and highlights its qualities and its
distinguishing features. Telling the story helps everyone understand how change will be achieved.
The AAP should express aspirations and be proactive and positive about the future of the place
and say how to achieve this. Set out what you expect in terms of design quality. Make the AAP
relevant and comprehensible to a wide audience. Use diagrams at the start of the process to inform
the text and communicate the strategy. It is important that there is a clear priority for design quality
and place making objectives in the core strategy, setting out the key principles with links to other
development framework documents, such as area action plans and supplementary planning
documents. This needs to be explicit so that it cannot be challenged when applications are being
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Regulation 25 – Any other issues

ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-172

CAAP-174
CAAP-204
CAAP-210

Summary of Issues Raised

determined.
CBRE CB Richard Ellis Garbe welcomes the preparation of CAAP. Garbe is supportive of the regeneration aspirations
within the emerging AAP and timescales. This fits in with Garbe's aspiration for the future of the
Avon site. CAAP is a positive document and has potential to be the catalyst for delivery in the
Central Area. Garbe supports the reference to the emerging guidance (draft PPS4).The role of the
Central Area, as planned through the Core Strategy, needs to be updated as the Core Strategy
progresses. This will ensure conformity between the documents.
IPSL
Get this moving as quickly as possible.
Public transport is vital to any improvement/development in the central area.
Economic Intelligence - No matter how good the plan is there will always be 'other issues' that balance need to be struck
NBC
between flexible clear planning and what can be achieved. The current political conversations are
on cuts in public spending and this may well affect the programme elements that rely on this
funding source.
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Creative Industries

Question 32: Further Comments
ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-110
As development progresses, a large scaled contoured model should be presented so people can
see what is being proposed. Recommends a virtual model as this would be cheaper.
CAAP-114 Hardingstone Parish
Nothing has been mentioned about medical improvements or schools; with increased population
Council
should come more schools, doctors, dentists and hospitals
CAAP-152 Churches Together
Contribution from the voluntary sector has not been acknowledged. They have offices and shops in
St Giles Street and Gold Street. Their service provision brings a significant number of people into
the centre. Street Pastors also contribute to safety in the night time economy.
CAAP-152 Churches Together
Draft proposals appear to prioritise the physical, built environment rather than the need for a quality
of life within which people will flourish as human beings in the community.
CAAP-153
Overview of the town:
• Dirty, intimidating, depressing, unpleasant
• Anti social behaviour, lack of police patrol
• Shops uninviting
• People prefer to go to Milton Keynes
• Northampton and its residents have lost pride in themselves and their environment
• Large screens can cause more problems
CAAP-174 IPSL
This will be great for the town and county. There needs to be no delay.
CAAP-175 Northamptonshire
On schools, the County has the following comments:
County Council
• the County is looking at how it will provide additional primary school places in the town
centre to meet the increased demand from September 2010
• the provision of a new school is required within the Nunn Mills and Ransome Road
development sites
CAAP-182
There is a need for a new state of the art hospital, possibly close to a motorway junction such as
Swan Valley.
CAAP-196 Bellway Homes Limited Bellway Homes supports the principle of this Area Action Plan.
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ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-217
Would like to see proposals which would improve the quality of life for the elderly, disabled and so
forth.
CAAP-223 Shire Consulting
The current CAAP does not contain any draft policies on managing growth and change, as the next
copy of CAAP will effectively be the version submitted to the Secretary of State it will obviously
contain clearly worded draft policies, so that private sector stakeholders (responsible for a large
share of investment) can make representations upon them.
CAAP-227 British Pipelines Agency British Pipelines are required to retain the statutory planning consultee status for the HP pipelines.
CAAP-231 Walgrave Parish Council Libraries can be a focal point for cultural development. The central library is in the heart of the
town. Should consideration be given to this facility and its context and role, if any, within the Action
Plan?
CAAP-65 Leaflet Feedback
With the demolition (re-building) of the bus station the largest public convenience will be removed.
More public conveniences are needed throughout Northampton Public toilets in stores etc are okay
if you are a customer, but if not doesn’t bye-laws and Health & Safety prohibit their use by people
just off the street?
CAAP-66 Leaflet Feedback
Clean public toilets.
CAAP-85 Leaflet Feedback
Few toilets in town for market traders and elderly (please consider especially main toilets for
visitors, drivers and visitors coming into town, or shops will go empty.
CAAP-113 Leaflet Feedback
I work in customer services and we have lots of complaints re: public conveniences not being open/
available.
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback
As the development of the Town takes place each individual development will, I hope be shown to
the people to comment on. A model would be much more use to the public. The model will be in
sections and a developer would be required to have made a copy of the relevant section, but with
his building included, this could then be slotted in and ordinary folk would stand some chance of
seeing what’s proposed. Also, or as an alternative a virtual reality model, which for some people
would be even better. The virtual model would probably be cheaper.
CAAP-63 Leaflet Feedback
I am a CRUSE bereavement volunteer and we need a room or rooms where clients can be seen
safely. At present most clients are visited in their own homes on a one-to-one basis and PCT’s who
refer many people to us have not been helpful in providing rooms. We perhaps need an out of town
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ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-89

Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-103 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-103 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-85 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-160 Leaflet Feedback
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Creative Industries

Summary of Issues Raised
medical centre with adequate parking or a park & ride service.
The crime, especially vandalism is still a problem in the central areas; therefore there is a need for
more CCTV’s
I hope building on flood plain does not flood the town
Services need to match the extra housing - schools, doctors, more public transport
Get these pavements done, put your foot down with County Council (they are saving money) and
the roads, make the town smarter with roads and pavements. Look at Cornwall and outside cities.
Northampton roads are a complete and utter mess of main roads into Northampton which are
literally falling to pieces due to long term lack of maintenance by NCC and their road partners.
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Process Issues
ID number Group / Organisation
CAAP-110
CAAP-159
CAAP-171 Government Office for
the East Midlands

CAAP-175 Northamptonshire
County Council

Summary of Issues Raised
Maps are too small.
Booklet was well presented but maps too small.
There are references throughout the document to the need for good design (including Strategic
Objective 2 A Well Designed City). This could be emphasised through the formulation of a specific
policy on how design will contribute to the successful implementation of the Plan. Design should
cover high standard visual and functional design, and respond to climate change and energy
efficiency.
No detailed comments made but provided recommendations on what the Submission AAP should
include. The key recommendations relate to:
• issues of conformity to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy
• clarity on infrastructure
• guidance on how existing built up areas around the Central Area can profit from the
transformation of the Central Area
• streamlined evidence base
• clarity between "central area" and "town Centre"
• plans for public transport and other transportation matters need to be effective

CAAP-188 Homes and
Communities Agency
CAAP-191 Sport England

Page 54 – Part 4: Regeneration Development Principles, paragraphs 4.18, line 3: the word "are"
should be substituted by "it is".
National Sports Strategy "Game Plan" has been replaced by Sports Strategy 2008-2011. Change 4
Sport has been replaced by new national strategy and will not be updated.
CAAP-210 Economic Intelligence - An excellent piece of work that takes into consideration National, Regional and Sub Regional plans.
NBC
A very good document.
CAAP-219 Leaflet Feedback
A wonderful plan if NBC intend to carry it out.
CAAP-51 Leaflet Feedback
Overall I am very impressed with the 'Emerging Strategy' for Northampton Central Area.
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ID number Group / Organisation
Summary of Issues Raised
CAAP-70 Leaflet Feedback
Regarding the shopping offer, why are participants restricted to only one priority???
CAAP-64 Leaflet Feedback
The ideas are good, but some of your illustrations show really ‘tacky’ looking new buildings that
would soon look out of place.
CAAP-67 Leaflet Feedback
How much has this exercise cost? The timescale for people to reply is very tight.
CAAP-67 Leaflet Feedback
I feel there is insufficient detail in this plan to know exactly what I am commenting on.
CAAP-94

Leaflet Feedback

CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-110 Leaflet Feedback
CAAP-137 Leaflet Feedback
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First I have not seen any of the local exhibitions and feel I have incomplete knowledge of the
project for informed comment; also there is a lot to take in and consider with these proposals.
As with all questionnaires the answer alternatives are not really adequate.
The maps are the most important source of information in such documents after the text and are
too small.
Thank you for allowing residents the opportunity to comment on the town plans.
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